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The modelling of the processes of advection and dispersion-diffusion is the 
most crucial factor in solute transport simulations. It is generally appreciated 
that the first order upwind difference scheme gives rise to excessive numerical diffusion, whereas the conventional second order central difference scheme ex- hibits severe oscillations for advection dominated transport, especially in regions 
of high solute gradients or discontinuities. Higher order schemes have therefore become increasingly used for improved accuracy and for reducing grid scale oscil- lations. Two such schemes are the QUICK (Quadratic Upwind Interpolation for 
Convective Kinematics) and TOASOD (Third Order Advection Second Order 
Diffusion) schemes, which are similar in formulation but different in accuracy, 
with the two schemes being second and third order accurate in space respec- 
tively for finite difference models. These two schemes can be written in various 
finite difference forms for transient solute transport models, with the different 
representations having different numerical properties and computational effi- 
ciencies. Although these two schemes are advectively (or convectively) stable, 
it has been shown that the originally proposed explicit QUICK and TOASOD 
schemes become numerically unstable for the case of pure advection. The sta- bility constraints have been established for each scheme representation based 
upon the von Neumann stability analysis. All the derived schemes have been 
tested for various initial solute distributions and for a number of continuous discharge cases, with both constant and time varying velocity fields. 
The 1-D QUICKEST (QUICK with Estimated Streaming Term) scheme is 
third order accurate both in time and space. It has been shown analytically and 
numerically that a previously derived quasi 2-D explicit QUICKEST scheme, 
with a reduced accuracy in time, is unstable for the case of pure advection. The 
modified 2-D explicit QUICKEST, ADI-TOASOD and ADI-QUICK schemes have been developed herein and proved to be numerically stable, with the sta- bility region of each derived 2-D scheme having also been established. All these derived 2-D schemes have been tested in a 2-D domain for various initial solute distributions with both uniform and rotational flow fields. They were further 
tested for a number of 2-D continuous discharge cases, with the corresponding 
exact solutions having also been derived herein. 
All the numerical tests in both the 1-D and 2-D cases were compared with 
the corresponding exact solutions and the results obtained using various other difference schemes, with the higher order schemes generally producing more 
accurate predictions, except for the characteristic based schemes which failed 
to conserve mass for the 2-D rotational flow tests. The ADI-TOASOD scheme has also been applied to two water quality studies in the U. K., simulating ni- 
trate and faecal coliform distributions respectively, with the results showing a 
marked improvement in comparison with the results obtained by the second 
order central difference scheme. 
Details are also given of a refined numerical representation of flooding and drying of tidal flood plains for hydrodynamic modelling, with the results show- ing considerable improvements in comparison with a number of existing models 
and in good agreement with the field measured data in a natural harbour study. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Rivers, estuaries and coastal waters have been used as convenient disposal 
sites for various industrial and municipal wastes for many decades. Bacterial 
pollution was recognised early on as, and is still, a major public health problem 
especially in relation to the use of river water in water supply and the con- 
sumption of fish and shellfish caught in polluted rivers, estuaries and coastal 
regions 111. In recent years, more and more national and international concern 
has been raised about the potential environmental hazards of water and envi- 
ronment pollution, resulting in more public awareness and political efforts to 
regulate and control the urban discharges and waste water disposals [2,3,41 in 
order to prevent disease. 
To assist the hydro-environmental impact assessment, it is often necessary 
to simulate and monitor pollutant transport processes, as well as fluid motions, 
requiring the use of hydraulic and water quality models [5,61. The disposal 
of liquid waste to tidal waters several decades ago generally involved limited 
treatment and discharge to shallow water via a short pipe, which could result 
in serious pollution problems for many beaches. Long sea outfalls have been 
recognised as a major improvement in comparison with earlier short ones in that, 
after primary and secondary treatment, the sewage is discharged to the ocean 
through submerged outfall diffusers and further diluted, mixed and degraded 
1 
2 
by making use of the large self-clean capacity in the deep receiving waters and 
preventing the effluent from coming back to beaches. Due to buoyancy effects, 
discharged sewage rises through the water column in a relatively short time, 
typically from minutes to hours. Subsequent transport and dilution of the 
effluent are controlled by coastal transport and mixing processes. The selection 
of the marine outfall length and location are therefore vital to ensure the dilution 
and mixing being effective and sufficient [71 0. There are also many other such 
circumstances where hydraulic and environmental models can be very useful 
such as the desi-n and operation of a chlorine contact tank or a settling tank 
for water supply [8,9,101, the investigation of sediment deposition and erosion 
along a river reach, and the simulation and monitoring of water temperature 
distribution around the cooling water receiving area discharging from thermal 
electricity power stations I'll. 
Traditionally, both theoretical and experimental methods have been used 
to model fluids and water quality parameters. The numerical approach has 
become available with the advent of the digital computer after World War II. It 
could be argued that the numerical method is an intermediate approach between 
purely theoretical and experimental. The theoretical-, or analytical- approach 
can only be applied to a few very simple cases and is not generally applicable 
to practical studies. Although experimentation continues to play an important 
role in understanding fluid flow processes, especially when the flow involved 
is complex, the recent trend is clearly moving more toward greater reliance 
on computational predictions due to the main disadvantages in using physical 
models including the scaling problems, measurement difficulties, operational 
costs, inflexibility, non-portability and non-adapt ability. 
Numerical modelling, on the other hand, can simulate flow and pollutant 
transport processes at the prototype scale without distortion, 'and is gener- 
ally considerably more economical and flexible, transportable and adaptable. 
However, there are certain limitations in using numerical models such as the 
3 
accuracy of predicting turbulence and sediment transport interactions, chemical 
and biological processes relating to water quality parameters, and the numerical 
difficulty in treating high gradient discontinuities based upon discrete solutions. 
In spite of these disadvantages, numerical models have been increasingly used 
for hydro-environmental assessment studies in the light of decreasing computer 
costs, increasing computer power, and the development of more sophisticated 
computational techniques. Flow and pollutant transport visualisation tech- 
niques have also become more widely available on micro-computers in a graph- 
ical and interactive manner [121. 
Strictly speaking, the flow and pollutant transport processes should be mod- 
elled in a fully three dimensional manner. However, use of a full three dimen- 
sional model to simulate the unsteady flow of waste, heat or pollutant transport 
for a large body of water in estuarine and coastal regions for a considerable 
length of time (several tides and longer) requires a large number of grid nodes 
and time steps. Many iterations were necessary for the solution to be converged 
[13] to a stable result within each time step 
Although simplified three-dimensional models have been documented in the 
recent literature, such as assuming a depthwise logarithmic velocity profile [14, 
or integrating the continuity, momentum and hydrostatic equations vertically 
using a mode splitting technique 1151, a natural choice for unsteady flow and so- 
lute transport simulations is to reduce the modelling to that of two-dimensional 
(abbreviated as 2-D), depth integrated (or averaged) type for estuarine and 
coastal water modelling [11,16,17,18,19,201 and to that of one-dimensional 
(abbreviated as 1-D), cross-sectional integrated (or averaged) type for many 
river flow studies [21,221. Although a 2-D depth integrated model suffers from 
neglecting the effects of stratification and the mixing associated with secondary 
currents, such approximations are generally acceptable from the engineering 
point of view. These approximations are particularly appropriate when the 
flows are predominantly two-dimensional and horizontal, and provide useful 
4 
information wherein a number of options may be considered for reasonably ac- 
curate predictions, especially at an initial stage. The 1-D model requires more 
simplifications, and is still widely used for river flow simulations. It is possi- 
ble, under some circumstances and to some extent, to take account of some 
[231 transverse and vertical variation effects for 1-D river modelling 
The modelling of advection and dispersion-diffusion processes is the most 
crucial factor in modelling solute transport fluxes. Although satisfactory results 
can be obtained using a second order accurate central difference scheme for the 
diffusion term, the numerical treatment of the advection term is still difficult, 
and is one of the main areas of current research interests among many numerical 
modellers. It is now generally appreciated that the first order upwind difference 
scheme will give rise to excessive numerical diffusion and is therefore regarded as 
inadequate for most practical applications. Likewise, the second order accurate 
central difference scheme exhibits pronounced oscillations for advection domi- 
nated transport especially in regions of high gradients or discontinuities. Hence, 
higher order schemes have become increasingly used for improved accuracy and 
for reducing grid scale oscillations. A number of such higher order schemes 
have been considered herein, including the QUICK (Quadratic Upwind Inter- 
polation for Convective Kinametics) and QUICKEST (QUICK with Estimated 
Stream Term) schemes [24], the TOASOD (Third Order Advection and Second 
Order Diffusion) scheme [251, the Minimax- Characteristic (NI-C) scheme and 
the Holly and Preissmann two point fourth order (H-P) scheme [261. 
Numerical analysis at the beginning of this study has shown that the QUICK 
and TOASOD schemes, which are both advectively (or convectively) stable, be- 
come numerically unstable for the case of pure advection (27,281. There is also a 
lack of information about the stability properties and the numerical behaviour 
of many of these schemes for 2-D cases, with these schemes generally being 
analysed for one dimension only, and with there being no guarantee that a 1-D 
stable scheme will also be stable for 2-D situations. The QUICKEST scheme, 
5 
for example, remains stable in 1-D when the Courant number is less than or 
equal to unity (241, whereas this scheme becomes unstable when extended di- 
rectly from its 1-D formulation to 2-D as will be shown later in this thesis. This 
is an interesting and important phenomenon which has not previously been 
reported in the literature. 
The principle objectives of this investigation have therefore been to formu- 
late numerically stable QUICK and TOASOD representations for 1-D and 2-D 
applications. A 2-D stable formulation for the QUICKEST scheme has also 
been developed with this scheme being third order accurate both in time and 
in space. The stability region for each modified scheme for both pure advection 
and advection diffusion has also been established for 1-D and 2-D cases respec- 
tively. These modified higher order schemes have all been tested extensively 
for 1-D and 2-D cases of advection, both with or without physical diffusion. 
They have also been tested for a number of 1-D and 2-D continuous source 
discharging cases. The numerical simulation results produced by these higher 
order schemes have all been compared with the corresponding exact solutions, 
with some of which having also been derived herein, and the results obtained 
by other schemes. A typical third order scheme, namely the ADI-TOASOD 
scheme has also been applied to two practical water quality modelling studies, 
namely Poole Harbour and Holes Bay in Dorset, U. K., and Bridlington Bay in 
North Yorkshire, U. K. 
Before a water quality study can be actually conducted the hydrodynamic 
characteristics including the water surface elevation and the tidal current veloc- 
ities must first be established. In modelling numerically tidal flows for shallow 
basins with a complex bathymetry, severe flooding and drying, involving large 
number of grid cells, can be observed throughout the tidal cycle, often causing 
water surface fluctuations. It has, therefore also been attempted to modify an 
existing flooding and drying routine to overcome such problems. 
Chapter 2 
THEORETICAL 
BACKGROUND 
Solute transport modelling provides a useful tool to simulate and under- 
stand the effects of current and proposed engineering situations which have, or 
could have, implication on the local water quality characteristics. Such mod- 
elling studies generally depend upon firstly computing the flow velocities and 
the water depths within the modelling domain based upon the hydrodynamic 
equations, and then solving the advective diffusion equation for water quality 
parameters for the corresponding studies. 0 
In this chapter, the 2-D depth integrated equations of fluid flow and solute 
transport processes are respectively derived. 
2.1 Hydrodynamic Equations 
2.1.1 Three-Dimensional Reynolds Equation 
It is generally accepted that for turbulent flow the fluid motion can be 
described by the principle of momentum conservation assuming an isotropic 
and Newtonian incompressible fluid [29,301. The momentum equations can be 
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of Cartesian Co-ordinate System for Flow Motion 
written for the x, y and z directions respectively, using the Eulerian Cartesian 
co-ordinate system as shown in Figure 2.1, as: - 
aii aa, au, aa@ 1 ap- +0 (2.1 
Y Tt 
+ -5x +T+ -T-- - AD +--+ zP 5x P 19X C9Y 19Z 
06 az, ý aD2 aDý i ap i (Lray + Laya + n-y Tt + -, jx- + -5 Y+- -5 -+A fi +0 (2.2) zp 57y P ax ay az 
ai7v aiNi ý athD adv, ,1 (af- M 1 ap af. ýaam ++9+ -T +, YZ +0 (2.3) Tt ax YzPz Ox Oy az 
where fi, D, iv- = instantaneous velocity components in the x, y and z directions 
respectively; A= Coriolis parameter due to the Earth's rotation (= 2wsino, 
with u; =the angular speed of the Earth; geographical angle of latitude on 
the Earth); p= fluid density; g= gravitational acceleration on the Earth; P 
gauge pressure; a', 5', a' are the normal stresses in x, y and z directions xx YY zz 
respectively due to molecular viscosity, and f. ', fý, ' YX ,, etc., are the shear stresses 
also due to molecular viscosity with the first subscript representing the plane 
on which the shear stress is acting and the second subscript the direction of the 
shear stress. 
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The fluid also satisfies the principle of mass conserN-ation, giving the conti- 
nuity equation for incompressible fluid as: - 
Da 0b0 iV' 
+j+ äz -y 
(2.4) 
However, it is difficult to model the instantaneous values of the turbulent flow 
properties directly, and hence the instantaneous quantity of j(x, y, z,, t) can be 
separated into a mean part f (x, y, z, t): - 
1 ! (x 
-) d7- (2.5) Y, 9 Y, ý97 
and a fluctuating part f'(x, y, z, t), such that: - 
Px, Y, -, 9 t) =f (x, Y, Z, t) + f'(XI Y9 Ze t) 
(2.6) 
where AT is relatively large compared with the time scale of the turbulence 
but small compared with the time scale of the unsteady phenomena. Temporal 
averaging (i. e. time-averaging) of Equations (2.1)-(2.4) for an incompressible 
turbulent flow results in the well-known Reynolds Equations [311, giving: - 
OU au 2 J9UV aUW Av +1 ap -1 
(Laý., + Lrvý +=0 (2.1") Tt + -, g-x + _ý7y + 19 Z-P 19X P 19X Oy a-- 
OV OVU a V2 avw 1 OP -1 
(aTýy + Layy +ýý. Y) =0 Tt + -j, X-- +-5Y++ Au + -- - (2.8) 19Z P Oy P ax ay az 
aw awu, -, awV aw 2 lap -1 +ar 
Y' 0 (2.9) 
z 
+ ýX- + --5y + 5ý-, +g+-T-+ Tt PzP Ox ay az 
and the averaged continuity equation: - 
au av ew 
jx- + jy- + -ä7Z =' 
where u, v, w and P are the mean values for fi, ý, ? Z, and P respectively, and 
a,,, 7-y,, r,, etc. are the effective stresses which include the effects of molecular 
viscosity (with a superscript m) and eddy viscosity (with a superscript t): - 
t OM + or, xx 
mt 
Ty, rý, + -r;, 
t Ty 7'ym, + 77; z 
m+ ort or., azz zz 
9 
ttt The terms, a.., T;.,, r,.,, etc., which represent the cross-products of the tur- 
bulent fluctuations, are generally referred to as the Reynolds' stresses and have 
been introduced through the averaging process for the non-linear advection 
terms. These Reynolds stresses are many times greater than their molecular 
counterparts, which accounts for the vigorous mixing associated with turbulent 
flows. Unfortunately, these Reynolds stresses introduce more unknowns than 
equations, which gives rise to the well-known "closure problem". A common ap- 
proach toward partly eliminating this problem is to relate the Reynolds stresses 
to the mean dependent variables, such as the use of the turbulent eddy viscosity, 
At, giving the eddy shear stress tensor (V) as: - 
2 19U 19U 
av au i9w ) 
t Tx- 5-Y 
+ ox 19Z 
+ 5x 
orx-ý 7y. 7-11, ) 
7-" y aly 
19V + 
Ou 
2 
av av 
+ 
aw 
(2.12) 
z 5y T Tx Ty z 19Y 
t 7'. Tyt z at.. 19W ou ow av 29w 
\ax+ -aZ -DY +5 -ý- TZ 
which was first introduced by Boussinesq 1321 in analogy with the kinematic 
viscosity, p, since viscous shear stress tensor (r-) can be written as: - 
au 
m 
2 
x- 
av au 
ix 7 
y 
.. rn Tym- or 7*. 7 ew au 
19X az 
au av 
y 
2 j7y 
ew d9v 
ä- + j7 y 
au ew 
ä-z + -ä-x 
av ew ä-z + -ä7u . Zy 
2 
ew 
az 
Unlike p, which is a fluid property, y' depends upon the local state of 
the turbulence, varying from point to point in the flow. The eddy viscosity 
hypothesis has often been found to work well in engineering practice due to 
the fact that the eddy viscosity can be determined to a reasonable degree of 
accuracy for many flow situations 133]. 
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2.1.2 2-D Depth Averaged Equation 
When the flow is prcdominantly horizontal with good vcrtical inixing, or 
the vertical variation of the flow quantities is either small or of less signifi- 
cance, for example for flow in non-stratified coastal waters, estuaries and rivers 
with the water depths being relatively small in comparison with the horizon- 
tal dimension of the modelling domain, the fluid continuity equation and the 
three-dimensional Reynolds equations of motion can be integrated over the wa- 
ter depth H(= 17 + h, where j7 and h arc the water surface elevation above 
datum and the water depth below datum respectively as shown in Figure' '2.1 
to give the 2-D depth integrated equations of motion. These depth integrated 
equations are obtained using the hydrostatic pressure assumption: - 
pg(17 - Z) Pa, (2.14) 
where P. is the atmospheric pressure at the water surface, the kinematic bound- 
ary conditions at the free water surface 1341: _ 
uploq - V9 
017 
+ Wj = 
0-7 
Ox Oy ot 
and at the bed: - 
- U-h 
o(-h) 
- V-h 
o(-h) 
+ W-h ý Ot Ox ay 
and the surface wind induced (r,, and r,, ) and the bed friction (rb. and 
shear stresses respectively 1351: _ 
17 17 
-azzlqý-7- - r., 
01- 
+ rszlql (2.17) Ox Oy 
47 oll 
ý2 
7vylq Ox 
o(-h) 
+ 78'CI-hý r"l-h Oy 
11 
Tb y 7-- _, ry 
I i9(-h) 
_a 
a(-h) 
9 (2.20) _h ax Yyl-h ay 
+'r'. Yl-h 
The corresponding depth integrated continuitY equation can be shown to be: - 
(9j7 OHU 9HV 
y 57t 
+ -5x + --6FU- =0 
with the depth integrated momentum equations being given as: - 
8HU 8HU2 OHUV a 1'7 U)2 
a 
x 
57t-- + -ý7x- + +T 
_ 
d-- + 
'7 
(u - U)(v - V)dz 19Y x -h 
(U 
yh 
AHV - gH 
977 r.,,, -7b-ý laHfy, (2.22) 
Tx +p+ P--ýX- + p- ay 
OHV i9HUV 
DHV2 
+++ '9 1'7(u-U)(v-V)d--+Ta 
'7 
V_ V)2 
ax ay i9X _hyI, 
( dz 
-AHU - gH9"7 + 
'r. ' - 
rb' 
+1aH; r-, y+1 
Maýyy 
(2.23) 
19Y ppp ay 
where the horizontal gradients of the fluid density and the atmospheric pressure 
at the water surface has been neglected, 
u=1 
17 
udz, V=1 
17 
vdz 77 
J-h 
77 
J-h 
are the depth-averaged velocity components 1361, and 
77 
o,,, dz, Ir r,, ydz, ... etc. 77 
J-h 
xy ý7 J-h 
the depth-averaged shear stresses. 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
The integration terms in Equations (2.22) and (2.23) have been identified as 
momentum correction terms [371 or as dispersion terms [38,391 due to vertical 
non-uniformities of the velocity distribution and the depth-averaging processes. 
Assuming a logarithmic vertical velocity profile, these terms can be integrated 
12 
to give: - 
19 17 
0 77 
-_ U)2 dz +-- U)(v - V)dz 5X 
I 
h(U 
5y 
f 
h(U 
a(g HU2) +a(g HUT") (2.26) TX C2K2 Ty C2K2 
7 
5-X 
J-h(U 
- U)(v - V)dz + ý-Yjh( V_ 
V)2 dz 
a(g 
HUV) +a( 9 HV2) (2.27) aX C2K2 ay C2K2 
where tc is the von Karman's constant (r--. 0.4), and C is the de Chezy roughness 
coefficient. 
Various relationships to obtain the eddy viscosity have been proposed over 
the years with varying complexities ranging from the use of simple algebraic for- 
mulae to differential transport equations for various turbulence parameters 1331. 
Generally speaking, more universal turbulence models introduce more physics, 
describe more complex turbulence phenomena and are more complicated and 
expensive, thus requiring more computational effort and resources. In engi- 
neering practice, factors affecting model selection often involve optimising the 
usually conflicting demands of universality versus simplicity, and accuracy ver- 
sus economy. The fact that the water body of interest is relatively large in this 
study and the velocity field has to be integrated over the water depth implies 
that there would be little gain in increasing the level of accuracy of the tur- 
bulence model used in this hydrodynamics model. It has been pointed out by 
the ASCE Task Committee on Turbulence Models in Hydraulic Computations 
that previous large water body calculations often even neglected these Reynolds 
stresses terms [381. 
Based upon the above mentioned considerations, the Prandtl mixing length 
hypothesis has been incorporated into the hydrodynamic model in view of its 
13 
simplicity and requirement of minimal computational effort. For a general flow, 
Prandtl mixing length hypothesis can be written 140] as: - 
At= 12 j2 (2.28) 
where 
j2 (9U 2 i9V 2 i9W 2 2(5x) +2(T 
v Y) 
+2(5, ) 
(DU + 
OV)2 av OW 2 (OW + 
DU)2. 
+ -+- +- (2.29) ey ex 
(az 
OY) ex az 
For horizontal flow with a relatively shallow depth, two further approxima- 
tions can be made in order to simplify Equation (2.29) by assuming that the 
vertical velocities are small and the velocity gradients in the horizontal plane 
are negligible [371. Thus the turbulence is assumed to be bed generated only, 
with Equation (2-29) being reduced to: - 
(C9U)2 (av 
-+ 5Z)2. TZ (2.30) 
Hence, the Reynolds shear stresses can be approximated for this case by: - 
au 
= p12j 
'DU OV 2 
OV 
t 
p12j ly = ryx or = 2pl J ä7, 2X97. ý 
( 
ä7, + ä, 
), 
yy y 
(2.31) 
with these approximations not strictly being suitable for rapidly varying flows. 
Substituting the logarithmic velocity distribution into Equation (2.30), it can 
be shown that: - 
. 
ýg(U2 + V2) 
KCH 
(2.32) 
with the corresponding mixing length for a linear stress distribution being given 
in the form (41,421: - 
l_ (h+ 
Z)] 12' 
1= 
tz(h+z)[ H 
(2.33) 
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The depth-averaged shear stresses in Equation (2.25) can now be obtained 
by substituting Equations (2.33) and (2.32) into Equation (2.31) and integrating 
over the depth, to give: - 
ü =2e 
au 
jr.. = 2e 
av 
(2.34) ä71 -ä 7y, 
and 
; r-. Ty = -Ty, =f (Du + 
19v) (2.35) 
Dy 19X 
where 
nH - 
c E, and E= ýC- 
ýg(U2 + V2). (2.36) 
However, field data by Fischer 1431 for turbulent diffusion in idealised laboratory 
channels has shown that the value for E is generally greater than that given by 
Equation (2.36) and suggested that: - 
0.15H 
g(U2 + V2) c 
g(U2 + V2). (2.37) 
The water surface wind stresses can be represented [441 as: - 
7sx = Pa CwjV2 COS 7p, and ry = PaCwW2 sin 0, (2.38) 
where p. = density of air, W= wind speed, 0= wind direction relative to the 
x axis, and C,,, = resistance coefficient which was taken as a constant for this 
study (=0.0026 originally proposed by Ekman 1451). 
The bottom friction shear stresses are given by the Darcy-Welsbach resis- 
tance formula as: - 
Tbx - 
pguvul -+vl 
I and Tby " 
pgVVýU-2 -+V2 
(2.39) C2 C2 2 
where Chezy roughness coefficient can be calculated from: - 
F Lg (2.40) 
f 
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in which f= Darcy-Weisbach friction coefficient. A simple relationship can 
be established for f based upon experiments and a logarithmic velocity profile, 
giving for turbulent rough flows: - 
5.75 log (12.27 
H (2.41) 
where k, = bed roughness height. The Colebrook-White relation is recom- 
mended [461 which also relates the roughness k, to bed features such as ripples 
or dunes, giving: - 
3.48 -4 log 
[2k, + 
9.35 (2.42) 
H Reý7 
However, this equation requires iteration and has not been used in this study. 
Equations (2.22) and (2.23) can now be written as: - 
OHU 
+ 
0,3HU2 
+ 
DOHUV 
= fHV - gH 
i9q + -rx - 7bx at 19X Dy 19X p 
DHcT,., 
+1 
OH; r-y_. (2.43) 57- - 
pxp Igy 
, 9HV OOHUV 0,3HV2 = -fHU - gH 
1977 + 
Tsy - Tby 
ý-t + ax 19Y 5-y p 
1 i9HFy 1 OH, -7yy (2.44) 57x- +- pp ay 
where 
)3=1+ 9 (2.45) C2K21 
and 3 will generally be slightly greater than unity. 
Equations (2.21), (2.43) and (2.44) define a 2-D flow field in the horizontal 
plane. Once initial and boundary conditions are defined for a modelling domain, 
these three equations can be solved numerically using an appropriate solution 
procedure for the three hydrodynamic variables, i. e., U, V, and 77. The solute 
transport equation can then be solved based upon these known hydrodynamic 
variables for the unknown solute concentration distributions. 
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2.2 Solute Transport Equation 
When a cloud of dissolved or suspended scalar is released into a receiving 
water, the cloud will propagate, dilute and spread as it moves with the flow due 
to the effects of advective, diffusive and dispersive transport. The advection 
refers to the transport of the scalar by an imposed current system, such as that 
due to a tide in estuarine and coastal waters. The diffusion includes the scatter- 
ing of particles by molecular motions, which may be described by Fick's law [471, 
and turbulent motions, which may be considered roughly analogous to molecu- 
lar diffusion, but with the inclusion of turbulent eddy diffusion coefficients. The 
dispersion, as distinct from diffusion, is the dilution process associated with the 
stretching out and distortion of a cloud of solute in a non-uniform flow by the 
effect of velocity shear and consequential averaging of the flow distribution over 
the cross-section, depth or layer for 1-D, 2-D and 3-D models respectively (481. 
2.2.1 3-D Transport Equation 
Considering an elementary volume of fluid as shown in Figure 2.2, the 0 
principle of mass conservation needs to be observed so that the rate of increase 
of mass within the elementary volume equates the net inflow of mass through 
all its faces resulting the so-called advection diffusion equation: - 
qý 0 92 oý 0 K. +ä 
y 7y 
) +j, - (2.46) Tt +äx ex 
where ý= the instantaneous value of solute concentration, ICm = the isotropic 
molecular diffusion coefficient and ýi, = the rate of production or loss of solute 
mass per unit volume by internal sources or sinks. 
When considering solute transport in a turbulent flow, the turbulence will 
cause the solute concentration to be fluctuated in the fluid, in addition to the 
velocities, resulting in great inconvenience. Temporal averaging concept is again 
17 
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Figure 2.2: The Control Volume of Solute I'vlass Conservation 
effective for this transport equation, by representing an instantaneous variable 
as the sum of an average value (over time-scale of turbulence) and a deviation 
from the average (fluctuation). Using such expressions for velocities and con- 00 
centration as noted in Equation (2.6), results in the general turbulent diffusion 
equation: - 
üýO c02 LU 92 + 
2-V-V 
+aw 
(P 
=0 (KM 
ýLV 
- 
777) 
-Ft ex ay 0-- ý7X ex 
7rV7) + 5Z 
zp '9 L- 7-7) + (2.47) 
y 
(1,7- 
ay 19Z 
The averaging process has introduced three unknown correlations between 
velocity and concentration fluctuations. Physically, these correlations represent 
the transport rate of mass due to fluctuating turbulent motion. In analogy with 
Fick's law for molecular diffusion, the turbulent mass fluxes in the x, y, and z 
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directions may be expressed respectively as: - 
ýo IU K'T + lc. ý y+K,. - a yu 
Lýo ;o -7, -v7=Kyx, 
9ýo+KYY "+I'CYL (2.48) 
ax Dy 19Z 
av &P 
x ++ '-zz-T x ay z 
where the turbulent diffusion coefficients Kij form a second-order tensor. The 
existence of the so-called mixed terms, (or the cross-variance terms) in Equa- 
tion (2.48) is due to the fact that a gradient in one spatial direction can pro- 
duce solute transport in other directions 143]. Substituting Equation (2.48) 0 
into Equation (2.47) results in the generalised 3-D turbulent solute transport 
equation. 
It is worth noting that when the coordinate axes are chosen to coincide 
with the principal axes of the flow, the mixed terms in equation (2.48) are zero. 
Furthermore, when the turbulence is homogenouse and isotropical, such that: - 
A. 
xx = 
Kyy = li:, z = 
K'? (2.49) 
where KI is the turbulent diffusion coefficient, the advection diffusion Equa- 
tion (2.47) can be simplified as: - 
19(p '9uýl + 
ývv '9w'p = '9 (KL ++ ý0) + 
'9 (KLO) + '9 (KLO) + -ý%, (2.50) Tt ax Oy 19Z 5-x c9x Ty oy TZ az 
where K= IC,, + K'. 
2.2.2 Depth Integrated Transport Equation 
For a horizontal or quasi-horizontal flow, Equation (2.47) can be integrated 
over the depth. Expressing the velocity components and solute concentrations 
as the sum of a vertical averaged part and the departure from the averaged 
19 
values, such that: - 
U=U+ Ulf 9V=V+ V'19 S+ S", 
1%7. z = K., + K,, 
"., Ky = K., s, + Aý"Yý .... etc. 
where U and V have been given in Equation (2.24), and 
(2.51) 
17 
Vdz. (2.52) 
-h 
Using the Leibnitz's rule and after some algebraic manipulations, the result of 
the integration can be written as: - 
OHS OHUS DHVS a es es] 
ti 
[(Km ++T., yH ät + --äx- + --ä-y 37x 
- -1ý, 7 
'9 S (A7,,, + Ti y y) H+ 4) -h y 
D 71 as C? 
Sfl 
K" K"YT-]dz 
y 
TX 
-h 
ýUIISII 
TT 5x 
71 
a 177 
VI/s/I Osif as" KII'y 
ay 
] dz- (2.53) 5-Y 
-h 
7X - 
where -4ý-h and (D,, are the solute mass fluxes through the water surface and 
bottom interfaces respectively as: - 
17 
17 877 77 4)77 =S (L+uý_+v - w) - 
ýL 
ý,,, ++ 
c9t Ox ay 17 Ox ax 19Y 
=O, (2.54) r9 y C9X ey azil? 
(D-h - 
S-h P-h) + UO(-h) +v 
0(-h) 
_- Pým + KXX) 
a(pl 
et ex ey WI -h az 
D(-h) [w. + I,:.. ) ý, + IC., 
"I] 
ax ax ay 
i9(-h) [ 'Aý - 
L" 
+ w. + ic. o 
LIO II= 02 (2.55) 
i9y ax 19Y -h 
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and with the last two integration terms in Equation (2.53) introducing two new 
unknowns, representing the horizontal solute fluxes due to the effects of vertical 
shear dispersion. 
By analogy with turbulent diffusion, these horizontal fluxes can be repre- 
sented by means of horizontal shear dispersion coefficients IC., *, Y, 
K;., and 
1, C; 
Y) 
1491, giving: - 
7) f 
h 
[U"S" 
- 
asil 
K., "ý--ý7-- 
x 
asil 
- K, "Y- jy 
] as dz =- ýx 
aS) 
H (2.56) + K. *y 5y 
77 fh [V"S" 
- as,, KY",,, 5--- x as,, - K., 'y -5--] y as dz =- (Kl*,.,, T x as y + Ky*y T) H (2.57) u 
Finally, by combining the molecular, eddy diffusion and horizontal shear 
dispersion coefficients, the depth integrated solute transport equation can be 
written as: - 
aHS aHUS aHVS a as as 
+ 5x 
[D.,., H -+ DyHT at ax ay ýx y 
+a as yy c9s] y 
[Dy; 
rH +D HT + H(D. T (2.58) ýTy 
where D,.,, D,,. y, D.., and Dyy are the overall dispersion-diffusion coefficients, 
or the mixing coefficients, which include the effects associated with molecular 
diffusion, turbulent diffusion and dispersion. Hence, Equation (2.58) defines the 
2-D depth averaged solute transport processes. 
2.2.3 Depth Averaged Dispersion-Diffusion 
Coefficients 
In this study, the molecular diffusivity (ranged from 10-10 to 10-9 0 S-1) 
has been ignored since it is typically many orders of magnitude less than the 
turbulent diffusivity (ranged from 10-3 to 10-1 m2s-1) and shear dispersion 
21 
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Figure 2.3: Definition Sketch for Diffusion Tensor 
(with a coefficient ranged from 100 to 103 M25-1), with the dominant factor 
affecting solute dilution processes being the shear dispersion 1501. 
In most coastal and estuarine model studies it is impossible to align the 
coordinate directions with the time-varying velocity vectors. If the local flow 
directions have a relation with the Cartesian coordinate system, as shown in 
Figure 2.3, then a coordinate transform yields: - 
Dz. T= D, COS2 
9+ Dt sin 
2o 
D., 
Y 
Dy, = (DI - Dt) sin 0 cos 0 (2.59) 
Dyy DI sin 20 + Dt COS2 0, 
where D, and Dt are the longitudinal and transverse mixing coefficients, which 
can be regarded as the appropriate mixing coefficients in the directions parallel 
and perpendicular to the local velocity vector. 
The longitudinal and transverse mLdng coefficients are usually assumed to 
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be related to the mean flow properties by the formulae [511: - 
DI = kjH 
Vg(U2 + V2) 
c 
(2.60) 
Dt = ktH. 
Vg(U2 + V2) 
c 
where k, ; zý 5.93 and kf ý- 0.23 are problem dependent dimensionless coefficients, 
and can be determined by experiments in the laboratory and observations in 
natural rivers or estuaries. In natural streams the latter is generally not less 
than 0.4, with 0.6 being a mean value suggested by Fischer [431 and used in this 
study. 
Substituting Equation (2.60) into equation (2.59) results in the dispersion- 
diffusion coefficients being given as: - 
Dxx = 
(ki U2 + kt V2 )H Vg- 
CV/U-2 -+V2 
D,, y = Dyx - 
(k, - kt)UVH,, fg- (2.61) 
C., 1 -U 2 -+V 2 
Dyy 
= 
(k, V2 + kt U2 )H 
CV4CUF72 -+V2 
Chapter 3 
FINITE DIFFERENCE 
APPROXIMATIONS 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, some basic concepts concerning the application of the finite 
difference method is briefly described. The finite difference technique has been 
used in this study to solve the governing differential equations for the hydro- 
dynamic and solute transport processes. This requires replacing the differential 
equations with finite difference equations in spatial and time coordinates on reg- 
ular points of a grid system of size Ax (and Ay in two dimensions) in the spatial 
direction and At in the time domain. In doing so, a continuum function is re- 
placed by variables at discrete grid points in a series format, thus introducing 
truncation errors as higher order terms are usually neglected. Solutions of the 
finite difference equations also introduce solution errors, mainly due to round-off 
errors as the computer can only represent numerical values to a limited number 
of decimal digits. The main concept of the finite difference approximations is 
based upon Taylor's series. For a given continuum function, f(x, t), and all its 
derivatives, the value of the function at x+ Ax can be expressed as: - 
t AX2 02f t AX3 03f t 
f(X+AX, t)=f(X, t)+AXL +-+ __ + O(AX4)1 (3.1) OX 
X 
2! OX2 
X 
3! DX3 
X 
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where Ax is a relatively small but finite increment in the x direction, and 
O(AX4) represents the neglected truncation error terms of order AX4 and higher. 
SimilarLy, other expressions can be obtained for f (x - Ax, t), and f (x, t+ At), 
etc. 
The lowest order of ne-Jected terms is defined to be the order of trun- 0 
cation error (TE), or the order of accuracy 1521. The first derivative aflOx 
can be obtained directly from equation (3.1), giving the forward difference 
approximation: - 
Of+ t= f(x+Ax, t) -f(x, t) 
-ý7xj, AX 9 
(3.2) 
or by replacing Ax with -Ax in Equation (3.1), giving the backward difference 
approximation: - 
af- tf (X, t) -f (X - AX, t) 
9 (3.3) ý7xjz ý-_ AX 
or by averaging Equations (3.2) and (3.3), giving the central difference approxi- 
mation: - 
Op tf (X + AX, t) -f (X - AX, t) 
. (3.4) TX 2Ax 
The forward difference and backward difference approximations are of first- 
order accuracy, whereas the central difference approximation is of second-order 
accuracy. 
It is worth pointing out that the order of accuracy for finite difference rep- 
resentations should be considered with respect to the point where the approx- 
imations are performed. For example, the difference approximation with the 
fornl: - 
(xi + Ax, 0-f (xi, t) 
Ax 
(3.5) 
can be considered as either a first order forward difference for (19f+lc9x)i, or 
a backward difference for (, 9f -lax)i+,, or a second order central difference for 
(af'I1,9x)j+. 1, where xi = iAx, involving only the same two mesh points i and 2 
i+1, as shown graphically in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Graphical Interpretation of Difference Appro., dmations 
An approximation to the second derivative can be obtained from Equa- 
tions (3.2) and (3.3), giving the symmetrical form: - 
C92f tf (x+ Ax, t) - 2f (x, t) +f (x - Ax, t) (3.6) jX-2 
ix 
AX2 
with this expression being second order accurate for (192f l, 9X2),, or only first 
order accurate for (02f1aX2)j+j and (, q2f1, qX2), _I . 
Approximations of higher or- 
der accuracy can be similarly constructed by including Taylor series expansions 
for f(x+2Ax), f(x-2Ax) etc., thus including more mesh points, or alternatively, 
including lower order space or time derivatives, resulting in greater computa- 
tional effort. 
For a given partial differential equation, there are a number of different ways 
in which its finite difference representations can be equivalently expressed, such 
as forward, backward or central in space, as explained above, and time-marching 
explicitly (i. e. where the unknown value can be calculated directly from known 
values without solving a matrix), and implicitly (i. e. where the unknown value 
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is represented in terms of other neighbouring unknowns requiring the simulta- 
neous solution of the finite difference equations). Generally speaking, explicit 
schemes have more restrictive time step constraints than implicit schemes if 
the schemes considered all satisfy the stability requirement. In order to choose 
an appropriate finite difference form and to obtain the desired computational 
results, it is necessary to analyse the numerical properties associated with the 
scheme representation, including: - consistency, stability, convergence, and ac- 
curacy. 
Although the analyses and example shown in this Chapter were based upon 
a 1-D case, the same principle and procedure also applied to 2-D situations. 
Initially, a simple 1-D pure advective, hyperbolic equation was considered 
of the form: - 
es 
+U 
es 
=0 (3.7) F ý_x 
where S is the unknown function of (x, t) and U the advection speed or wave 
speed according to the interpretation given by Equation (3.7). The velocity U 
is assumed to be constant and U>0 for convenience in order to simplify the 
analysis and the initial and boundary conditions are assumed to be consistent. 
It is convenient to consider, for example, a general finite difference scheme 
for Equation (3.71) of the form: - 
+1-S7 Sill 
+U -+ 1 - 
[Ck(Sj"1 
- Sl+ + (1 - C') (sj, +, - Sj'-, )] =0 (3.8) At 2Ax j J-1 
where 0<a<1 is an implicit weighting factor. Equation (3.8) becomes 
the explicit FTCS (forward in time and centred in space) scheme, the time 
centred central (or the Crank-Nicholson type [53]) scheme which evaluates the 
spatial derivatives symmetrically about the (n+! ) time level, and the fully 2 
implicit difference scheme when a=0,1, and I respectively. Applying Taylor 2 
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expansions to each term in Equation (3.8) results in the following expression: - 
as as a [1 19S + Ua as Tt +u Tt _2Tt TX 
At2 a2 as as AX2 a3S -+3uaT -- -+HOT x 6 at2 at x] 6 aX3 
(3.9) 
where HOT represents the neglected higher order terms. Equation (3.9) clearly 
indicates that the scheme (3.8) is second order accurate in time when a= 11 21 
whereas it is first order accurate in time when a 54 1, with an accuracy in space 2 
being of second order for all a values. It can also be seen that scheme (3.8) 
actually represents the solution of the following modified advection equation: - 
as as 
Tt + UT- = TE, x 
(3.10) 
where TE represents the truncation error terms on the right hand side (RHS) 
of Equation (3.9). 
3.2 Consistency 
Finite difference equations will inevitably introduce truncation errors when 
finite values of At and Ax are used as the result of discretisation of the contin- 
uum function. However, if the finite difference equations are consistent with, 
or equivalent to, the partial differential equations, then these truncation errors 
should tend to zero in the limit as Ax and At both tend to zero, i. e. the fi- 
nite difference equations should also tend to the partial differential equations, 
as both equations describe the same physical phenomena. The finite difference 
equation is consistent with the partial differential equation when this condition 
is met. Therefore the consistency condition defines a relationship between the 
partial differential equation and its finite difference representation. From the 
truncation error expression, i. e. the RHS of equation (3.9), it can be easily seen 
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that the TE does tend to zero when -At and Ax tend to zero, so that scheme 
(3.8) satisfies the consistency condition for all a values. 
3.3 Stability 
The computed solutions of the finite difference equation may not always 
converge to the exact solutions of the finite difference equation due to round-off 
errors. A finite difference scheme will be stable if the cumulative effect of all 
the round-off errors at any stage of the computation is negligible, so that the 
computed solutions only differ insignificantly from the exact solutions. There- 
fore, the stability condition establishes a relationship between the computed 
solution and the exact solution to the finite difference equation. There are 
two commonly used methods of stability analysis for finite difference schemes. 
The matrix method involves expressing the finite difference equations in matrix 
form and examining the properties of the eigenvalues associated with the am- 
plification matrix, whereas the von Neumann method 154,551 involves the use 
of a finite Fourier series and the evaluation of its amplification factor which re- 
flects the behaviour of the round-off errors as computation progresses. The von 
Neumann method for stability analysis was used in this study since, although 
the matrix method can include the effect of boundary conditions on the overall 
stability of the scheme, a closed-form solution for the eigenvalues of a matrix 
is usually not available except for very few simple cases. Furthermore, previ- 
ous research in comparing these two methods of stability analysis has indicated 
that the classical von Neumann method is generally to be preferred, regardless 
of the type of boundary conditions, and that it should always be part of a sta- 
bility analysis, even if other techniques are also employed [56]. However, the 
limitation of the von Neumann method is that it can only be used to establish 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the stability of linear initial value 
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problems with constant coefficients. Periodic boundary conditions are also im- 
plicitly assumed. For practical nonlinear and variable coefficients problems, it 
is therefore necessary to apply a local stability analysis, with frozen values of 
the non-linear and non-constant coefficients, to make the formulation linear, 
providing a necessary condition for stability. 
The initial distribution of errors may be expressed as a finite exponential 
Fourier series [571 of the form: - 
N 
E A,, exp(IjO) 
M=o 
where A,, = Fourier coefficient, N= number of grid points, I=j= 
grid point index, and 0= kAx in which k= 27r/L is the wave number and 
L= wave length. For linear finite difference equations, each error term in the, 0 
Fourier series can be considered independently and the results superimposed. Ii 
is therefore sufficient to study the propagation of the error due to just a single 
error term. 
Since the computed solution and the exact solution must both satisfy the 
difference equation, the same is also true of the error ejn, which represents the 
difference between the exact solution of the difference equation and the actual 
computed solution, at time level n at mesh point j. This means that the numer- 
ical error evolves over time in the same way as the actual numerical solution 
and that the stability requirement for the error to be bounded must be iden- 
tical to the requirement for the numerical solution. An arbitrary harmonic of 
the Fourier series of S(x, t) at location j and time level n for I-D case can be 
expressed as: - 
Sj' = ý` exp(Ik-jAx) = C" exp(IjO) (3.12) 
where ý" = amplitude of the Fourier component at nAt. The Fourier harmonic 
for 2-D variable S(x, y, t) at location i, j and time level n can be similarly 
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written as: - 
j= ý` exp 
[I(k., iAx + kyjAy)] exp [I(iO, + jOy)]. Si' 
where 0_. = k. -Ax and Oy = kyAy. 
The numerical stability of a scheme requires that the amplification factor, G, 
over one complete time step must satisfy the following condition for all possible 
values of 0 for 1-D case, 0., and 0. for 2-D case 155,581): - 
IG(O)l (3.14) 
which is the mathematical formulation of the von Neumann stability criterion 
and is often referred to as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. This 
condition ensures that the solution errors do not grow as time progresses. Ap- 
plying the von Neumann stability method to Equation (3.8), the following am- 
plification factor can be obtained: - 
G(O) = 
ý'+l 
-1- 
Ic(l - a) sill 0 (3.15) 
ýn 1+ Ica sin 0 
where c= UAtlAx is Courant number, thus leading to: - 
> 1; if C, <1 2 
IGI 1; if a=1 (3.16) 2 
< 1; if a>1 2 
It can be seen from Equation (3.16) that the scheme (3.8) is unconditionally 
stable when a>1, whereas it becomes unstable when a< il according to 2 29 
equation (3.14). This also shows that the Crank-Nicholson (C-N) type scheme 
has no amplification error. 
3.4 Convergence 
Having derived a consistent difference scheme and obtained a numerically 
stable solution of the difference equation, it is also necessary to check that 
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the numerical solution of the difference equation converges to the exact solu- 
tion of the differential equation at any point iAx and time level nAt when 
Ax and At both tend to zero. Therefore, the convergence condition connects 
the computed solution of the finite difference equation to the exact solution of 
the differential equation. The differences between the exact differential solu- 
tion and the exact numerical difference solution are called discretisation errors. 
Analytical investigations of convergence can be performed [37,591, but tend to 
be complex and generally difficult. Fortunately, the conditions of consistency, 
stability and convergence are related to each other, and are related by the Lax 
Equivalence Theorem. This Theorem states that if the consistency and stabil- 
ity conditions of a finite difference scheme are satisfied, then the scheme is also 
convergent (55,59,601. 
Since scheme (3.8) satisfies both consistency and stability conditions when 
a> 11 it must also be convergent according to the Lax Equivalence Theorem. 21 
However, scheme (3.8) does not satisfy the convergency condition when a< 2 
3.5 Accuracy 
Although a finite difference scheme may be consistent and stable, the sum 
of the truncation errors may still be large'enough- to cause a relatively inaccu- 
rate numerical solution, as the exact solution of the difference equation does not 
satisfy exactly the differential equation, but rather an equivalent or modified 
differential equation due to finite values of At and Ax. Therefore, the accuracy 
property describes the magnitude of the truncation error for a finite difference 
scheme. The modified differential equation differs from the original equation by 
a truncation error as shown in Equation (3.9). It is therefore possible to obtain 
some accuracy properties from truncation error analysis about how closely each 
finite difference scheme agrees with the partial differential equation. The trun- 
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cation error terms, obtained by applying Taylor series expansions to a particular 
scheme, as described previously, give some qualitative information about the or- 
der of accuracy of a scheme, or how fast this truncation error will decrease as 
Ax and At are reduced. This qualitative analysis is straight forward and often 
widely used in practice to give a measure of the performance properties of a 
finite difference scheme. 
It has been generally accepted that the dissipation error, or the error in 
amplitude, is the direct results of even-order spatial derivative terms in the 
truncation error, whereas the dispersion error, or the error on the phase of 
the solution, is associated with the odd-order spatial derivative terms in the 
truncation error 152,58,611. However, the numerical diffusion has been used 
in a number of different ways such as representing, firstly, the combined effects 
of numerical dissipation and numerical dispersion 1521, secondly, the amplitude 
error or the numerical damping effect [58,62], and thirdly, only the second 
order spatial derivative term in the truncation error 124,63,641, which has been 
called accordingly as artificial viscosity [521, artificial (numerical) diffusivity [611 ? 
numerical viscosity [58], and even artificial numerical dispersion [651. The third 
expression for numerical diffusion has been adopted in this context in view of 
its clarity in analogous with the physical diffusion, so that a numerical diffusion 
coefficient, or numerical diffusivity, can be defined accordingly. Other higher 
even-order spatial derivative terms in the TE will therefore be referred to as 
higher order dissipative errors. 
The TE in Equation (3.9) can also be expressed in terms of Ax and x- 
derivatives using a modified equation approach [661 to eliminate the time deriva- 
tives, since the finite difference Equation (3.8) represents the modified Equa- 
tion (3.9) rather than the original partial differential Equation (3.7), therefore 
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giving the result as: - 
U2, At(Ct _1 
02S 
_ 
2[l 
12_ 
2] 
a3S 
TE = )- UAx -+ (- +a a)s -+ HOT (3.17) 2 DX2 63 aX3 
which indicates that a numerical diffusion term exist when a 54 11. The corre- 
sponding numerical diffusivity can be obtained as U2At (a - 1), which is positive 2 
when a> I' therefore indicating a tendency towards stability due to damping, 29 
whereas this diffusivity is negative when a<1, thus indicating a tendency 2 
towards instability. The above stability analysis for scheme (3.8) also confirms 
these properties. However, the numerical diffusion becomes zero when a 
indicating a more accurate solution than other a values. 
Although the relative errors in both amplitude and phase can be found from 
the amplification factor [52,581, a different approach was adopted in this study 
as described below. The solution accuracy of a scheme may be quantitatively 
measured by comparing the numerical solution with the exact or analytical 
solution at each grid point. Two possible global error measurements of a scheme, 
at a particular time level, have been suggested in the past [671, with one being 
the RMS (root mean square) average error at all grid points and the other 
being the maximurn of all the absolute errors. Roberts and Selim concluded 
that both error measurements had a similar indication about the performance 
of eight explicit and implicit schemes 168]. The RINIS error measurement is used 
in this study, giving the error at time level t= nAt as: - 
N 
ý(Sn 
_S )2 
RMS= (3.18) 
N 
where S! ' and Sj* are the computed and analytical solutions respectively to j 
Equation (3.8) and Equation (3.7), and where N= number of grid points. The 
RMS error measurement has also been used recently in other studies [69,701. 
Chapter 4 
HYDRODYNAMIC 
MODELLING, 
In this chapter, the finite difference equations for the depth- integrated hy- 
drodynamic process , is presented. Details are also given of a refined numerical 
treatment of flooding and drying representation in tidal simulations with com- 
parisons being made-with a number of existing flooding and drying procedures. 
4.1 The 2-D Finite Difference Hydrodynamic 
Equations 
A space staggered grid system was used, with the unknown variables 77, S 
and U, V being located respectively at the grid centre and at the centre of the 
grid sides as shown in Figure 4.1, in view of being able to obtain a spatially cen- 
tred approximation for the water elevation derivative for each velocity location 
and similarly centred derivatives for both velocity components for each water 
elevation location. The use of a staggered grid also prevents the appearance of 
oscillatory solutions in a non-staggered grid for space centred differences 1711. 
However, it is necessary to point out that the continuity equation is centred 
at grid point (ij) and the momentum equations are centred at grid locations 
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Figure 4.1: Computational Space Staggered Grid System 
(i + 1, j) and (ij + 1) for x-direction and y-direction respectively and that 22 
care is needed to impose consistent boundary conditions since one dependent 
variable, either U or V, will not be defined explicitly on a particular boundary. 
The depths in this study are specified at the centre of the grid sides so 
that twice as much bathymetric detail can be included for this representation 
than the traditional staggered grid which specifies depths at corners 172,731. 
The bed topography can be represented more accurately using this grid system, 
particularly for non-linear bed variations and complicated bed elevations. 
The finite difference formulations for the depth integrated hydrodynamic 
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governing equations of fluid continuity and momentum are expressed using the 
Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) method [74,751. Thus an implicit scheme 
can be used for 2-D situations but considering only one dimension implicitly 
at a time. Two steps are required to apply the ADI method, with the first 
half time step solving the x-direction implicitly and y-direction explicitly, and 
for the second half time step the y-direction is solved implicitly and the x- 
direction explicitly. Although error analysis for each half time step may show 
that the error decreases and increases respectively in the x and y directions for 
the first half time step, and then the error increases and decreases respectively 
in the x and y directions for the second half time step, the performance of this 
scheme depends upon the overall error growth or decay after a full time step 
calculation [761. 
The continuity Equation (2.21) can be expressed respectively for the first 
half time step and the second half time step for wet cells as: - 
2 (,, in+ 
11n+ 12- n+-j' )+1 n -(Pi+,, j _ Pi- In Ij 771., j) 
+Z (q,, j+,. qý--,. ) =0 (4.1) 
Yt 
X22 'i AY 22 
2 n+1 n+1 n+1 n+1 n+11. zt 77t 
X 
(pi+ 
22 'i 2 j) 
+ (4.2) 2) + Pi- 2 ZY 
2 "J-2 
77ij 
XII 
qS' q7t1j) =0 
where p=HU and q=HV are the unit width discharges in the x and y directions 
respectively, ij = grid point location in the x and y directions respectively, 
and superscript n, n+1, and n+1 represent variables evaluated at t= nAt, 2 
t= (n + -21)-At, t= (n + 1)At time levels respectively. It can be seen by summing 
the above two equations that the scheme is fully centred in both time and space 
over the whole time step, achieving a second order accuracy as the lowest order 
of truncation error is O(At2' AX2, Ay2). 
Nonlinear terms in the governing equations can give rise to instabilities 
even though an implicit scheme has been used 1771. This instability effect, 
which could be significant at narrow entrances of harbours or estuaries, can be 
overcome by time centering differences as shown by Falconer (37,781 using three 
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time levels, or a velocity smoothing algorithm [79]. The advective acceleration 
and the eddy diffusion terms appeared in the momentum equations were time 
centred by iteration 1801 to avoid nonlinear instabilities, except for the cross 
product advective acceleration terms which were off-centred to avoid grid space 
oscillations in regions of high velocity gradients 1811. Such grid scale oscillations 
can be removed using the first order upwind method [81,821, thereby including 
sufficient artificial diffusion to eliminate these oscillations. 
The x-direction momentum Equation (2.43) can be written in the following 
manner for the first half time step as: - 
n+, l n-I 221,1 -nn (Up)ý 
3 pi+l, j 
(UP) 71(A1, 
j+ II 
2p 
i+ý, j I+TJ i- j 
Wfli+ljý. 
1 
At + )31 2Ax 
2+ 
i+ 
22 
Ay 
2 
gHý+j 
n+l n+l n- 1) + 
Pa C. W2 COSo , ), 
I n-1 
17i+i', j + ? 7i+i', j - 77ij 77ij +"j - -2AX 2p 
n-'21 )ý(fin 
1 i+lj)2 
+1 
'j)2 
+ +P g(pi, +l, j i+lj i+ 2222 
2(Hý+, 2 
2, 
jcý+Ij) 
ZýXVJ 
n+ Uin + 6rn 
2 2, 
j -Jj) 
+ Uin 
iý -1 
[2(0i+i 
+j 222 
- 6Ui'+,, j + Vjý-j - Vi". +l - Vi'+'Ij V. 7 -. 1 
+ +,, j+, 
] (4.3) 
22 13 222 
where U denotes a value corrected by iteration, by setting: - 
n-1 u2 for the first iteration, 
n-I n+l 
(4.4) 
(U 2 +U 2) for the second and remaining iterations, 
V denotes a value obtained by averaging corresponding values at surrounding 
grid points: - 
(Vn n 
, j+., 
+V i i+lj+., ) (4.5) 2222 
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and ff denotes a value obtained from the upwind algorithm where 
Pi+ Ij 2 'J 
pn if i+ 
n Pi+l, j+l if 2 
TýZ 
Ij 
< IZI 
(4.6) 
Similarly, the y-direction momentum Equation (2.44) can be written for the 
second half time step as: - 
n+l n+l n+l -- n+16 
I (V4)i, 
j 
2 (v4)ij 2.1 (Uji+ 2 
+1. 
(6, n+-j 
qý. +, 
3q i, j+ 
'J 2 
+7 
Et 
,. + P[ 2Ay 
2+ 21i 2 
Ax 
221 
n+ 12' n+l n+j 
_ 77! ttl 
Z. a C*IV2 
-Apij+l - ij+l + 7ij Ij _ 
77tj 
) +! 
L 
sino 2 2AY 
(77 
p 
(qn+l, n 
V(, n+ 17 )2 + (,, n+ 
1- 2 
9 ij+ + %. J+ ij+l i, j+2i) 72 
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, 
j+l 
, 
j+l 
22 
eHý j+ 21 ( n+l + n+-21 + 1ýn+ [2 ý. f/. 2 n+ .1 
AX2 IJ+ 1 t'i - 
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2222 
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- 
2+U. 2 
-7) ,, j+l j J+ Ij lj+l I Ij+, 
], (4 
2222 
+2 
with the ý', 0 and T being similar to those expressions listed in Equations (4.4)- 
(4.6) at time level n+1 instead of n. 2 
This scheme is basically second order accurate both in time and space with 
no stability constraints due to the time centred implicit character of the ADI 
technique [83,841. However, it has been recognised that the time step needs 
to be chosen so that a reasonable computational accuracy can be achieved 11551. 
A 'Imaximum Courant number (Cf) has been suggested [841 as: - 
Cf = 2AtVgH( 
1+ 
-1) :5 4V2-, (4.8) AX2 Ay2 
with an average depth being used in their examples. When the 2-D solute 
transport equation is also solved for each half time step, then the choice of 
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the time step should also consider the stability requirements of the transport 
equation. 
The numerical simulation generally starts from rest, with the initial values 
of the water elevations being specified at high or low tide level throughout the 
domain and with all the corresponding velocity components being set to zero. 
At this tidal phase, water elevations are generally changing slowly and the ve- 
locities are usually close to zero. The boundary conditions are also specified at 
the physical boundaries of the domain throughout the simulation time. Since 
the perpendicular and tangential velocity components are not specified at the 
same point for the space staggered grid system, solving equations parallel to 
the boundary requires values of variables just outside the boundary to be spec- 
ified, which can be done by extrapolation assuming the no slip or the free slip 
conditions. At all the closed, or wall, boundaries both normal and tangential 
velocity components were set to zero, according to the no slip boundary con- 
dition. At all the open boundaries, appropriate hydrodynamic conditions are 
also specified, such as field measured water elevations or velocities, with the free 
slip boundary condition being applied where the gradient perpendicular to the 
boundary of a variable is assumed to be zero. 
With the boundary conditions being included, the finite difference equations 
0 
for momentum and continuity are solved by coupling Equations (4.1) with (4.3) 
and (4.2) with (4.7) respectively for each half time step, for which a tridiago- 
nal matrix can be formulated and solved using the efficient method of Gauss 
elimination and back substitution (often referred to as the Thomas algorithm) 
1851 
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4.2 Flooding and Drying Treatment of Tidal 
Basin 
In re,, -ions of tidal flood plains, a considerable plane-form area of the do- 
main can dry out during the ebb tide and flood again on the subsequent flood 
tide. The numerical model must be capable of treating such flooding and dry- 
ing phenomena by removing dry cells and replacing flood cells as the tide ebbs 
and floods respectively. The boundaries of the modelling domain will therefore 
move throughout the tidal cycle. Numerical modelling of such moving bound- 
aries can present serious problems as a result of the discretised representation 
of this hydrodynamic process which generally varies in a smooth manner. A 
common problem in numerically representing this process is the fluctuation of 
the computed water elevations, which can result in a complete failure of the 
computation. 
A widely used solution procedure for the treatment of flooding and dry- 
ing has been developed by Leendertse and Gritton [861, which can be briefly 
surnmarised as below. A currently wet cell can become dry, after a new water 
elevation is computed, if the volume element of water in the cell is found to be 
negative or any of the four cross-sections of the cell are negative. This proce- 
dure is applied at the end of each half time step. A more restrictive check is 
then applied at intervals of several time steps to ensure that the water elevation 
of a wet cell remains higher than a pre-determined critical level, which is set 
to a minimum depth specified for each cross section. A currently dry cell can 
become wet if the mean water elevation of the adjacent wet cells is higher than 
the water elevation within the dry cell. The water elevation is then set to the 
value allowed to remain over this cell when it first became dry. This flooding 
procedure is also carried out at multiple time steps rather than at each half 
time step. 
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A different approach to numerical modelling flooding and drying is to ac- 
tivate and inactivate the velocity points respectively 1841 rather than removing 
and introducing whole grid cells. Furthermore, Zech et al. [871, who recognised 
that too small a water depth would over increase the friction losses, also pro- 
posed a simple flooding and drying routine considering only the water depth 
averaged from the water levels of the four surrounding grid cells and then in- 
creasing the water depth by an arbitrary value. 
Although encouraging results were obtained in previous practical modelling 
studies 117,881 of Poole Harbour and Holes Bay, Dorset, using a flooding and 
drying routine similar to that summarised above, it was noted that the numeri- 
cally predicted water elevations gave greater phase lags across the harbour than 
those measured in the field, and larger velocities were often observed immedi- 
ately adjacent to a dry grid cell. When this scheme was applied to the Humber 
Estuary 1891, severe oscillatory predictions of the water levels were observed. 
The drying routine was then improved 1891 by removing a grid cell, at every full 
time step rather than at intervals of multiple time steps, when the computed 
water elevation fell below a preset level which was based upon the maximum 
depth of the four cross sections. If any of the four cross-sections became nega- 
tive at the end of a half time step, then the cell was not necessarily removed, 
although the corresponding velocity and discharge were set to zero. The flood- 
ing procedure was also improved by including, at every half time step, only 
those wet cells which were connected to a dry cell by a positive cross section 
rather than all the wet grid cells adjacent to that dry cell. 
This flooding and drying routine does not remove a grid cell from the compu- 
tational domain until the last, deepest, cross-section around a grid cell becomes 
less than a pre-determined value, so that the cell is allowed to dry at the latest 
possible stage. However, this improved method documented by Falconer and 
Owens [891 has subsequently still exhibited numerical problems in some practical 
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applications, particularly when the tide is near high water level and where the 
flood plain changes abruptly from a nearly horizontal bed to a sloping beach. 
It is-necessary that the positive volume element requirement, which has 
been either neglected 1891 or considered only as a substitute to the side depth 
check [841, should be included for numerical simulations, as a negative cell vol- 
ume of water is unrealistic and meaningless for the water elevation, as well as 
for the solute concentration. However, bringing back the positive volume check 
introduced a further difficulty as there were two criteria for drying checks, with 
the volume check usually being more restrictive than the side depth check. 
Furthermore, the flooding and drying checks could be inconsistent, as a cell 
which had just become dry due to a negative volume could become wet again 
on the subsequent flooding check, such that a grid cell would be removed and 
re-introduced repeatedly for some time and thereby causing oscillations in the 
water surface and velocities. The flooding and drying checks at an intervals 
of multiple time steps or full time step were also considered inadequate as this 
delays the process of removing and returning grid cells, thus producing larger 
velocities for grid cells on the verge of drying area and with a typical example 
being shown in Figure 4.2. 
A new flooding and drying routine has therefore been developed based upon 
some extensive numerical tests in idealised channels and natural estuaries 1901 in 
order to overcome the deficiencies highlighted above. The new method paid par- 
ticular attention to avoid repetitive flooding and drying and can be surnmarised 
as follows: - 
(i) At the beginning of every half time step a drying check is performed on 
every wet cell: - 
* The water depths of the four cross sections surrounding each wet cell, i. e. 
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HXn Hyn -, HY 
n. 
i+l, jl i-IJ ,, +,. 
and are firstly calculated where: - 222 'J 2 
,j= 
hi+. tj +ý j+ (4.9) HX' .11 
(77' ij + 77, ýJ), '+ 22 
and 
-n 
1 
HI hij+. t + ý(qjn , j, l 
+ i, j 
22j 
(4.10) 
with similar expressions for the other two side depths. These depths are 
then compared with a bed roughness height, k,, which can be related 
directly to a physical depth, e. g. the dune or ripple height. If any calcu- 
lated depth becomes less than k,, then the corresponding depth and the 
corresponding velocity component (or the unit width discharge) are both 
equated to zero. Thus, no flow or solute flux is permitted to cross the grid 
cell side until the side is again flooded. 
e If all four side depths for a wet cell are less than k,, then the grid cell is 
removed from the computation. As a grid cell is removed, it is assumed 
that a layer of still water remains over the cell which is sealed off and that 
the water elevation and the solute concentration of this dry cell are set to 
the corresponding values at the previous computation when the cell was 
still wet. The velocity components at the sides of this cell are then set to 
zero. 
e The water depth at the centre of a wet cell, i. e. HCP , is also calculated ij 
for each half time step, and is defined as: - 
HCj' I (hi+,, j + hi-. tj + hij+. t + hij-., ) + (4.11) 42222 
This can be related to the volume element of the cell, i. e. VOL"j-, as: - gj 
, jAXAY. 
(4.12) VOLi' j= HCi' 
If this centre depth of a wet cell is less than k, then the cell is also assumed 
to be dry. 
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9 When this centre depth falls between a pre-determined -value (typically 
2-2.5k. ) and k,, the cell is considered potentially dry. This cell will be 
assumed to be dry unless the cell is connected, by way of the depth greater 
than k,, to an adjacent wet cell whose water elevation is higher than that 
of considered and the flow direction from that adjacent wet cell is towards 
the potentially dry cell. This is more restrictive and most potentially dry 
cells will be removed during this stage, thereby preventing the average 
depth over a cell from becoming negative or too small. 
(ii) At the end of every half time step the flooding check is then performed 
on every dry cell to check for possible flooding. A currently dry cell will be 
returned to the computational domain if all of the following conditions are 
satisfied: - 
9 at least one of the four surrounding -rid cells is wet and the cross section 0 
connecting the dry cell to this wet cell has a depth greater than k,; 
the water elevation of the surrounding wet cell(s) is higher than that of 0 
the dry cell under consideration; 
the centre depth of the dry cell, HCd, is greater than k, where 
HCd (hi+lj + hi-ij + hij+l + hij-1) + (77d + 77; J) (4.13) 2222 
in which 77d is the mean water elevation of the adjacent wet cells satisfying 
the first two flooding checks. 
If a dry grid cell is assumed to flood and to be returned to the computational 
domain at the start of the next half time step, then the depths of the four 
surrounding cross-sections are first calculated. As can be seen from the above 
mentioned procedures, the new flooding and drying method ensures that a 
newly flooded cell will not become dry and a newly dried out cell will not 
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flood immediately again if the drying and flooding checks are performed once 
again. This approach therefore prevents repetitive flooding and drying and the 
associated occurrence of water surface oscillations. 
In developing this new method for treating numerically the process of flood- 
ing and drying, tests were concentrated mainly on two idealised basins. Firstly, 
a 1-D estuary was modelled with a uniformly sloping beach of slope 1 in 2760, a 
length of 13800 m and a uniform width of 4800 m, as shown in Figure 4.3. The 
basin was closed at one end and open at the other, with 11.5 grid cells of length 
1200 m used to discretise the basin. A sinusoidal tide, of amplitude 2m and 
period 32000 s, was fed in at the entrance and numerical tests were undertaken, 
using a time step of 360 s. 
The corresponding results obtained from starting at high tide, mean water 
level and low tide respectively are shown in Figure 4.4. As can be seen for the 
ebb tide, the grid cells dry one by one from the closed end where water depths 
are shallow, showing a positive water surface slope, whereas for the flood tide 
the grid cells are flooded in a reverse sequential order as they dry out and with 
a negative water surface slope. These results show a considerable improvement 
compared with that of the previous method in the representation of this complex 
process adjacent to a drying grid cell 1891. 
In further testing this refined method, the idealised channel was then ex- 
tended horizontally at the closed end by five grid cells, at an elevation coincident 
with the original mean water level. The new flooding and drying method was 
then tested with the simulation commencing at high tide, mean water level and 
low tide respectively, and with the corresponding new initial water levels being 
set at 2.0 m, 0.2 m and -2.0 m respectively. When started from high tide, there 
was ný drying and flooding observed for all grid cells. However, during the first 
tidal period, the results showed drying and flooding for the test starting from 
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Figure 4.4: Flooding and Drying Sequences Using the New Method for Test 1 
(Cont'd) 
mean water level (see Figure 4.5(a)), and flooding only for that starting from 
low tide (see Figure 4.5(b)). The flooding and drying results were numerically 
stable and physically realistic for the bed slope considered, and were similar to 
those described without the horizontal extension, with the same grid cell being 
dry later as the horizontal plane dries first. 
The new flooding and drying method was then applied to Poole Harbour in 
Dorset (with details described in Chapter 8) where water depths are generally 
shallow and the complexity of the bathymetry leads to a large number of grid 
cells being observed to flood and dry during a single tidal cycle. The velocity 
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field prediction, obtained using the new method at the same time with the same 
condition as given in Figure 4.2, is shown in Figure 4.6. It can be seen from 
these two figures that the unrealistic high velocities adjacent, or close to, the 
moving boundaries have been eliminated. The velocity fields were also much 
smoother and showed no localised grid scale oscillations as a results of the 
scheme refinement. 
The water elevation predictions at Poole Bridge were compared with corre- 
sponding, field measured data recored by Poole Harbour Commissioners. The 
predicted time history of water elevations for the previous flooding and drying 
method 1891, the method described by Stelling et al. 1841 and the new method 
developed herein are shown in Figures 4. T-4.9 respectively for the same period, 
i. e. from 33 to 60 hours. It can be seen that the predicted water surface level 
exhibited some degree of oscillation for the previous method (see Figure 4. T), 
and more pronounced oscillations, particularly close to high tide, for the method 
described by Stelling et al. [841 (see Figure 4.8). On the other hand, the results 
for the new method showed a markedly improvement, with much smoother and 
more realistic water elevations and with no apparent signs of short period os- 
cillations (see Figures 4.9 and 4.10). The predicted water levels for the new 
method also agreed more closely with the field measured data than for either 
of the two previous methods as can be seen for the low tide at around 40 hours 
and for reaions around 36-38 and 48-50 hours. The new method also showed 
a closer agreement with the field data in terms of tidal phase differences when 
compared with the previous method 1891, as can be seen in Figure 4.10, with 
the short period oscillations of the previous scheme having been smoothed out 
and with the two predicted curves being compared with the field data. 
The new flooding and drying method has also been successfully applied to 
another study, namely the Bridlington Bay simulation 1911, which is located at 
the east coast of Yorkshire, with no numerical problems being encountered. 
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Chapter 5 
PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON 
ADVECTION DIFFUSION 
MODELLING 
In recent years much effort has been focused on numerically solving the 
advection diffusion Equation (ADE) with higher accuracy and greater compu- 
tational efficiency for regions of high solute gradients. The transport process of 
any conservative dissolved or suspended solute, such as salinity, can be modelled 
by the advection diffusion equation. In this Chapter, previous research on I-D 
and 2-D advection diffusion modelling techniques and the corresponding finite 
difference schemes are briefly reviewed. 
5.1 I-D Advection Diffusion Modelling 
The transient 1-D transport equation for a scalar solute or pollutant con- 
centration S(x, t) can be simplified from Equation (2.58) for a constant depth 
and be described in the form: - 
es 
+ 
aus 
=a 
(DaS) + (5.1) F --ä-x 37 ý_x 
where U= advection velocity, D= dispersion-diffusion coefficient, (D, = con- 
tinuous source strength, and 6(x, ) = unit pulse function which equals to unity 
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when x=x, and zero otherwise, x, is the continuous discharging location which 
could be one or several points. 
This parabolic equation includes the process of advection by the velocity U 
and diffusion through the dispersion-diffusion coefficient D. A measure of the 
ratio of the advective flux to the diffusive flux of a modelling grid cell results in 
a dimensionless number called the cell Peclet number, defined as: - 
PA = 
JUJAX 
= 
161 
(5.2) 
D7 
where c= UAtlAx and -1 = DAt/AX2 are the Courant and diffusion num- 
bers. Equation (5.1) gives rise to advective dominant transport, or close to 
hyperbolic, at relatively high values of Pa, whereas the transport mechanism 
becomes diffusion dominant at relatively low values of Pa. 
5.1.1 1-D Analytical Solutions 
There are analytical and approximate analytical solutions for many rela- 
tively simple transport cases with constant coefficients and uniform geometries. 
For the case of pure advection, the initial and upstream boundary conditions 
should propagate downstream without any distortion. Whereas for the ADE 
various analytical solutions exist for the 1-D form of the equation for vari- 
ous initial boundary conditions, with these solutions being surnmerised by van 
Genuchten and Alves [921. For example, in a long uniform channel where the 
velocity of flow is constant (U > 0) and the fluid is initially of constant con- 
centration, say S(x, O) = 0, then the analytical solution can be obtained by 
the Laplace transform for a constant concentration discharge S(O, t) = S', from 
upstream [931 like a sharp front with the downstream boundary condition being 
i9S(oo, t)li9x = 0, giving: - 
S= 
S-erfc( x- Ut + 
L' 
exp (Lx) erfc (x+ 
Ut (5.3) 
22-, / -Dt 2D2V D--t 
)I 
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where the complementary error function is: - 
erfc(x) erf(x) 
2 
e- 
t2 
dt, (5.4) V7r 0 
in which erf(x) is known as the error function. 
For an initial plug of solute distributed about the centre x=O with the plug 
widths of 2x, at the top and 2(xl + Ax) at the bottom as: - 
S. 
S(x, O)=, -ý*--(xl+Ax-lxD Ax 
0 
if - X, <x <- x,; 
if X, < Ixi :5X, + Ax; 
otherwise. 
(5.5) 
with the upstream boundary condition being S(O, t) =0 and the downstream 
boundary conditon being OS(oc, t)10x = 0, then the corresponding analytical 
solution can be written as [921: - 
S=S, [A(x, t) - B(x, t)] 
where 
(5.6) 
x-X, - ut') +1 'T)erfc(T 
+'zl + Ut); 
A (x, t) 
2 erfc 
( exp (Lx 2 --, fD-t 2D2V -Dt (5.7) 
B(x, t) =1 erfe 
x- Ut +1 exp ( 
Ux )erfc (x + ut 
2 ý, fD-t 
). 
2D2 %I-Dt 
)* 
For an arbitrary initial concentration distribution, centred at x,,, i. e. S(x - 
Xo, 0) = S(X, 0) =f (X), and with the boundary condition of S(-oo, t) = 
S(+oo, t) = 0, then the analytical solution for the 1-D ADE, i. e. Equation (5.1), 
can be obtained by representing diffusion occurring in a frame of reference mov- 
ing at the advective speed. This diffusion result S(X, t) can then be advected 
to the appropriate location, where X= location on the moving reference coor- 
dinate which can be described generally for a velocity U(r) as: - 
X=x -Xý U(, r)dr (5.8) 
61 
and for a constant velocity U as X=x- ýr,, - Ut, where x,, is the centre location 
of the initial distribution. 
The governing equation for such diffusion only problem with a constant 
diffusion coefficient D can be written as: - 
eSd 
D 
a2Sd 
(5.9) 2 
(-C30 <x< +C>o, > 
with the corresponding analytical solution being obtained for a semi-infinite 
X-t space as [94]: _ 
Sd(X, t) = 71 
00 X)2 
47rDt 
f (ý) exp 4Dt 
I dý 
from which it can be proved that jiM Sd(X, t) f 
(X). 
t-0 
(. 1O) 
For an initial Gaussian solute distribution centred at X=O, or x=x,, with a 
standard deviation a: - 
X2 
(X) = S(X, 0) = S exp(- -) = S exp (5.11) 20r2 
1 
2U2 
the corresponding analytical solution for the diffusion process can be obtained 
by substituting the initial condition (5.11) into Equation (5.10), and be inte- 
grated using a variable transform of the form: - 
ý-x 
-V-4 -Dt' 
(5.12) 
The integration result can be written, after a few lines of manipulation for a 
constant advective velocity U, as: - 
X- Xo - U&N2 S(X, t) 
S,, a 
=exp 
[-(, )d. 
, ýr2ý--D-t+ a2 4Dt + 2a2 
Choosing a2= D/2 and S,, =1 for Equations (5.11) and (5.13), the exact 
solution can be obtained as: - 
S(x, t) =1 exp 
[ (X - Xo - U. N2 
D (4t + 1)') 
l' 
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which has been shown in the literature (see Equation (46) in Noye 1951), and is 
a special case of Equation (5.13). 
For a triangular initial solute distribution, centred at X=0: - 
(X) = 
1XI ) if - MAX <X< MAX; MAX 
0 otherwise, 
(5.15) 
where S,, and2m4mare the height and width of the triangular base respectively, 
the exact solution for the diffusion process can then be obtained by substitut- 
ing Equation (5.15) into Equation (5.10), using the variable transformation of 
Equation (5.12), and can be written as: - 
XM+ X/AX) 
+ ('M 
X rn - Y/AX M+ erf erf S. " (X, t) = 
LO I( 
2m zX_ 
2X 
-+S. 
a. 
exp 
HM+ XIAX)2] 
erf (L 
, x, 
Ax Axa,, 2m Vr- a, 
- 2exp[-( -X)2] + exp 
(M - XIAX)2] 
Axa,, a, 
where o,,, =2 Dt = 2Vn--I, t= nAt. Equation (5.16) is more general and is Ax 
identical to Equation (A2.2) in Li and Lee [961 -when m=1. 
For a continuous solute discharge with a source strength corresponding to 
the triangular shape given by Equation (5.15), representing a finite pulse source 
discharged at the k1h time step, the approximate exact solution for the diffusion 
process with this source production can be obtained by a variable transforma- 
tion and superposition 1961. This diffusion result can then be advected to the 
appropriate location and superimposed with the results obtained at all previous 
time steps, such that: - 
n-1 n-I 
S(X' t) =E Sd 1: Sd 
k=O 
n-k 
(X) t- tk) = 
k=O n-k[x-xo-U(n-k)At, 
(n-k)At], (5.17) 
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where tk = kAt, and S' f-k [X - x. - U(n - k)At, (n - k)At] represents the exact 
advection and diffusion solution on the x-t coordinate system for the finite pulse 
source discharged at the location x. and at the k th time step, which has been 
expressed in Equation (5.16), with the variables X and t in Equation (5.16) 
having been replaced for a constant advection velocity U as x-x. - U(n - k)At 
and (n - k) At respectively. For this continuous discharge case the variable a,, 
in Equation (5.16) should be replaced by 2Vr(n --k)-I, as the elapse time for the 
Ph pulse discharge (or injection) is (n - k)At. 
Although these analytical solutions are generally restricted to a few very 
simple cases, assuming idealised geometries and constant coefficients, they can 
be very useful for providing approximate results and checking the behaviour of 
more complex numerical schemes. However, for complex geometries and non- 
constant coefficients, numerical solutions are generally necessary. 
5.1.2 Finite Difference Method 
Although the finite difference method is relatively straight forward and eco- 
nomical, particularly when, using a regular grid mesh, it is none thdess difficult to 
fit the boundary shape accurately. In contrast, the finite volume method, which 
is similar to the finite difference method, Is more flexible and has the advantage 
of enabling an arbitrary mesh to be used. It is however more complicated than 
the finite difference method for natural estuaries and coastal waters If Irregular 
grid mesh is used. The finite element method, on the other hand, can simulate 
the boundary geometry even more closely, but is also more complicated and is 
generally restricted to matrix solution techniques. Ifence only finite difference 
method is considered in this study. 
There are various finite difference schemes for solving the pure diffusion 
equation, i. e. Equation (5-9), involving only two time levels, such as the ex- 
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plicit FTCS (Forward in Time and Centred in Space) scheme, the implicit space 
centred scheme [971, and the time centred C-N scheme [531, all of which have no 
dispersive error due to a spatially centred representation of the second deriva- 
tive term. Although the FTCS scheme is highly dissipative for high diffusion 
numbers, the implicit space centred and the C-N schemes can generally produce 
reasonably accurate results. A three-time-level scheme is also available, i. e. the 
DuFort-Frankel scheme [98] modified from the unstable Richardson scheme 1991, 
which requires more computation storage and time (611. 
However, numerical modelling of the ADE, which differs from the diffu- 
sion equation only in terms of the inclusion of the advection term, is still very 
challenging at present. The difficulties arise from the numerical treatment of 
the advection term in the ADE with two undesirable aspects. One is that the 
numerical truncation errors from the advection term can produce a numerical 
diffusion effect that may overwhelm the physical diffusion, and the other is 
that wiggles (or grid scale oscillations) of wavelength 2Ax may occur even for 
numerically stable schemes, exhibiting over- shoot and under- shoot problems. 
Various numerical schemes have been developed over the years, which usually 
correspond to different numerical treatments of the advection term of the ADE, 
while the diffusion term is generally treated using conventional space centred 
expressions. I 
Although the first-order upwind (or upstream) difference scheme 1100, does 
not generate wiggles in regions of high solute gradients or discontinuities, the 
scheme will nonetheless give rise to excessive numerical diffusion and is therefore 
inadequate for practical applications since numerical diffusion is often found to 
dominate over the physical process of turbulent diffusion and dispersion. This 
numerical diffusion effect is even more severe for the case of pure advection, due 
to the absence of physical diffusion. On the other hand, whilst conventional 
second order accurate central difference schemes (such as the time centred C-N 
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scheme 1531, which has no numerical diffusion, and the La-x-NVendroff (L-W) 
scheme 11011, which has no numerical diffusion but some higher-order dissipa- 
tion) produce more accurate results for many studies, these schemes generally 
exhibit pronounced oscillations when applied to the ADE with relatively small 
diffusion coefficients. These oscillitions can spread throughout the model do- 
main and swamp the true numerical results [621, or even produce only noise 1631. 
This effect is particularly pronounced in model simulations where steep gradi- 
ents exist and is discussed in some detail by Leendertse (1021. Although grid 
refinements greatly improve such numerical problems, in principle, as would 
using an artificially high value of the dispersion-diffusion coefficient, neither of 
these options is considered practical for engineering purposes when the mod- 
elling domain is large and the flow is of an unsteady nature. 
The increasing demand for improved modelling accuracy in numerical com- 
putations has lead to the development of many new schemes. The Hybrid 
schemes 1103,1041, for example, have been suggested which switch between the 
central and upwind difference schemes, based upon the value of the Peclet num- 
ber. However, when the advection strongly dominates over the diffusion, then 
these Hybrid schemes basically resort to the first order upwind scheme. The 
Skewed Upwind scheme of Raithby 11051, which interpolates the face values of 
the scalar at the upstream location, also produces unacceptable numerical dis- 
persion for advection dominated transport 11061. The Weighted Upwind scheme 
of Hirt et al. [1071, which uses a weighted combination of the central and the up- 
wind schemes, and the modified skewed upwind scheme of Busnaina et al. 1108, 
require the use of a problem dependent upstream weighting parameter. 
Some second order difference schemes, such as the Fromm's scheme 11091, 
the second order upwind difference (SOUD) scheme 1110,111) and the'Minimax- 
Characteristics (INI-C) method (112], can reduce these oscillations substantially 
by introducing more upstream points into the spatial discretisation expression 
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for the advection term. It is interesting to note that Fromm's scheme and the 
M-C scheme appear to be exactly the same in form and therefore produce the 
same results. Consequently, only the M-C scheme was used for comparative 
purposes in this study. 
Higher order upwind difference schemes have also been developed, includ- 
ing the explicit QUICK and QUICKEST schemes [24], the explicit TOASOD 
scheme [251 and the implicit QUICKEST scheme 1113]. These schemes gener- 
ally exhibit much weaker oscillations than the second order central difference 
schemes, and much less numerical dissipation than lower order schemes. It is 
worth noting that some implicit third order schemes cannot be used for the 
case of pure advection, such as the third-order semi-implicit scheme [1141, the 
optimal two-weight scheme 11151 and the alternative third order implicit scheme 
1951, thus restricting their applications. 
Although the numerical difficulties associated with the advection term of 
the Eulerian formulation of the ADE can be overcome by adopting a Lagrangian 
approach by means of a moving coordinate system 11161, this approach has not 
been widely used in practice. This is due to the difficulties of maintaining a 
constantly changing computational mesh, which can become highly distorted 
for complicated flow conditions, and combining the Lagrangian scalar transport 
description with the hydrodynamic model [631. In addition, other difficulties 
relate to the addition and removal of grid points at inflow and outflow bound- 
aries. 
An Eulerian-Lagrangian method (ELIM), using the Lagrangian concept in 
an Eulerian grid system, has also been developed by Cheng et al. 1651 by using 
the local or natural coordinates, which vary from point to point and from time 
to time and require significant interpolation within the regular Eulerian grid 
system. When linear interpolation is used, this scheme is only equivalent to the 
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first order upwind difference scheme. A numerical test for the 2-D advection 
by rotation of a Gaussian distribution showed a very strong numerical diffu- 
sion effect, with the peak concentration after one complete rotation being only 
8.3% and 39.4% of the original for the bilinear ELM and the biquadratic ELM 
[117] respectively 
The Eulerian-Lagrangian splitting operator method [26,112,118,119,1201, 
on the other hand, separates the transport equation into advection and dif- 
fusion equations respectively, thereby employing different solution algorithms 
for each transport mechanism and utilising the regular Eulerian grid system. 
The advection equation is typically solved by a backward characteristic method 
with the diffusion equation being solved by any central difference scheme. A 
variety of backward characteristic interpolation methods can be chosen for the 
unknown nodal values at the new time level. These values are obtained by in- 
terpolation from the characteristics associated with known nodal values at the 
old time level, based upon the traditional Lagrangian interpolation polynomial 
involving typically two-point linear, three-point quadratic, and four-point cubic 
interpolations 11181, or based upon the Hermitian cubic interpolation polynomi- 
als utilising only two points 126], or more than two points (1181. The use of the 
Holly and Preissmann (H-P) scheme involves the smallest possible number of 
interpolation points (two in 1-D and four in 2-D) and can attain high accuracy 
for a Gaussian distribution [261. However, this scheme requires the solution of 
the advection and diffusion processes for one and three spatial scalar deriva- 
tives in 1-D and 2-D respectively in addition to the scalar itself. A very similar 
method has also been proposed by Yang and Hsu [1211 along similar lines to the 
H-P scheme, but with the dependent variables being interpolated from points 
on the time axis and its temporal derivatives, rather than on the spatial axis 
and its spatial derivatives. However, the backward characteristic line of this 
method can undesirably reach back many time levels for the intersections on 
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the time axis when the Courant number is small. Alternative approaches to 
retain the accuracy of the H-P scheme, without using spatial scalar derivatives 
as dependent variables, can also be obtained at the expense of using more nodal 
points, such as the Six-point and Eight-point schemes 1122,123,124]. However, 
using too many spatial nodal points in the computation results in difficulties in 
specifying boundary conditions, as too many nodal values outside the modelling 
domain must be extrapolated or defined. It is also expected that sixteen, thirty- 
six and sixty-four nodal points respectively are required for the M-C, Six-point 
and Eight-point schemes to be used for 2-D transport studies. 
Although this class of splitting operator approach can be very accurate in 
1-D when higher order accurate interpolation is used, the application of such 
a method produces a complicated, cumbersome and expensive algorithm espe- 
cially in multi-dimensions. This arises due to the disadvantage of the advection 
and diffusion processes being computed separately, with the scalar derivatives 
as well as the scalar itself being used as dependent variables by the H-P scheme, 
and with many interpolation points being required for higher order accuracy by 
the alternatives. Furthermore, the conservative property is also not inherently 
guaranteed by these schemes, see Glass and Rodi 11191. 
In order to remove unwanted over-shoot and under-shoot from the numeri- 
cal solution of the hyperbolic (or advection only) equation, a number of different 
schemes based upon the concept of flux-limiters have been proposed, such as 
the flux-correction transport scheme [125,126,1271, the TVD (Total Variation 
Diminishing) method [128,129,1301, the SHARP (Simple High-Accuracy Res- 
olution Program) scheme [131,132], and the SNIART (Sharp and Monotonic 
Algorithm for Realistic Transport) scheme 11331. These algorithms are still in 
the development stages and are complicated for transport processes involving 
more than one spatial dimension. The SMART and SHARP schemes were origi- 
nally developed for steady-state simulations only and modifications are required 
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for them to be used for time-marching problems. Although various flux correc- 
tion and limiter schemes can maintain the solution mononicity property, there 
will generally be a clipping effect caused by the various flux-limiters, such that 
the peak value of the scalar distribution will soon be smeared out, especially 
with relatively narrow sources or for two dimensions 11341. In order to maintain 
the peak values for a relatively narrow source, very high (seventh or ninth) order 
schemes are necessary and the limiter has to be switched off locally 1135]. When 
the modelling domain has a complex bathymetry, such as that for a natural tidal 
basin or a coastal area where the water depths can vary greatly from place to 
place and change constantly with time, the backward characteristic schemes and 
the flux correction or limiter schemes can become very complicated for practical 
studies. 
Hogarth et al. [701 have compared 12 different explicit and implicit finite 
difference schemes up to the third-order accuracy and found that the theoretical 
order of accuracy had little effect on the results if the diffusion number (i. e., 
DAt/, AX2) was not small. However, it is worth noting that the smallest diffusion 
number used in their study was 0.1, which is relatively large for water quality 
model studies in coastal and inland waters. For example, for a grid spacing of 
100 m and a flow velocity of 0.5 ms-1, with a Courant number and diffusion 
number of 0.5 and 0.1 respectively, this would lead to a diffusion coefficient of 
10 M2 s-I which is generally an upper bound physical value for such studies. 
Leonard [241 defined the convective (or advective) sensitivity as the net con 
vective influx into the control volume j, noted as Cj, relative to variations in 
Sj", namely 
ac. 
, and pointed out that the problem with the central differenc- 
ing for the ADE resulted from its convective (advective) insensitivity. Three 
possible cases for the convective (advective) sensitivity have been highlighted 
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by Leonard, including: - 
<0 stable sensitivity, 
-C-j 0 neutral sensitivity, 
, qSj- 
>0 unstable sensitivity. 
The QUICK (Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for Convective Kinematics) dif- 
ference scheme, based upon assuming quadratic upstream interpolation rather 
than linear interpolation between the grid points [241, has a stable convective 
(advective) sensitivity. This scheme does not treat the advection and diffusion 
processes separately and has been widely used for hydraulic and water quality 
studies in coastal and inland waters 1136,13 7j, 138,1391, - many of which are 
multi-dimensional. The QUICK scheme is attractive for practical engineering 
applications since it is mass conservative, reasonably accurate, economical and 
relatively simple to implement and also exhibits much weaker oscillations than 
the C-N second order central difference scheme. These factors are particularly 
important for many practising and consulting engineers who rely heavily upon 
microcomputers for their model studies. 
Some different views on the formal accuracy of the QUICK scheme can be 
found in the recent literature [25,271, although it has long been claimed to be 
of third order accuracy in space 124,1401. It will be shown in the next section 
that the QUICK scheme is third-order accurate in space when used for a finite 
volume study and only second-order accurate for a finite difference model. In 
order to achieve third order accuracy in space for a finite difference model the 
third order upwind differencing (TOUD) formulation needs to be used for the 
advection term. Combining the TOUD scheme for the advection term with the 
second order central differencing for the diffusion term results in the TOASOD. 
scheme [251. 
The explicit QUICK and TOASOD representations of the ADE, as they 
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were originally proposed, are subject to rather restrictive time step constraints 
which depend upon the grid spacing, the advection velocity and the diffusion 
coefficient. Unfortunately, as will be shown later, the explicit versions of the 
QUICK and the TOASOD schemes can become unstable using the traditional 
von Neumann analysis for the case of pure advection. Although divergent 
numerical results were reported for the case of pure advection using an ex- 
plicit QUICK expression 1106], no explanation for such phenomenon was given. 
Leonard and Noye have also modified the explicit QUICK scheme using an im- 
plicit formulation 11131 for an unsteady form of the ADE, although numerical 
tests reported herein have shown that the resulting oscillations are little better 
than the C-N second order central difference scheme. 
The explicit I-D QUICKEST [241 scheme, on the other hand, is third-order 
accurate both in time and space and generally gives better numerical results 
than the QUICK scheme in I-D numerical tests for a Courant number of less 
than unity. The implicit 1-D QUICKEST scheme has also been developed by 
Leonard and Noye [113], based upon the similar approach in deriving the explicit 
I-D QUICKEST scheme with a tridiagonal implicit system being resulted. 
The corresponding finite difference representations of these schemes used in 
this study for comparative purposes are respectively listed below (assuming a 
constant U and U>0 for convenience) without. writing the source term: - 
(i) First Order Explicit Upwind Scheme: - 
Sjn Sjn +6 (Sjn - Sjn- 1 
(Sjy'+ 2 Sjn + Sjn- j1 (5.19) 
which is stable for c<1. 
(ii) First Order Time-Centred Upwind Scheme: - 
Sn+l 
_ Sn + 
(Sn+l 
_ Snj + Sn _ Sn jjjj1j j- 
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" (Sj++, ' -2 Sj+ 1+ Sj'ýjl + Sj+ 1-2 Sj' + Sj'- 1) (5.20) 2 
which is unconditionally stable. 
(iii) C-N Second Order Central Difference Scheme 1531: - 
n. (S n++Jl _ Snýjl + 
Sn+ 
1_ 
Sj 
-I 
Sý+, - 
slý +6j 
ii 
(5.21) Sj++, ' + Sj+ 2( Sj' ++ Sj' + Sj"Ill + Sj'- 1) 
which is unconditionally stable. 
(iv) L-W Second Order Central Scheme 11011: - 
si, I+, - sj4 +ý 
(sj4+ sj4- 
2+ 
-y) (Sjn- 2 Sj' + Sj"+ 1 (5.22) 2T 
which is stable for c<1. 
(v) M-C Scheme 11121: - 
sn+l = -0.25c(l 
n _2) Skn j 6)Sk-2 + (1.25, - - 0.25. 
+(I - 0.75c - 0.25E2)Sk, - 0.25E(I - -)Sk'+, (5.23) 
where k=j for e<1 and k=j-1 for 1<e<2, etc. and the diffusion terms must 
be computed separately. 
(vi) Second Order Implicit QUICK (Leonard & Noye) Scheme [1131: - 
Sjn+l _, 3jn + _(SL _ SIL) = -yAX[("S), _ 
("S)I] (5.24) TX TX 
where 
Sn+l - ýi+l Sj7 + T4 
(Sj"++, ' 
- 2Sj S7ý11) j ý7n+l 4 
(5.25) 
Sn = Sn 
(Sin+l 
- 2Sn + Sjn-l), jj+ F4' 3 
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SL (si, ++11 + si- 
+I 
+ sj" ++s; 
+ 16 [ (sj-++ii - si, + (si, +i- si, 6 
,+I+ Sj,, +11 + Sj, + S,, (Sj, +I_ Sj,, +11 (Sj, _ Sjn (Sj SIL _1) + _1)], 4 
(5.26) 
and §S), 
-Ax 
(Si-z' 
- si- +I + si-+ si-) Ox 21 
(5.27) 
(as) 1 (Sn+1 
_ Sn. 
ýl + Sn _ 
Sn 
1) 
Ax =jj1j j- ý-x 12 
with a stability constraint of e<1. 
(vii) Explicit QUICKEST Scheme [241: - 
sin+, - S, +c 
(S' 
- SO = -JAX [("S),. - 
('IS), ] (5.28) 
3ýTýT 
where 
'y 
2 
(Sj'+ 
I+ Sj') - 
(Sj'+ 
I- Sj') +-6) 
(Sj'+, 
- 2Sj' + Sj'-, 
); S, 6 
- 62) (Sj sl = -1) - -1)+(2- 
7 7n + S, 7n 7n rn n-2 S" + S,! % sj 
2 
sj sj 
26 J-2), 
(5.29) 
and 
(i9s) ýx Ax = 
(Sin+, 
- Sjn) - 
(Sn+l 
- 2Sjn + Sn-1) 
r (5.30) 
n ("S), Ax = (Sj - Sj-, ) - (Sj - 2Sj-, + 
Sj-2) nnnT ý-x 2 
with a stability constraint of c<1. 
(viii) Third Order Implicit QUICKEST (Leonard & Noye) Scheme [1131: - 
3 +1 + C(s = -YAX[("S),. - 
('IS), ] 7 
I. -S, 
) 
ý-x ý-x 
where the spatial averaged terms Sj"+1 and Sjn are expressed again using Equa- 
tion (5.25), the diffusion terms on the right hand side are the same as those in 
Equation (5.27), and 
(Sn n+ Sn. S, SIL G- +1 - 2Sj 8 12 
(5.32) 
62 ) (Sj ýn L (1 n 7 2Sj77 I+ 
Sj-2); 7 sl sl 
8 72 
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in which SL and SIL are expressed in Equation (5.26). This scheme is stable for 
c<1. 
(ix) Alternative Third Order Implicit Scheme 1951: - 
Cý+l Sn Sn+ 
1 a-,. a. -, + aoS! 
+' + a, 57" -b+ boS7 + bi (5.33) i J+l - -1 j-1 i 
where the coefficients are given as: - 
6-1 _ 62) (2-1+6 _ 62); 
ao = 24^1 - 2[(2^1 _ 62)(1 - 6-f _ 62)]; 
6-y -62) (2-1 -c_ 62); 
(i + 6-1 - 62) (27 +6+ 62); 
bo = 247 - 2[(2-y + r2) 
(1 + 6-y _ -2)]; 
bi = (1 + 6-1 -62) (2-1 -6+ -2). 
(x) H-P Two-Point 4th Order Scheme [261: - 
(5.34) 
Sj'+' = aSj'-, + a2Sj" + a3SXj"-i + a4 SXjn (5.35) 
in which 
a, = 62(3 - 2c); a2= 1 -a,; 
(5.36) 
a3 = 62(l - C)AX; a4 = _6(1 _ 6)2AX. 
which is stable for -<1. SX(x, t)=(, 9S/(9x) is the x-derivative of the scalar 
S(x, t) and must also be computed for each new time level. By taking the x- 
derivative of Equation (3.7) and exchanging the order of the x and t derivatives, 
this leads to: - 
asx 
+U 
asx 
= 0. (5.37) 
19t 19X 
The advection of SX(x, t) can be treated in exactly the same way as the scalar 
S(x, t), giving: - 
S. Yjn +1=b, S. Yjn ,+ 
b2Sn + b3S,,, Yn-l + b4SXj- (5.38) 
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in which 6e(e - 1); b bl; A (5.39) 
b3= c(& - 2); N (e - 1)(3c - 1). 
The diffusion term must also be treated separately. For the H-P and M-C 
schemes, the diffusion term Nvas modelled using the second order time centred 
central difference algorithm. 
5.2 2-D Advection Diffusion Modelling 
A simplified 2-D ADE can also be obtained from Equation (2.58) and is 
generally written in the form: - 
es aus evs 0 es 0 es 
ä- + -U- + -ý- = 3- ' ý- - 
(Dy- + e6(x., + ýy äy (5.40) txUxx 
where U and V are the advection velocities in the x and y directions respectively 
and D., and D. are the diffusion coefficients, assumed herein to be constant for 
convenience. 
The analytical solution for this 2-D ADE can be obtained in a similar man- 
ner to the 1-D case by representing diffusion occurring in a frame of reference 
moving at the advective speed. This diffusion result Sd(X, yt) Can then be 
advected to the appropriate location, where X and Y are the coordinate vari- 
ables on the moving coordinate system which can be described for non-constant 
velocities U(-r) and V(7) as: - 
X =X -xo- 
10 U(, r)d-r; y= Y-yo- 
10 ý"(T)d-r; 
and for constant velocities U and V as X=x-x,, - Ut and Y=y-y, - Vt, 
where x,, and y,, are the coordinates of the centre of the initial distribution. 
For the diffusion only problem on a semi-infinite X-Y-t space with 
constant diffusion coefficients D., and Dy, and with an arbitrary initial 2-D 
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concentration distribution of. - 
S(x - x, y-y, 0) = S(X, 11 0) =f (X, Y) (5.42) 
and boundary conditions of S(±oo, ±oo, t) = 0, Equation (5.40) reduces to: - 
eSd a2Sd a2Sd 
D 
-- -j -2 -ut- 
-12 X2 + 
Dy -ä-y2 (-oo < X, Y< +o0, t> 0). (5.43) X 
The corresponding analytical solution can be obtained by the double Fourier 
transformation [941 as: - 
Sd(X, y t) 
00 f (C, q) exp 
X)' 
- 
Y)'] 
dCd77, 
4rt7B7Dy 
Io- foo 
4D.,, t 4Dyt 
(5.44) 
from which it can be proved that lim S"(X, Y, t) f (X, Y). t-0 
For a 2-D Gaussian distribution, centred at X=O and Y=O and with stan- 
dard deviations u., and oy in the following form: - 
X2 y2 
f(X, Y)=S,, exp --- (5.45) 2a2 20,2 y 
the corresponding analytical solution for Equation (5.43) can be obtained by 
substituting the initial condition i. e. Equation (5.45) into Equation (5.44) with 
some algebraic manipulation, leading to: - 
S. o,. o, y exp - 
X2 y2 1 
4D, t + 20,2 4D 21 Sd(X, y, t) =x yt 
+ 2ay 
(5.46) 
V(2D, t +0,2) (2Dyt +0,2) xy 
When the velocities U and V are not constant, such as a rotational flow field 
with a constant angular velocity SI, EquationJ5.41) must be used. However, 
when the advection velocities U and V are constant, the resulting exact solution 
for 2-D ADE can be given as: - 
Som., u, exp 
1- 
(X 
- X, - Ut)2 
(y 
- y. -21 
4Dt + 2L72 4Dyt + 2u S(x, Y, t) =--x. (5.47) ý(2Dt + U2 )(2Dyt +u 
2) 
xy 
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Choosing a2 = D, /2, U2 = D, /2 and S,, =1 for Equations (5.45) and (5.47), zy 
the exact solution can be obtained as: - 
1 
exp [ 
(X _ Xo _ Ut)2 (y _ yo _ Vt)2, ], (5.48) Sy- =ý ('T' ' t) «ý4t +1D, (4t + 1) Dy(4t + 1) 
which has been shown in a previous study (see Equation (61) in Noye, and 
Tan [1411) and is only a special case of Equation (5.47). 
The extension of a 1-D finite difference scheme to 2-D transport problems 
is usually straight-forward in either an explicit or an implicit manner. However, 0 
caution must be exercised in so doing, as it is generally accepted that a more se- 
vere stability constraint will normally result in extending an explicit I-D scheme 
to its 2-D explicit form such as the FTCS scheme 156,611 and the upwind ex- 
plicit method [1411. A von Neumann stability criterion for the explicit FTCS 
advection diffusion scheme has been established 1561. Also, a fully implicit 2-D 
scheme will require the use of a full matrix solver, or a block tri-diagonal matrix 
solver (1411, and is therefore more expensive for practical studies. 
For QUICK-based formulations of a 2-D and 3-D implicit nature, these 
schemes can also be found in the literature for unsteady flow studies using 
complicated and iterative solution procedures [139,1421. However, the ADI 
technique, which was originally developed for solving 2-D parabolic and elliptic 
equations in the 1950s, has proved to be an efficient and economical method 
in formulating implicit 2-D finite difference schemes, with satisfactory results 
being obtained in solving the 2-D diffusion equation 1761. This technique will be 
used herein to construct the ADI-TOASOD and ADI-QUICK schemes to solve 
the 2-D ADE. It is interesting to note that a quasi 2-D explicit QUICKEST 
scheme, extended directly from its 1-D formulation [1431, produced unstable 
results for the case of pure advection for 2-D numerical tests for a uniform flow 
field with a constant Courant number (=0.15) in both the x and y directions 
and a rotational flow field with an angular velocity of 0.01 s-1. The unstable 
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properties of this particular 2-D version of the QUICKEST scheme can also 
be proved using the von Neumann stability analysis as will be shown later. A 
stable modified 2-D QUICKEST scheme has been derived and tested in this 
study, with the results being compared with various other schemes. 
All previously discussed 1-D finite difference methods and schemes can, in 
principle, be extended to 2-D or even 3-D applications, such as the operator- 
splitting method [1441, the EL' M 165,116,1171, the bi-cubic Hermitian inter- 
polation method [119,1451 and the Six-point method (1231 for the Eulerian- 
Lagrangian operator splitting, the Flux-Correction [1461, the TVD [1341 and 
the explicit QUICK scheme [1401. 
For a continuous solute discharge into 2-D steady channel flow 11191, it has 
been recognised that grid size refinement near the discharging source could give 
a better approximation of a point-source discharge. In this case the result- 
ing numerical predictions was only compared with an approximate analytical 
solution neglectingthe longitudinal diffusion effect. 
A number of 2-D schemes were used in this study for comparison purposes 
including the bi-quadratic M-C scheme [1471, the 2-D H-P scheme 11191, and 
the C-N scheme based upon the ADI technique. The 2-D C-N scheme can be 
obtained for the first half time step: - 
n+1 
n+1 n+1 I 2n2,7 (Sn+2 n+ 
i-, _ 
S7t2 - S". 'i 
7 S Si -+II Ij i-ij Jj+4 
(S., 
Ij 
)+4 
+ (Sn +1 - 
sn. ) + (Sn Sin 
4j ij) 
n (Si n+ 21 n+I ^/x 2 (Sn+l- 2.2 nn 
i+l 2Sij +S i'-+l + j+, - 2Si. -1), 
(5.49) 
22j+ 
Sij 
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and for the second half time step: - 
n+l 
i Sn 
n+ 2 n+l _ 
n+l) Si, tl n+l) 22 t12 + S. si. si. 
:j "j +4 4 
(S'+ll 
(Sn+ll nt. 1 ln+l) 
_ 
Si,, 
j 
s, si n+l) +4 "j 
n+ 
12. n+l 2 (Sn+ n1 ^fy n+j Sn+l + SinLlj), (5.50) 2. - 
+2 
+ Sin 
+ 
2. 
) 
- -2 2 S, ' +j 
si. 
i. 
212 j+j J 
which is fully time-centred with an order of accuracy of O(At2, AX2, Ay2). 
The diffusion terms for the H-P and M-C schemes are modelled separately 
using a second order time centred central difference algorithm based upon the 
ADI technique in exactly the same way as that used in Equations (5.49) and 
(5.50). 
Chapter 6 
I-D ADVECTION AND 
DIFFUSION MODELLING 
Various representations of the modified QUICK and TOASOD schemes 
have been formulated and analysed in the subsequent sections, with each scheme 
being tested both for the case of pure advection and for combined advection 
and diffusion. The accuracy and stability properties of each scheme have also 
been investigated for each different scheme representation. In all, four modified 
forms of the implicit QUICK and TOASOD schemes have been formulated with 
the numerical behaviour of each scheme being considered in some detail. The 
various forms of the QUICK and TOASOD schemes considered herein include: 
(i) the forward explicit QUICK and TOASOD schemes, (ii) the fully time- 
centred implicit QUICK and TOASOD schemes, (iii) the backward implicit 
QUICK and TOASOD schemes, (iv) the semi- t ime-centred implicit QUICK and 
TOASOD schemes, and (v) the semi-backward implicit QUICK and TOASOD 
schemes. Since the TOASOD and QUICK schemes differ only in the curvature 
term coefficients of the scheme representation, these schemes can be combined 
together and named as the General Upwind Difference (GUD) scheme in the 
following numerical analyses for convenience. 
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6.1 Accuracy of the QUICK and TOASOD 
Schemes 
In order to clarify the overall accuracy of the QUICK and TOASOD schemes, 
it is first convenient to consider the simplest case, i. e. 1-D advective transport 
only of a scalar concentration S(x, t) with a constant velocity u. Thus, the 
corresponding governing equation can be written as (see also Equation (3.7) on 
page 26): - 
as 
u 
as 
Tt 
with the diffusion term being ignored from the analysis since this term is treated 
in exactly the same manner for both schemes. 
The explicit form of the QUICK and TOASOD schemes for Equation (6.1) 
are identically written as: - 
S, n + Sjn Sjn n 
+., _ Sj_, ) 
(6.2) 
22 
where S7 , and S7 I are the right and left face values respectively of the scalar 3+7 J-2 
for grid cell j, with these values depending upon the corresponding interpolation 
procedure for the finite difference scheme. The right face value in Equation (6.2) 
can be calculated according to the expressions: - 
1 (Sjn 7 gV2Sn if U>0; f 
+J+S jj 
(6.3) Sj+ 
21n 
+Sn)_ ? n+ 1 ý(Sj+j 3V2S if U jj, 0; 
in which 3= 3T 1/6 and = 3Q = 1/8 correspond to the TOUD (or 
TOASOD) and QUICK schemes, with these right face values being represented 
by Sý7+ 1. and ST I respectively for these two schemes, and 21T 21Q 
Sj' = Sj+1 - 2Sj' + Sj'-j. (6.4) 
The left face values Sý and Sý , IQ for these two schemescan be obtained di- 2-12 
IT 
3-2 
rectly from S7 1 and +1 by 
decreasing all the indexes in Equation (6.3) by 3+21T 
Sj- 
2 
IT 
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Figure 6.1: Grid Representation for the QUICK and TOASOD Schemes 
one. The grid cell representation employed for both these schemes is illustrated 
in Figure 6.1. 
These two schemes are both based upon the upstream differencing technique 
and have a similar structure, except that the QUICK scheme uses a factor of 
1/8 as compared with the TOASOD scheme which uses a factor of 1/6. It is 
the difference in this factor that makes the QUICK scheme only second order 
accurate in finite difference applications, as can be shown by a truncation error 
analysis [25,271, where the leading truncation error terms always consist of an 
expression of -(UAx 2 /24) (03SIOX3 ) associated with the advection term. It is 
worth noting that the TOASOD scheme becomes the TOUD scheme for pure 
advection only. 
Applying a Taylor series expansion to Equations (6.2) with respect to the 
grid point j, then third order accuracy in space can be achieved for the TOASOD 
scheme giving: - S7+1 - Sý 1 2 '7_7 
I= 
(OS) n+0 (AX3). (6.5) AX 
T 
5-X j 
However, by expanding Equation (6.2) with respect to the points j+1 and j- 22 
sj+l sj+l 
21 Si-2 
s 
sj 
-. t 
sj 
j2-,, 1 
I 
P. - X L. - j+l j-2 
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respectively, instead of j, leads to the accuracy of the QUICK scheme as 11321: - 
Sý 
J+ Si+i. - Sj-l' 
'I 
Ax 
IQ 
AX 
Q+ 
O(AX3). (6.6) 
Thus, it can be seen from Equations (6.5) and (6.6) that for the QUICK scheme 
to be third order accurate in space depends upon the difference between (Sj+. t - 2 
Sj-i. )711-, Ix 
and (OSIOx). l. 2 
If the QUICK scheme is to be used in a finite difference model and further 
expansions of Sf+l and Sj-j in Equation (6.6) are performed with respect to 22 
point j, it can be seen that the QUICK scheme can only be of second order 
accuracy since an additional term of order AX2 cannot be cancelled as shown 
below: - 
s7-. 
t n J+2 (C9S) Ax 2+ o(AX3). (6.7) 
'S 
Ax 
IQ 
ý_x 
li 
+ 74 
(ýO2-3 ) li 
Equation (6. T) can also be obtained by expanding Sj+k (where k=-2, -1,0, 
1,2 respectively) with respect to the point j using the QUICK algorithm of 
Equations (6.2) and (6.3) directly. As has been pointed out in Section 3.1, the 
expression (Sj+l - Sj-i. )'IAx could either be a first-order forward difference 22 
representation for (OSlc? x)7 . 1, a 
first-order backward difference representation 3-2 
for (, gSlaX)n L, or, at best, a second-order central difference approximation for j+2 
(aSlOx)l. It is therefore impossible for the QUICK scheme in its current form 
to have a higher order of accuracy than two when used in any finite difference 
formulation. 
On the other hand, a third order accuracy can be achieved for the QUICK 
formulation by using the finite volume (sometimes also called control volume) 
approach and by assuming the local quadratic distribution for the integration 
over the control volume (CV) of the time-differential term. The corresponding 
integral representation of Equation (6.1) over the CV at point j and from time 
84 
level n to n+1 can be written as: - 
Sj ((, t)dQ +I USj'+, 
lQdAj+l. 
USj'-, 
IQdAj-1 
=0 (6.8) 
+1222 
5t 
12 2 Aj_ i 
where 11 is the control volume at grid cell j, Aj+. t and Aj-. j are the right and 22 
left face areas of the CV at point j and C is the local coordinate, originated 0 
at point j. For a 1-D uniform domain, with a unit depth and unit width, i. e., 
11 = Ax, dQ = dC, and Aj+i = Aj-. i = 1, then assuming local quadratic 22 
distributions for SjI (C, t) and Sj"' ((, t) and the approximation that: - 
v2Sj, i+l _ V2Sn k: 
Pý 
Equation (6.8) becomes: - 
2n2 
AtAX2 
S 
Atax 2 
(I 
9TX-2 7X-2 
U, ýIt (V 2 S'ý _ V2 Ax i 
Sill- 
1) 
+1 ý4 
(V2S 
_ V2S n+l 
UAt [Sn nn 
_, 
)] = n+7r 
Sj, 
-1 
si sj 
Ax 2 
IQ 
2 
IQ 
-jj 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
Comparison of Equation (6.10) with the TOASOD (or TOUD in this particular 
case) scheme shows that these two schemes are now identical since: - 
Sn 
1V2 
Sjn = Sn+ 1 j+l F4 21Q 2 
IT' 
with the Ax 2 terms having been cancelled completely. 
Hence, it has been shown that the QUICK scheme is generally only second 
order accurate in space when used in finite difference models, although the 
scheme can be equivalent in accuracy to the TOUD or the TOASOD scheme 
when used in the finite volume approach. The finite difference approach is 
considered in the remainder of this study. 
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6.2 Convective Sensitivity and Stability 
Analysis for an Explicit General 
Upwind Scheme 
Considering again the simplest case of pure advection, i. e. Equation (6.1), 
which can be solved using an explicit general finite difference representation 
of the form given in Equation (6.2), with the right face value having been 
given in Equation (6.3), and similarly for the left face value. The value of 0 
in Equation (6.3) can be regarded as an general upwind weighting parameter, 
wherein PC = 0,6Q = 1/8,3T = 1/6, and flS = 1/2 corresponds to the central 
difference, QUICK, TOUD (or TOASOD), and SOUD schemes respectively. 
Using Equations (6.2) and (6.3) to solve Equation (6.1) with these 3 values 
can be regarded as an explicit GUD scheme for the case of pure advection only 
except for when 3 =, 3c = 0, which gives the central difference scheme. 
The convective (or advective) sensitivity can be obtained for the GUD 
scheme as: - 
3U, 3 
when U>0; 
19Cj a [U(S7_1 - 
Sý1+0. Ax 
(6.12) DSn ýS-? 
jj Ax WO 
when U<0. Ax 
It can be seen from this equation that for all these upwind difference schemes, i. e. 
where 3>0, a stable convective sensitivity can always be obtained. However, 
the central difference scheme only has a neutral convective sensitivity since 
0=0. 
The von Neumann stability analysis for the explicit GUD scheme, on the 
other hand, gives quite a different result. Following the stability analysis de- 
scribed in section 3.3, the resulting amplification factor for the explicit GUD 
scheme can be shown to be of the form: - 
400 G(O) =1- 80c sin 2- 
IE(l + 40 sin ý) sin 0. 
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which clearly indicates that the explicit central difference scheme is uncondi- 
tionally unstable since for 13 = 0: - 
IG(O)l = 
VI +0 sin 20ý: 1. (6.14) 
When 0>0, the stability condition (3.14) can be written in the form: - 
40 sin' -0 
1) SiU2 
0 
401 1+(8,3- 89(l - 20) sin 2 
which has be obtained from Equation (6.13), wherein: - 
IG(O)l 2 =G(O)G*(O) = 1-4c[40 Si, 12 
0+ 
(I - 80)., r sin2 
0 
2 
0-20 
-c+ 8ý(l - 20). -1 sin4 2 sin ý 
(6.16) 
with G*(O) being the conjugate counterpart of G(O), and since: - 
sin 20 + 8,3 sin2 
0 (1 
_ Si, 12 
0) 
+ 1602 Sin4 
0>0. 
(6.17) 
22i2 
Two extreme conditions can be obtained from Equation (6.15), with the 
first being the short-wavelength requirement when 0= 7r, or k= 7r/Ax, and the 
second being the cut-off long-wavelength restriction when 0- 0* (where 0* = 
2r/N, where IN is the grid number of the computational domain). Combining 
these two conditions gives: - 
1 7r )2 -: 5 min [T 40(TV 
, 
3, 
(6.18) 
It can be seen from Equation'(6.18) that the limiting condition occurs when 0 
N --+ oo, which indicates that all the explicit upwind difference schemes consid- 
ered herein for the pure advection Equation (6.1) become numerically unstable 
on von Neumann sense. 
For finite values of N the stability requirement for c is much less restrictive, 
based upon the cut-off long-wavelength condition 11481 given by Equation (6.18). 
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However, the stability requirement for - is still very severe, giving, for exam- 
ple, for N values of 50 and 250 respectively, c<0.00197 and c :50.0000789 for 
the QUICK scheme, where 0=1/8, and -<0.00263 and c<0.000105 for the 
TOASOD scheme, where 0=1/6. This stability requirement is therefore highly 
impractical for most flow and water quality applications in water engineering as 
the number of grid cells employed in such studies is normally large. Therefore, 
only the limiting case of 0 --+ 0 or N --+ oo is considered for the long-wavelength 
requirement in the following analysis. 
The results obtained above demonstrate that although the explicit GUD 
scheme has the advantage of stable convective sensitivity, it is not sufficient to 
ensure its numerical stability for a time-marching problem, with all of the ex- 
plicit upwind differencing schemes considered above being numerically unstable 
for the case of pure advection. 
6.3 Formulation of Various Generalised 
Upwind Schemes 
As a result of the numerical unstable properties of these explicit upwind 
schemes, it is therefore necessary to consider either altering the discretisation 
formula, adding an artificial diffusion term [149] to stabilise the scheme, or con- 
structing implicit formulations to avoid unstable solutions whilst ensuring that 
a stable convective sensitivity will be maintained. Constructing implicit formu- 
lations has been considered in this study. In doing so, it is again convenient 
to analyse the GUD formulation using a general upstream weighting parameter 
)3, which can be chosen to be 1/8,1/6 and 1/2 for the QUICK, TOASOD, 
and SOUD schemes respectively. The range of P values in this study is limited 
between 1/8 and 1/2 for convenience. 
If the spatial difference terms are expressed in a fonvard explicit (a = 0)7 
- 88 
fully time-centred implicit (a = 0.5), or backward implicit (a = 1) manner 
with respect to time, the finite difference representations of Equation (5.1) over 
a time step can be written as: - 
6 n+lSn+l _ _n+l Cn+l) _ Ce[,, 7ýjl(Sjn++Jl _ Sjn+l) S7+1 + a( j+' j+l- + 22222 
n+l(Sýn+l L+1)] = ST I_ 
Sý n Cl) 
(en 
, 
Sn n in yj, 
- 
j j+,. ý_, 
S 
j_ j+2 
222 
[-Ij"+ 
I (Sj'+ Sj') - -tj'- I (Sj" - Sj'- 0] (6.19) 22 
where a can be regarded as an implicit weighting parameter, 
,,. 'n I= 
rrý AtIAX, (6.20) j+ y -3+2 
and 
n 
.1= 
D' AtlAx 2 (6.21) -fi+ 
2 
j+2 
are the Courant and diffusion numbers respectively, with n being time step 
number, Sý , +,. and 
Ujn+j being the concentration and velocity values at the right 232 
face +1 and at the time t= nAt. The value of Sý 1. can be obtained by 2 3+2 
assuming quadratic upstream interpolation, giving: - 0 
1 (Sn n) - OV2Sn if Un +, +S jj j+j > 0; 
Sni=f (6.22) j+2 
1 
(Sn+l + ýg7) _ 
pV2Sn if Un 0; 
233 j+l j+2 
n+l sn+l where V2S! ' has been expressed in Equation (6.4). The terms C! " ý. +,; j+j 222 
and 
V2Sn+l 
j correspond to those given in Equations (6.20)-(6.22) and (6.4) at 
time level n+1. 
Although Equation (6.19) appears to be centred in space, the resulting finite 
difference scheme is actually biased upwind after substituting Equation (6.22) 
into Equation (6.19). By doing so and assuming for the purposes of this analysis 
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that LT. +, >0 and 
Lý > 0, three different GUD scheme representations can 
be obtained at the time levels t= nAt (a = 0), t= (n + ! )At (a = 0.5) and 2 
(n + 1)At (a = 1) respectively as follows: - 
(i) Fonvard Explicit GUD scheme: 
+1 + 
Sn) el l(Sn + Sjn. Sj+l - Sl 
[, n l(Sjn _, 
)] + oen+., V2Sjn 
j+ 
2j 3-2 
jj2 
lV2Sn 
n Sn 
i (Si+l - Sý) M- -1) 
(6.23) + 7ý+ 
51 3-2 3 
(ii) Fully time-centred Implicit GUD scheme: 
Sjn +11[,, n+l (Sj+l + Sj+l) _ en+l (Sjn+l + Sjnfll)] _ 
ýCn+l 
V2Sn+l +ý 
j+f J+l ij 2 j- 22 j+ 21 
n+l -, jný (Sjl+l I n+lV2 n+] 2 Sj + 
12. 
( Sjn +I_ Sjn. ý, l Sn 
j- 21 
Si 
11 - 21, 
n+l n+ 
2 
(Sj, 
++ 
Sj, ) (Sn + Sn 
_1)] 
+ 
ý, 
n 1VISjn 2-2 2 j+2 
PC7 
I. 
V2 
7j+'?. 
(Sj+l n) (s7n n 
-S7-1) 
2 3-2 
sj"- I+_2 Sj _2jj (6.24) 
(iii) Backward Implicit GUD scheme: 
sn+l 
1 
, 
[Cn+l (Sn++Jl + Sn+l) . cn+l 
(Sj+l + Sjýjl)] _ peý+l V2Sn+l j+ j+l - j-1 J+l 222 
+1 2S! t+l n+I(Sn+l n+l(Sn+l +, 367 
2v2- 
Sý+l) +2_ Sn ý11) = Sý (6.25) J-1 J-1 - 'Yi'+I. j+l I ^/I'. -1i j- 
The value of Sý 1. obtained from Equations (6.22) and (6.4) can be regarded 3+2 
as a combination of a linear interpolation and an upwind curvature adjust- 
ment. Including this term at the new time level n+1 in the above listed GUD 
schemes (ii) and (iii) results in quadri-diagonal matrices for uni-directional flow 
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and penta-diagonal matrices for directional flow. Although solving a penta- 
diagonal matrix can be efficient, as discussed later, it requires at least 2.4 times 
more arithmetic operations than those needed for a tri-diagonal solver and also 
requires more working memory space. In many practical engineering studies, it 
is often desirable to obtain sufficiently accurate results using a minimum of com- 
putational effort. For example, in modelling flow and water quality processes 
in coastal waters, simulations often involve long term predictions of many wa- 
ter quality parameters. Hence, since the tri-diagonal solver has proved to be 
the most efficient method in dealing with implicit problems, it should be used 
wherever possible if a similar level of accuracy can be achieved. 
Following the method first suggested by Leonard [241, Falconer and Liu 11361 
represented the linear term at the new time level and the curvature term at the 
old time level when calculating the value of Sj+'ý' using a similar expression 2 
as given in Equation (6.22). This approach is equivalent to assuming that the 
curvature of the concentration distribution does not change much from time 
S, n+l ý, ,.. 
V2Sn' giving: - level n to n+1, i. e., 
V2 
j 
pV2S, r if (Sin+ I+ Sn++Jl) n +1 16 > 
0; 
Sn+l 
22 
(6.26) 41 
(S, n if +1 + Sn+ll) _ 
pV2Sn. +1 
'o, 2 '+12 
This representation therefore enables further two schemes to be constructed 
which only result in tri-diagonal matrices. These two schemes include (for 
U' 1. >0 and Uý ,> 0): - i+2 3-2 
(iv) Semi-Time-Centred Implicit GUD scheme: 
n+l 
Sjn +1[, 6n+l (Sn+l + Sn+l) +1)] 
i+l n+l (Sj+l + S!, 2( Sn++Jl n+l) 
.1 J-1 
Si + 
j+l j+l i j-2 422 
n+l 
j 
Sj S n+l nýjl Sn n. (Sn nn n+ n 7 7 Si 
j+2 +I+Sj -Ci-l. 
(Sj 
-1)] 
91 
Sn) (Sn n. 
2_ 
Sj 
)3 [(Cit 
1+ en+jl)V2Sý _ (67 .1+C? 
t+ll), V2ST_J) 
2 
j+2 j+f i J-2 j-2 j (6.27) 
(v) Semi-Backward Implicit GUD scheme: 
n+l s + cn+l (s7+1 j+l 1+1 22 
+ sjn+l) - e+1 (sn+l + 
snýl)j 
_ y7+11 
(Sn+l 
1 j+l 
2 
_ Sn+l) j 
+ n+l(Siý+I_ -11-1 3 2 
Slýll)=Sl+p(,, n+l 
3- 1- j+l 2 
V2S7_en+IV2Sn 
j-1 j-1 2 
(6.28) 
Although other al-orithms may also be formulated such as that given by 
Leonard and Noye [1131, the above listed GUD schemes (i)-(iii) (i. e. Equa- 
tions (6.23)-(6.25)) include various representative forms of the GUD algorithms, 
with the GUD schemes (iv) and (v) (i. e. Equations (6.27) and (6.28)) being the 
simplified forms of the GUD schemes (ii) and (iii) respectively. Another alterna- 
tive to the GUD schemes (ii) and (iii) in order to preserve a tri-diagonal matrix 
is to set all values outside the tri-diagonal band to the corresponding values at 
the previous time level. However, this approach generated a pronounced phase 
error in all the numerical tests undertaken, giving rise to reduced accuracy. 
Hence, this alternative formulation has not been considered further herein. In 
the following section, the numerical stability and accuracy properties of each of 
the GUD schemes listed above will be analysed in more detail. 
6.4 von Neumann Stability Analysis 
A von Neumann stability analysis has been undertaken for each of these 
GUD schemes, with the Courant number and the dispersion-diffusion coefficient 
being assumed to be constant and positive, thereby giving: - 
E n+l n+l nn, =e>0, (6.29) j+'21 = ýýi-12 = 'ýi+12 = ý5i-2 
and 
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n+l n+l nn 'tj+i ý 'Yj-i = -yj+., ==y ýý 0. (6.30) 2222 
For each different scheme representation considered, the corresponding am- 
plification factor of the Fourier components was evaluated such that the corre- 
sponding stability requirement can be established. The detailed results of these 
analyses are summarised below for the five different scheme representations de- 
scribed in the previous section with the schemes being respectively designated 
by the subscript 1 to 5: - 
For the GUD scheme (i): - 
40 - 20 20 G, (0) =1-8,3, - sin - 4-1 sin - Is (1 + 4p sin -) sin 0, (6.31) 222 
and 
IGI(O) 12 =1_ fc[16)3sin 20 + 320(l - 2,3).,: - sin4 
0- 
4c - 64,3, y sin 
40 
2 
2 20 
- (32,3 - 4)c sin 
! 
2] + 
8-t (1 - 2-t sin2 
! )I sin (6.32) 2 
Numerical stability requires that the curly bracketed term in Equation (6.32) 
must be greater than or equal to zero, thereby giving: - 
20 
SiR2 20 20 
el 
(1-2-1 + 4,3(l - 4-y sin 2) sin (6.33) 
1+ (8,3 - 1) sin 
20 
- 8ý(l - 20) Si, 14 
0 
The corresponding stability constraint can be determined by considering the 
two extreme conditions described in the previous section, namely those for the 
long-wavelength (i. e. 0 --+ 0) and the short-wavelength (i. e. 0= 7r). This 
gives: - 
1- 2-y L-Y ] cl :5 min ý-fl 1 T$ (6.34) 
r-ýr 
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where Y>1 is a scheme dependent parameter obtained by setting the denom- 
inator in inequality (6.33) to be a maximum, giving: - 
1602 if 0 
(6.35) 
1+163 if 
1<0< 
320(1-2/3) 
Typical F values for the QUICK and TOASOD schemes with 0 =, 3Q=118 and 
0= OT=116 respectively can be shown to be rQ=l and. Fr=33/32 respectively, 
giving the stability constraints for these two schemes as: - 0 
cQ, :5 min [2-4, y, ý5--/ 
], (6.36) 
and 
3 
61 - 
<min 12_ 37,8 
4-3 (6.37) 
It can be seen from inequality (6.34) that the existence of the diffusion term 
stabilises this explicit GUD scheme (i), with the scheme being previously shown 
to be unstable for pure advection. It can also be seen that the stable time step 
for this explicit GUD scheme (i) depends upon both the advection velocity and 
the dispersion-diffusion coefficient, with the stable region on the (e, -j) plane 
being very limited as shown graphically for the explicit QUICK and TOASOD 
schemes in Figures 6.2 (a) and (b) respectively (zone A). 
For the GUD scheme (ii): - 
20 400 1- 27sin 40c sin Ii (1 + 4,3 sin2 ý) sin 0 
G2 (0) '": 
222 
1+ 2-y sin 20 +40. - Sir, 4 
0+Ic 
(1 + 4,3 sin' 
0) 
sin 0 2222 
(1 - a) - Ib (6.38) 
(1 + a) + Ib 
and 
IG2(9) 12 == 
[(l - a) - Ibj [(l - a) + IbI =1- 
4a 
[(l + a) + lb] [(l + a) -Tb] (1 + a)2+ b2 
94 
(r) cm V-1 
N 
4. J 
E V] C) 
.C (U -C 
cu 
E-4 
E- 
. lq-f r- r- 
U a) 
k--f ý. ' m 4-) 
CY = 
CD 
CD 
CO cn 
rmml 
X 
C; 
C, 
ru J-1 0 
u C0 
En 0 44 
ý4 
ci 
. rq 
to 
0) 
C), 0 Cc :r 
C 
cc 
IT 
(i 
rr) cu V-1 
-j 
0 
0-11 
ca CN 
95 
8-1 sin 20 + 16,3c sin 40 
c-2 
(6.39) 
Sin2 
04 0)2+ 20 (1 + 2-y + 40c sin 2+4,3 sin ý)2 Si, 12 
0 
where 
a= (2-r + 40c sin 20 ) sin 20>0; 22 
(6.40) 
(1 + 40 sin2 
0) 
Sin 0>0. 
It can be seen from Equation (6.39) that the GUD scheme (ii) is unconditionally 
12 1 is always maintained for any values of 0< 7r, stable, since IG2(0) 
>0 and 6>0. 
For the GUD scheme (iii): - 
G3(o) ý1 (6.41) 0 20 1+8,3c sin4 + 4-1 sin2 2+ 
Is (l + 4,3 sin 2) sin 
0 
and 
12 ,, 
1 
G3 (0) _.: (6.42) (1 + 80c sin' 
0+ 
4-1 sin 
2 
0)2+62(l 
+ 4,3 Sin2 
0)2 
sin 
20 
22 
with this scheme also being unconditionally stable, since the amplification factor 
is never greater than unity, i. e. IG3(0)1 :51, for all values of 0<0< 7r, -y ý: 0 
and c 
For the GUD scheme (iv): - 
- 40 20620 1- 80E sin - 2, y sin 1 (1 + 80 sin ý) sin 0 
G4(0) 2 -2 (6.43) 
1+ 2-y sin 
20 +1 sin 0 2 
and 
20 0 40 
IG 4 (0) 12 
8-y sin ý+ 16,3c 
[1 
-c+ (c - 4,3c - 27) sin2 ý] sin ý (6.44) 
1+ 4-1 sin 
20 +4-1 2 sin 
46+ 62 Si, 12 
0) 
sin 
20 
22 
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which is stable for: - 
64: 5 - 
PA 
2+ (P. 
12 
0) 
sin 
201 Pa + Qa sin 20 26 + Qj sin 
where 
1 
Qa =2- (1 - 4ß)P. 1 (ýý 2 if fl > j). 
Hence, the stability constraint becomes: - 
1+1 if Q., < 0; 20Pa 
64 :5.1 
if Q. % > 0, To- 
where Q. 3, is determined from Equation (6.46). 
(6.45) 
(6.46) 
(6.47) 
The stability constraints for the QUICK and TOASOD representations can 
be given respectively as: - 
2 if PA < 4; 
Q< 64 4 
(6.48) 
T- if Pa > 41 aA 
and 3 
if PA < 6; 2 T 64 <3 (6.49) 
1+ if P, > 6. 
For either -1 =0 in Equation (6.44) or Pa -* oo in Equation (6.47), the stability 
restriction for the case of pure advection can be obtained as: - 
C4 `5 1- 
For the GUD scheme (v): - 
40 20 1-8,3c sin - 14,3c sin 0 sin 2 Gs(O) =- 
20 1+4, ysin -+IesinO 2 
(6.50) 
(6.51) 
97 
and 
20 40 
IG5(0) 12 - 
80c(2 - 8ý-r sin ý) sin 
(1 + 4-y sin 
2 
0)2+62 
sin 
20 
2 
8-Y + 462 + 4(4-Y2 -62+ 406) sin 
20_ 64g2E2 sin 
4 
ol 
sin 
20 
02ý. (6.52) (1 + 4-y Sin2 ý)2 + 82 sin 
20 
The stability requirements for pure advection and for advection and diffusion 
can be respectively shown to be: - 
c[160'sin 40 + sin 20 --ý 1] :5 4)3 sin2 
0 
0), (6.53) 
222 
and 
2 40 
0 
20 
cPA[160 sin ý+ si ý- 1] :52+ 4(7 +, 3Pa) sin ý (-10 0). (6.54) 
It is only necessary to consider the stability requirement for c5 when the 
square bracketed term on the left hand side of either inequality (6.53) or (6.54) is 
positive, i. e. (V-1-+--6-4F-1)/(3202) < SiII2 
0<1, 
as otherwise there is no time 2- 
step restriction for -5. When 1602 sin 40+ sin 20 -1>0, then inequality (6.54) 22 
becomes: - 
2+ 4(-y +#Pa) sin 
20 
65 :5 
'32 
40 +Si 2021 
(6.55) 
PA (16 sin ný- 
By examining the behaviour of the RHS of this inequality, within the range 
of (V1- + 6-402 - 1)/(32 '32) < sin 
20 < 1, it can be shown that the minimum 
20 
condition occurs when sin 1, giving the stability constraint of this scheme 
to be: - 
1+1+ 2-t (6.56) 
'I 4,3 802P 
This condition can be further simplified to give: - 
1+ 2-y 
To- (6.57) 
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Inequality (6.57) also includes the stability restriction for the case of pure ad- 
vection when 7=0, as a similar analysis can also be carried out for inequal- 
ity (6.53), resulting in: - 
65 :51. 
4,3 
(6.58) 
The stable region of the semi- time-cent red and semi-implicit QUICK and 
TOASOD representations respectively on the (c, -y) plane are also shown in 
Figures 6.2 (a) and (b) (zone B and C respectively), where it can be seen that 
the stability constraints for the semi- time- centred and semi- implicit GUD 
schemes for the case of combined advection and diffusion are less restrictive 
than those for pure advection. 
For the case of c<0, a similar analysis has been undertaken for all these 
GUD schemes and similar results obtained for jej. 
6.5 Truncation Error Analysis 
In determining the accuracy of the various representations of these five 
previously studied GUD schemes, a Taylor series expansion was carried out for 
each representation at grid point j, and at time level n. The finite difference 
Equations (6.23), (6.24), (6.25), (6.27) and (6.28) represent the solution of the 
following modified transport equation for a constant advection velocity and a 
constant diffusion coefficient: - 
as 
+U 
as 
=D 
192S 
+ TE (6.59) 5t- ý-x OX2 
where TE = truncation error term. 
The major truncation error term for each GUD scheme (designated again 
by the subscript 1 to 5 respectively), with the time derivatives being eliminated 
using the modified equation approach described previously, can therefore be 
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given as follows: - 
AtU202S 3c 
2(l TE, UAX ý -0 -7) 2 X2 qX3 
2p 
- DAx --+-A+--_ 
0)] 
a4S 
+ Ogt2, AX4); (6.60) 
2 12 2 -1 6 OX4 
2p 
03S DAx 21- 194S 
+ O(At2, AX4); TE2 = UAx )3PA) - (6.61) ý-X3 +26 IqX4 
AtU202S 2(l 
a3S 
TE3 
2ý -X2 - 
UAX 
'3 
+ -Y), 9X3 
+ DAx 2[2+ 
1_0 
PA + )3) 
62 ] 194S + O(At2, AX4); (6.62) 
2 -2 
1 03s DAx2 ßp TE4 = UAx a(1 _ e), 
a4S 
2(ß 
_ U)ý_ 
X3 
+2 16 
OX4 
+ O(At2, AX4); (6.63) 
AtU2192S 
2(l 
03S 
TEs 
2 
ýý-UAX 
DAX2 
(-y +1 
r2 a4S (At2, AX4). (6.64) PA 0 +2U-ß++ 
As expected, the explicit GUD scheme becomes unstable for the case of 
pure advection, with Equation (6.60) giving a negative diffusion coefficient of 
-0.5AtU2. 
In comparing these schemes it can be seen that the truncation error for 
the GUD schemes (iii) and (v) includes a numerical diffusion term, with the 
numerical diffusion coefficient being AtU2/2, whereas the GUD schemes (ii) and 
(iv) do not exhibit numerical diffusion for the accuracy quoted, but some higher 
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order numerical dissipation and dispersion. All these GUD schemes are second 
and third order accurate in space respectively for the QUICK and TOASOD 
representations of the advection term, with both schemes being second order 
accurate in space for the diffusion term. The GUD chemes (ii) and (iv) are also 
second order accurate in time whereas the GUD schemes (i), (iii) and (v) are 
only first order accurate. 
The leading error effects associated with the GUD schemes (i), (iii) and 
(v) are amplitude dominated whereas with the GUD schemes (ii) and (iv) 
phase error effects are more significant. Hence, the GUD schemes (ii) and 
(iv), which are time-centred or semi- time-centred, would therefore be expected 
to simulate the advection diffusion processes more accurately in terms of am- 
plitude consistency than the GUD schemes (iii) and (v). It can also be no- 
ticed that the GUD schemes (iv) and (v) have an extra truncation error term 
Of (pU2AX2 At12)(OSlOx) and (0U2AX2At)(04S1aX4)' compared with those 
of the GUD schemes (ii) and (iii) respectively. These extra error terms re- 
sult from the approximations of V2Sn+l by V2Sjn, which are proportional to 
U6_AX3(a3S1aX3) and do not have primary effects on the computational results 
when the Courant number is relatively small. The forward explicit GUD scheme 
has another disadvantage apart from the severe numerical stability constraint, 
in that the point-to-point transfer property of the scheme when -=1 is not ob- 
served. Needless to say, this property is not obvious for implicit GUD schemes 
since linear systems must be solved simultaneously to obtain numerical results. 
6.6 Numerical Tests for Idealised 1. -D Basin 
with Constant Advection Velocity 
Following the preceding numerical analysis, the various modified forms of 
the QUICK and TOASOD schemes were tested for the severest case of pure 
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advection only, with a constant advection velocity, and for combined advection 
and diffusion with a constant advection velocity and a constant dispersion- 
diffusion coefficient. The numerical tests were undertaken in an idealised 1-D 
basin, of 250 grid lengths (each of length Ax), such that any disturbance at 
the upstream end of the test reach would take approximately 1000 time steps 
to propagate through the reach for a chosen Courant number of 0.23, or 500 
time steps for e=0.5. Three idealised concentration gradients were considered 
for the initial conditions, including: - (a) a sharp front concentration gradient, 
with a concentration variation from zero to a maximum (S,, ) occurring within 
a single grid length, (b) a Gaussian concentration distribution, with a standard 
deviation of 3Ax giving a sharp and narrow concentration discontinuity, and 
(c) a plug source, with an initial plug width of 8Ax. These initial conditions 
were centred at a starting point of x= 20Ax from the upstream boundary, with 
the upstream boundary condition being set to: - 
son+l 
S" for test case (a); (6.65) 
0 for test cases (b) and (c); 
where S,, = 10 mg/l and for a downstream boundary condition of. - 
= iZn+l Sý++ll N- (6.66) 
Numerical test results for each test case were then compared with the ex- 
act solutions, which have been obtained and briefly described previously as 
in Equations (5.3), (5.13) and (5.6) for the ADE for these test cases respec- 
tively. In solving various finite difference equations, the GUD schemes (iv) 
and (v) involved the use of the Gauss elimination and back substitution tech- 
nique (Thomas algorithm 1851) to solve the tri-diagonal system, whereas the 
GUD schemes (ii) and (iii) required the solution of a quadri-diagonal system 
for steady uni-directional flow, and a penta-diagonal system for unsteady di- 
rectional flow. An efficient algorithm has been applied to solve these quadri- 
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diagonal and penta-diagonal matrices, along similar lines to the tri-diagonal 
algorithm. 
The linear equation system was expressed in a matrix form as: - 
AS =B (6.67) 
+ }T, - in which the vector S= lSln+l I S22+1 Sý 
1B is a vector containing the 
corresponding terms associated with time level n on the right hand side of 
Equation (6.24) or (6.25), and the matrix A contains only four or five non-zero 
diagonal elements depending upon the local flow directions. The standard LU 
decomposition method was used to solve Equation (6.67) in two stages similar to 
that of the Thomas algorithm. The matrix A was decomposed into two matrices 
a and 0, with the matrix a containing non-zero lower triangular elements only 
and with the matrix 0 containing non-zero upper triangular elements only. 
Both matrices a and 3 contained no more than three non-zero diagonal lines. 
In solving Equation (6.61), the method is equivalent to determining firstly the 
vector T, by solving the equation aT B, and secondly by determining the 
vector S, by solving the equation PS = T, since: - 
AS = ap)S = a(PS) = aT = B. (6.68) 
This solution method has been coded up efficiently with no more that 19N-29 
arithmetic operations for a penta-diagonal system, compared with 8N-7 for the 
tri-diagonal system if the matrix A is of order NxN. 
In comparing numerical simulation results with corresponding exact solu- 
tions for the various finite difference schemes, it should be pointed out that 
numerical simulation time used in many past studies was not long. enough, with 0 
the number of time steps being generally less than 100 as reported in the lit- 
erature 1112,118,121,123,128,129,134,144,150,15 11 and with many of them 
being compared only for a Gaussian distribution. Numerical simulation results 
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for an advection velocity of 0.5ms-1 and a grid spacing of 100 m after 100 
time steps are shown in Figures 6.3 (i)-6.3 (iii) for the various finite difference 
schemes outlined previously, together with the exact solutions. The RNIS er- 
rors, produced by each scheme for the 1-D test cases (a), (b) and (c), were 
represented as A, B and C respectively in this and the subsequent figures in 
this chapter. It can be seen from these Figures that most of these schemes, 
including the second order central difference (C-N and L-W) schemes, seem to 
be very accurate compared with the exact solution for test case (b) (see Fig- 
ures 6.3 (i) and 6.3 (iii)), except for those diffusive schemes (see Figure 6.3 
(ii)), although the C-N and L-W schemes produced very strong oscillations for 
test cases (a) and (c) (see Figure 6.3 (iii)). However, for a longer simulation 
time the C-N and L-W schemes also exhibited strong oscillatory predictions for 
test case (b), as can be seen for t=80OAt shown in Figures 6.4 (ii) and 6.4 (iii). 
It can thereforebe concluded from these results that it is necessary to use more 
time steps, for a longer time period, when comparing different schemes in such 
numerical studies. 
Numerical simulation results for the same conditions as described above, 
but after 800 time steps, have been shown alongside the exact solutions for 
each modified QUICK and TOASOD representations and for other numeri- 
cal schemes in Figures 6.4 (i)-6.4 (iv) for the case of pure advection, in Fig- 
ures 6.5 (i)- 6.5 (iii) for a constant dispersion-diffusion coefficient of 2M25-1 
(-y=0.008), and in Figures 6.6 (i)-6.6 (iii) for a constant dispersion- diffusion co- 
efficient of 5m2 s-1 (-y=0.02), with the Courant number being 0.20 for all these 
cases. Numerical simulation results for larger Courant numbers of 0.40 and 
0.75 were obtained by increasing the time step and are shown after 400 and 250 
time steps respectively in Figures 6.7 and 6.10 for the case of pure advection, 
in Figures 6.8 and 6.11 for advection and diffusion. with a dispersion-diffusion 
coefficient of 2m 28-1 , and in Figures 6.9 and 6.12 for a dispersion-diffusion 
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coefficient of 5 M2s-1. Numerical results obtained from various other schemes 
have also been shown for comparative purposes in all of these Figures. The 
initial distributions are also shown for each case where the physical diffusion 
exists. 
In comparing these results it can be seen that the difference in the pre- 
dicted results between the QUICK and TOASOD schemes (iii) and (v) was 
found to be negligible for both simulations, i. e. for advection with and without 
physical diffusion, and for all Courant numbers considered. On the other hand, 
although there was only a small difference between the predicted results for the 
corresponding QUICK or TOASOD schemes (ii) and (iv), for the case of pure 
advection with Courant numbers of 0.20 and 0.40 (see Figures 6.4 and 6.7 (iii)), 
this difference was noticeable when the Courant number was increased to 0.75 
(see Figure 6.10 (iii)). Unlike the QUICK schemes (ii) and (iv), for which the 
the fully time centred QUICK scheme (ii) showed better fits and reduced grid 
scale oscillations than the semi- time-centred QUICK scheme (iv), the TOASOD 
schemes (ii) and (iv) generated about the same degree of over-shoot and under- 
shoot, as can be seen in Figures 6.4 (i), 6.7 (i) and 6.10 (i). Nevertheless, the 
difference between schemes (ii) and (iv) almost vanished when a relatively small 
amount of physical diffusion exists, for the diffusion coefficients of 2 M2S-1 (see 
Figures 6.8 (iii) and 6.11 (iii)) and 5 M2S-1 (see Figures 6.9 (iii) and 6.12 (iii)) 
respectively. 
It can be seen that whilst the QUICK and TOASOD schemes (iii) and (v) 
exhibited neO-ligible concentration, under-shoot, these backward schemes did ex- 
hibit a relatively strong numerical diffusion effect, as can be seen in Figures 6.4 
(iv) and 6.10 (iv). These schemes have the same numerical diffusion coefficient 
of 0.5AW2, with the numerical diffusion being the major truncation error. For 
the case of pure advection with no physical diffusion, the peak concentrations 
for test cases (b) and (c) were only predicted by these schemes for c=0.20 at 
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t=80OAt to about 57% and 47% of the true values respectively . 
(see Figure 6.4 
(iv)) , although results obtained for a shorter time period of 100At showed much 
better accuracy (see Figure 6.3 (ii)). For the case of advection and diffusion, 
the discrepancies between the predicted results and the exact solutions are still 
obvious. The levels of numerical diffusion would commonly be larger than the 
physical diffusion for water quality model studies, especially when the physical 
diffusion is relatively small and the Courant number large. For instance, un- 
der the test conditions described previously, the numerical diffusion coefficient 
was 5.0 m2 S_ I when c=0.20, and 70.31 m2 S-1 or 18.75 M2S-1 when c=0.75 for 
an increase in the advection velocity or the time step respectively. Although 
these two backward QUICK and TOASOD schemes showed a considerable im- 
provement in comparison with the explicit first order upwind difference scheme 
when e< as can be seen in Figure 6.4 (iv), they are actually worse than 
the first order explicit upwind difference scheme - which has a numerical dif- 
fusion coefficient of 0.5uAx(l - when e> as shown in Figure 6.10 
(iv). These two schemes are therefore considered to be inadequate for practical 
model applications and are therefore not considered further. 
On the other hand, the QUICK and TOASOD schemes (ii) and (iv) gave 
rise to more accurate results than the other two backward schemes - as to be 
expected from the previous analysis with these schemes having a zero numerical 
diffusion coefficient - but suffered from exhibiting some degree of grid scale 
oscillations, as did most other higher order schemes. Comparisons between the 
second order accurate schemes for E=0.20 showed that the amplitude of the 
under-shoot and over-shoot and the degree of the phase error associated with 
the QUICK schemes (ii) and (iv) were about the same as those for the M-C 
scheme, as shown in Figures 6.4 (ii)-6.6 (ii). Although the results for the M-C 
scheme were slightly better, this scheme required separate computations for the 
advection and diffusion processes. However, the NI-C scheme gives more accu- 
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rate results than the QUICK schemes for larger Courant numbers, as shown in 
Figures 6.7 (ii), (iii)- 6.12(ii), (iii). The under-shoot and over-shoot associated 
with the QUICK schemes (ii) and (iv) appeared behind the advancing wave, 
with a backward phase error, in contrast with the TNI-C scheme where the under- 
shoot and over-shoot were ahead of the wave, thereby showing a forward phase 
error. Nevertheless, the QUICK schemes (ii) and (iv) are still a considerable 
improvement, both in terms of the phase error and the amplitude of the grid 
scale oscillations, over the C-N, L-W and second order implicit QUICK 1113, 
schemes. It can be seen from Figures 6.4 (iii)-6.6 (iii) and 6.7 (iv)-6.12 (iv) 
that the second order implicit QUICK [1131 scheme behaves in a similar manner 
to a second order central difference scheme. 
The comparisons between the third order accurate schemes showed that 
the degree of under-shoot and over-shoot is considerably weaker than that for 
most second order schemes considered. The level of the grid scale oscillations 
were similar for the various third order schemes considered, with the third-order 
implicit QUICKEST scheme [1131 having slightly reduced RXIS errors for most 
cases as can be seen in Figures 6.4 (i)-6.12 (i). The TOASOD schemes (ii) and 
(iv) showed stronger grid scale oscillations due to a larger phase error when 
the Courant number was 0.75. As to be expected, the numerical test results 
confirmed that higher order schemes generally showed much better numerical 
properties than second order schemes, with much weaker grid scale oscillations 
and a better degree of fit with the analytical solutions being apparent. 
Furthermore, it can be seen by comparing Figures 6.5 with 6.4 that the grid 
scale oscillations became considerably weaker for all schemes when physical dif- 
fusion was included, even for a relatively small dispersion-diffusion coefficient 
of 2 rn 2 s-1 ý-j=0.008 and P, 1=25) for c=0.2. Under these conditions, the over- 
shoot and under-shoot phenomenon occurring for the third and higher order 
accurate schemes almost disappeared completely, whereas the grid scale oscil- 
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lations remained on a much reduced level for the second order schemes. The 
grid scale oscillations were further reduced when a larger dispersion-diffusion 
coefficient of 5 M2S-I (-t=0.02 and P, 1=10) was used for the same Courant num- 
ber, with the third and higher order schemes producing very accurate numerical 
results, as shown in Figure 6.6. The second order schemes also converged to 
the exact solutions for these tests of combined advection and diffusion, with 
only the C-N and L-W schemes still exhibiting a smaller degree of grid scale 
oscillations. Similar effects were also observed for larger Courant numbers, for 
cases with physical diffusion such as -=0.4 (-/=0.016,0.04 and P&=25,10 
respectively for D=2 M2S-1,5 m2 s-1), as shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9, and 
c=0.75 (-1=0.03,0.075 and PA=25,10 respectively for D=2 M2S-1,5 M2S-1)' 
as shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12, with stronger physical diffusion producing 
better results. Of all of the schemes considered herein, the H-P scheme pro- 
duced the best numerical results. However, the computation time required for 
this scheme is about three times as much as that required for the third order 
schemes considered. 
In Figure 6.13 the test results are shown for t=130At for the case of advec- 
tion and diffusion, using the modified QUICK and TOASOD schemes (ii) and 
(iv) with c=1.5 and -y = 0.195. The results are still reasonably accurate, except 
for a small degree of phase error. The results obtained for the case of advection 
and diffusion are better than those obtained for pure advection only within the 
stable regions as shown in Figure 6.2. However, these schemes should preferably 
be used for a smaller Courant number from the accuracy point of view. 
In testing these schemes further, a continuous solute discharge test case 
was also considered, with the numerical predictions being compared with the 
exact solution which has been outlined in the previous Chapter. The continuous 
source element was placed at x,, = 20Ax and was assumed to be of a isosceles 
triangular shape with the base width of the element being 2mAx, where m=1 
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and m=2 correspond to the number of injection points of one and three re- 
spectively. Numerical predictions were shown, for a constant advection velocity 
of 0.5 ms-1 and a dispersion-diffusion coefficient of 5m2 S-1 at 80,160,240, 
320, and 400 time steps respectively, in Figures 6.14 and 6.15 corresponding 
to the single- and three- point source elements respectively along-Side the exact 
solutions, with the Courant number = 0.40 for these cases. The RMS error was 
only shown in Figures 6.14 and 6.15 for the last output at t=400.: ý, t. 
For a single point discharge case (see Figure 6.14) with the solute discharge 
rate being 4 mg11 per time step at x=x,, the results showed that the second 
order implicit QUICK and C-N schemes exhibited very strong grid scale oscil- 
lations just behind the injection point, with some degree of over-shoot near the 
advancing front peak, despite the fact that some degree of physical diffusion 
exists. The L-W, semi- t ime-centred QUICK and TOASOD, implicit and ex- 
plicit QUICKEST and M-C schemes all exhibited some degree of under-shoot, 
with the M-C and explicit QUICKEST schemes being slightly better. The H-P 
and alternative third order implicit schemes did not seem to exhibit oscillations, 
with the latter showing a severe phase error. 
These grid scale oscillations were much improved, as can be seen in Fig- 
ure 6.15, when the continuous source was discharged through three adjacent 
points instead of just one, with the source element being again of a triangular 
shape but m=2, and the solute discharging rate being 2 mg/1 at x=x, and 1 
mg/I at x=x, d: Ax per time step, such that the total discharging rate is the 
same as that for the single point discharging case. The RMS error also indicated 
some accuracy improvement in this case for all schemes considered, with the 
alternative third order implicit scheme still showing severe phase errors. 
In comparing Figures 6.14 and 6.15, it can be clearly seen that the single 
point discharge situation should be avoided and be replaced with the three- 
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point triangular source element, especially when the discharge rate is relatively 
large. This can be justified when the grid size is not too large, as a three-point 
discharge for Ax=100 m involves only a 300 m discharge length, which is still 
much less than a single point discharge length of Ax=3050 m [961. Alternatively, 
a locally adaptive grid at the discharge point can be used to reduce the discharge 
length and increase the number of discharge points. 
6.7 Numerical Tests for Idealised I-D Basin 
with Non-Constant Advection Velocity 
The semi- time-centred QUICK and TOASOD schemes were also applied 
to a non-constant velocity test case for a continuous solute discharge, with the 
flow velocity consisting of a river velocity, U, =O. l Ms-1, and a sinusoidal tidal 
velocity of the form: - 
U(t) = U, + Ut sin(wt) (6.69) 
where Ut=0.62 ms-1, w= 2-, rlT, with T being the tidal period = 12 hours. 
The exact solution for a constant dispersion-diffusion coefficient D can be 
obtained again using Equation (5.17), with X in Equation (5.16) being replaced 
by: - 
tU 
X=x- U(7-)dr =x-U, (n - k)At + cos wt - cos L,; tk] (6.70) L67 
where tk = kAt, t=nAt, and with a,, in Equation (5.16) being replaced by 
2 V(n - k) 
Numerical predictions are shown at 160,320,480,640 and 800 time steps 
in Figure 6.16, for At=80 seconds, D=5 M2S-1, a continuous source discharge 
rate of 0.8 mg/I per time step, with the single discharge point being placed 
at x, =80-lAx. The RNIS error was only shown for the last output at t=80OAt. 
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Computational results were also compared with the exact solutions briefly de- 
scribed above and with other higher order schemes. It can be seen that the 
semi-time-centred TOASOD and QUICK schemes generally give reasonably ac- 
curate predictions, with the former being more accurate with weaker oscillations 
and smaller RMS errors. The H-P scheme again produced more accurate pre- 
dictions than the other schemes considered herein. The second order implicit 
QUICK, C-N, and L-W schemes exhibited relatively stronger grid scale oscilla- 
tions just behind the injection point (with respect to the flow direction), with 
also some degree of over-shoot near the advancing front peak, despite the fact 
that some degree of physical diffusion exists for this case. The explicit QUICK- 
EST and NI-C schemes exhibited negligible under-shoot and over-shoot, with 
the latter having a slightly smaller RNIS error. The alternative third order 
implicit schemes again showed a relatively larger phase error. The semi-time- 
centred TOASOD scheme gives better predictions for this test case than the 
alternative third order implicit and third order implicit QUICKEST schemes. 
The semi-time-centred QUICK scheme gives better predictions for this test case 
than the second order implicit QUICK, the C-N, and the L-W schemes. 
6.8 Summary 
The TOASOD and the QUICK schemes have been formulated in a num- 
ber of different finite difference forms for time varying solute transport prob- 
lems, with the various formulations having different numerical properties and 
computational efficiencies. The main findings of the analysis of the various 
representations can be summarised as follows: - 
(i) The commonly used QUICK scheme is generally only second order ac- 
curate spatially when used in finite difference schemes. To achieve third order 
accuracy for the advection term a factor of 1/6 must be used instead of 1/8 
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in the additional upwind curvature term, thereby giving the third order up- 
wind difference scheme. Combining third order upwinding for the advection 
process and second order central differencing for the diffusion process gives the 
TOASOD scheme. 
(ii) The explicit forward difference TOASOD and QUICK schemes were 
shown to have a severe stability constraint for the ADE. All of the explicit 
finite difference schemes considered in the form of Equations (6.2) and (6.3) 
for solving the pure advection equation, including second order upwinding, the 
QUICK scheme and third order upwinding, have been shown to be numerically 
unstable for pure advection despite these schemes having a stable convective 
sensitivity. The backward and fully time-centred implicit TOASOD and QUICK 
schemes were unconditionally stable, although they were also computationally 
inefficient compared with other formulations. The semi- backward and semi- 
time- centred implicit TOASOD and QUICK schemes had a stability constraint 
as given in Equations (6.48) (6.49) and (6.57) respectively and shown graphically 
in Figure 6.2. 
(iii) The backward and semi- backward implicit TOASOD and QUICK 
schemes were comparatively more diffusive than the fully time- centred and 
semi- time- centred. versions and were therefore considered to be inadequate for 
practical use although they can be considerably more accurate than the first 
order upwind difference scheme when the Courant number is less than a half. 
(iv) The fully time-centred and semi- time- centred implicit TOASOD and 
QUICK schemes exhibited some degree of grid scale oscillations in advection 
dominant transport problems. However, these grid-scale oscillations are consid- 
erably weaker in comparison with those obtained using second order difference 
schemes. The oscillations produced by the fully time-centred and semi- time- 
centred TOASOD schemes were similar in amplitude to those obtained using 
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the other third order schemes considered, and with the oscillations for the fully 
time-centred and semi- time-centred QUICkschemes being found to be similar 
in magnitude to those obtained for the M-C scheme. 
(v) The difference between the fully time centred and the semi- time-centred 
implicit TOASOD scheme was small, with the difference between the fully time- 
centred and semi- time-centred implicit QUICK schemes being negligible when 
the Courant number was relatively small or when there was a minimal amount of 
physical diffusion. Both version of these time-centred schemes gave reasonably 
accurate predictions for the test cases considered. On balance, the semi- time- 
centred implicit TOASOD scheme is therefore preferred, since this scheme is 
third order accurate in space, and involves solving only a tri-diagonal matrix to 
maintain computational efficiency. 
(vi) Numerical tests also confirmed that physical diffusion improved the sta- 
bility properties of all of the finite difference schemes tested and also reduced 
the amplitude of grid scale oscillations. Although the H-P scheme generally 
produced more accurate results due to its higher order and separate treatment 
of the advection and diffusion processes, it is not widely used due to its com- 
putational inefficiency and complexity. 
(vii) Numerical results showed that a longer simulation time is needed to 
compare different schemes for an initially smooth Gaussian distribution, since 
the differences between the various schemes were not apparent for a short sim- 
ulation time period (less than 10OAt). 
(viii) Continuous discharge tests showed that a single point discharge, with 
relatively high discharge rate, should be replaced by an alternative three- point 
discharge source element since the overshoot and undershoot oscillations and 
the modelling accuracy can be greatly improved by this replacement. 
Chapter 7 
2-D ADVECTION AND 
DIFFUSION MODELLING 
In this Chapter, a previously derived quasi explicit 2-D QUICKEST scheme [1431, 
extended directly from its 1-D formulation, will be shown to be unstable for the 
case of pure advection both analytically and numerically. A stable modified 
2-D explicit QUICKEST scheme, and the 2-D ADI-TOASOD and ADI-QUICK 
schemes have been developed based upon the locally 2D quadratic scalar dis- 
tribution, with their stability constraints also being established. 
These modified 2-D schemes have all been applied to a number of 2-D nu- 
merical test cases, including: - the pure advection of a circular column and 
a Gaussian distribution source, the advection and diffusion of a Gaussian dis- 
tribution source, and the advection and diffusion of a continuous discharge 
source, with three different continuous discharge source elements being con- 
sidered. These tests have been run for both the uniform and rotational flow 
fields and have been compared with the corresponding exact solutions and the 
numerical results using the C-N central scheme, the M-C scheme and the H-P 
scheme. The exact analytical solutions for the continuous discharge ca ses have 
also been derived herein. 
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7.1 Derivation of Modified 2-D Explicit 
QUICKEST Scheme 
Equation (5.40) can be integrated in time over a time interval At and in 
space from (-Axl2, -Ay/2) to (+-, lxl2, +., Ay/2) for a uniform mesh (as shown 
in Figure T. 1), giving: - 
as as 'I Ax 3i, j - 31ýj' ý- 'c-TIS7 - 6-TrSr* ýyt +1 + 6YbS; S; + [( Y-TX),. YIIýX) 
[ Ls), * 
- 
(-t, LS)'"] AY + -ýD; Atb(X., Y. ) (-Yy ey 19Y 
where S! '! " and 9! 1. are the spatially averaged scalar quantities at time levels 
n+1 and n respectively, and C,,, C. and are the local Courant and diffusion 
numbers in the x and y directions respectively, where the subscripts r, 1, t, and 
b refer to the right, left, top and bottom CV faces respectively at point (i, j) 
as shown in Figure 7.1. Likewise, S, *, Sr, S; and S; are the temporal cross- 
sectional average scalar values at the corresponding CV faces, and ýý; is the 
space time average source strength. 
The scalar value S(ý, 17) within a grid cell (i, j) can be regarded as a 2-D 
locally continuous distribution function, where ý and j7 are the local coordinates 
relative to the grid point (i, j). The bi-linear, bi-quadratic and bi-cubic formulae 
can be constructed to obtain the scalar value S(f, Y7) by interpolation from the 
known scalar values at the surrounding nodal grid points, with more points 
being generally required for the higher order expressions. A locally quadratic 
distribution for the scalar S(ý, Y7) was assumed and can be expressed in relation 
to the local (ý, 77) coordinate system in the form: - 
S(ýi 77) -ý 
cl + C2ý + C3ý2 + C417 + c5e + C6ý17- (7.2) 
Six nodal points with known scalar , -alues are required to determine the 
unknown coefficients, i. e., C, - C6. The four immediate surrounding nodal grid 
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points (i, j+1), (i, j-1), (i+1, j), and (i-1, j) were used, in addition to the current 
grid point (i, j) concerned. A further unstrearn point, i. e. one of the four comer 
grid points (i+1, j+1), (i-1, j+1), (i+1, j-1) and (i-1, j-1) depending upon the 
velocity directions, was used. For the positive velocity components at the right 
and top CV faces, i. e., U, - > 0, V, > 0, Ut" >0 and Vt > 0, where V,. and 
Ut must be interpolated for the staggered grid system, these six nodal values 
involved Sij+,, Sij, Sij-1, Sj+jj, Si-ij and Si-,, j-,. The convective integration 
method 1241 can be used to obtain the temporal average scalarvalues at the CV 
faces by replacing the time integration variable with space. On the other hand, 
a simpler approach can be used to replace the time derivatives in a Taylor 
series expansion by space derivatives 11431, which was used in this study in view 
of its simplicity. However, the 2-D equation is used in this study instead of 
considering only the 1-D equation as was employed by Davis and Moore 11431. 
Using a Taylor expansion, the temporal averaged scalar value at the CV 
face k, where the subscript k=r, 1, t and b representing the right, left, top and 
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bottom faces respectively, can be obtained as: - 
1 (n+l), 5, t Igs 1 (n+l), %t Sn+l Sn SZ 
=y (T 
) dt ; zý Zt- dt t 
)k 
t nAt At 
(n+l)At q (S + 
AtqS At2 02S 
i- HOT) ndt Yt 
InAt 
Tt- T 5t +6 -jt-2 k 
Sk" + 
At as n+ At2 C92S n (7.3) 
2 at 
lk 
6 at2 
Ik 
where Skn is the cross-sectional averaged scalar value at the CV face k. The 
Skn values can be obtained by use of the quadratic interpolation function as 
shown in Equation (7.2) and be written for the right and left CV faces in the x 
direction as: - 
+AL n ln '2 Ax Si+I. i +s S, '. ' z7- S(ZL--, i7)dq 
i+ i. i 1V2 Sl. +1 V2 
ysi, ly Al 228 74 
(7.4) 
2 
s', 
1 AX sn 1V2 
nn + tizl'Z + Si 
Ay 
2 
s(_ 72 2 24 
(7.5) 
and similarly for the top and bottom CV faces in the y direction as: - 
Sn (Si- -_12 Sin 
I_v2 
n 
j, ý + Sj) 8V" j+T , YZSj? F4 
Sn n 
IV2, 
Sn V 
12, 
n 
b8+1 2 
(S"j- 
1+ S"j) 24 
where 
Si"+,, j - 2Si", j + Si'-Ii 
V 2. 
ý 
S, - 
,j 
j 
Si"+ 2, j -2 Si+' Ij+ Si" 
Sinj+l - 2Si"j + Si', 'j-l 
, YS, 
n 
,j 
v2 
Sin+lj+l - 2Si"+Ij + Sin+lj-l 
if Ui, + Ij>0; 
if Lýn+jj < 0; 
if Uý+Jj > 0; 
if Uý+lj 
2 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
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12. + S!, Si'+'I, j - 2S,, j -Ij 
if 1ý11ý+, > 0; 
v2. Sin 
2 
(7.10) 
, i+ 
I<0; Si'+Ij+l - 2Si"j+l + SiLlj+l 
if Uin 
+1 2S,! '. + sn. 'j+j 
> 0; if vi- sij 
V2 n 
yysi"j sn n+ Sn Uin 2Si'j+l if +1 < 0. ij+2 J2 
The first time derivatives on the RHS of Equation (7.3) can be obtained 
directly from Equation (5.40), by assuming that there is no discharge source, 
and be written as: - 
8Sjn,,,, [ DUS OVS 19 19S 19 19S) 
n. 
+ 
'U 
(8.12) (D, ýX) + c9t k (9x ey xY 
(Dy 
Oy 
Ik 
The second time derivatives on the RHS of Equation (7.3) can be obtained, 
by differentiating Equation (7.12) and by assuming that the time and space 
derivatives are interchangeable, and be shown to be: - 
192 
in C92S 2 02S] n 
7! = 
[U2 S 
2+ 
V2 -1 . G r5t 2 9X2 
+ 2UVI- 2+ HOT. (7.13) 
IC 0xC9Y 19Y k 
The third and higher order spatial derivative terms in Equation (7.13) and in the 
following derivation steps have been dropped. Differentiating Equation (7.12) 
with respect to the x and y directions respectively, gives: - 
n 
U02S _V 
02S n 
(7.14) Yt ex OX2 
, 9("S) 
Ik 
OXOYI 
k' 
and 
(1(0.5) 
n 
U- 
42S 2S 
Al. 
L--V 2ý- (7.15) 5-t ey 
Ik I- 
oxay OY21k* 
The following relations can be obtained by differentiating Equation (7.3) 
with respect to the x direction, giving: - 
OS S111 
+ 
At a( S)III 
+ 
At2 02 Sn LL+ 
HOT 
S 
-x i9x k2 Tt ax .6 
'jt-2 
( LOX )Ik 
LS "-L, (u2-, s +v 
O's )n 
Ox 
Ik 
2 OX2 19X19Y 
lk' 
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with Equation (7.14) also being used. The same approach can be similarly 
applied to the y direction, with Equation (7.15) being used, giving: - 
OSI- SIn 
+ 
At a (OS)ln + 
At2 02 n+ 
HOT 
L 
Tt 2 19s) 
Ik 
T -ý- Tt 6 
(Ly 
Yk 19Y k 
ýy 
k 
Pl. 
"Sl 4- At (u 82S +V 
82S n. 
(7.17) 'ýy 
k 
5x8y ay2 
)I 
k 
Hence, the deri,, -atives for all four sides of the CV (i, j) become: - 
asl* Sin+,. i-Sin i .jzn V2, Sin (7.18) ý-x Ax 2Ax 
E.., VlzSij + CYr z iJ 
as Sn n 
.- 
SI-1, 
j j in in 
_Ij 
+ CYIV211S 
_Ij ., 
v2zS 
TX Ax TA-x I. xizi 
(7.19) 
Sn Sn 
v 2., sn n czt + cytv2 , (7.20) TY 
t Ay 2Ay 
y yysii), 
as n s; iI, - Sn 
. _I 
+ Cy6V21, S 
ii ij I V2 n in (7.21) 5-Y 
b 
YT 
Si 
Ay 2AY 
(Czb 
j 
The 6-point quadratic interpolation function (7.2) can also be used to obtain 
the spatial averaged ktl and SP. terms, such that: - 1ý Ij 
+AA +Al 
n _LV2Sm V2 (7.22) 
xa A 
S(ý, 77) dýdq = Si" sij xzý j+ 
Sii + 
24 24 
where V2S, " 2Sj" 'Ljj, j= Sj+jj j+ Si 
(7.23) 
V2 Sn 
Iyj= 
Sjj+j 2Sij + Sjj-j, 
with similar result being obtained for the term Sj"j+1 wherein the time step index 
n is replaced by n+1. The left hand side of Equation (7.1) therefore becomes: - 
j+ 
v2sn+l sin+' - sin 
(v2sn+l in 'n + 
Ij F4 j ; rsi YSii). 
(7.24) 
, 
sn+l 2 The difference between V- ij and V2 . Sij can be further interpreted as: 
V! s7tl 
42 (Ua2S 0 02S V2Sp.; ýjAtAX20(ýS), _AtAX2[j z Ij 5-t OX2 ý OX -X2 
)+ 
Ty 
( VjX-2 
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Cz, V2. TSn ._C 
V2 Sn. + ', 
V2 S! s. 
I_', 
V2Z " 
x I-l'? rr ZZ, Ii Yb yx Ij- Yt m 
Sjj, (7.25) 
and similarlY: - 
v2 1 v2 
0 02 
`q 
a a2S a a2S 
.r 
(U 
, _AtAý2[ä_ OY -(V ysnj ;: ý, 
'2 )+ 
ý7y ysi"j+ ý7 X 
; ZZ Cr, V2ySn ,.,. V2ySn. + ', 
V2 Sn. _C V2 S!,. -x Ij Yb yy IJ-l Yt yy W9 (7.26) 
where the upstream principle has once again been employed in obtaining the 
final RHS expressions of Equations (7.25) and (7.26). 
Substituting Equations (7.25) and (7.26) into (74.24), together with (7.4)- 
(7.7), (71.12), (71.13) and (7.18)-(7.21) into (7.3), gives the resulting modified 
2-D explicit QUICKEST scheme as: - 
[Si 
")+(, E, 
2 
+Ij + Si j_ 6", 
(Si+lj + 27zr) zz ij 
sntl = Si Sij v2 23s 
2 
V2,, Sn _ Cy,. (Sin i, j 
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where S7 
,, +, 
is the corner scalar value and can be calculated as: - 1+2 
Si, 
1 
(S,, 
+, Jj +I+ 
Sn 
+I, j + 
Sin 
j+j + 
Sn (7.28) 
The cross-direction terms e., j, c., b, ey,., cyl, -t., t, -tb, and -y., must be in- 
terpolated from the corresponding neighbouring values, with the first subscript 
referring to the direction and the second the location. Similar subscript nota- 
tions are also applied to c,, c,,,, eyt and cyp which can be obtained directly 
from the corresponding velocity components at each CV face. 
If the cross-derivatives are neglected from scheme (7.27), it becomes the 
quasi 2-D explicit QUICKEST [1431 as: - 
c21 sntl S" - --" 
[Si'+'Ij + si"'i - cc,. (Si"+Ij - Si" 
ýI+2 Si"j ,j ij 7j)+3 
+ Si 
[Sin n (Sin n 
_J, j 
Si 
_Ij) 2 
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, Yt [Sin (Sin Sin 
+1+ sil"'i -c- S" + 2-yyt) yy 2J Yt J+1 ij) +3 
fYb 
nnnn V2 Sý. -II11 2 
[Sij + Sid-l - 6Yb(Sij - Sij-l) +3+ 214b) YY 1-i 
sij) - -I. I(Si', i - S17-1, j) + -lyt(si", j+l - si"j) 
In In 
i, /Yb(s id id -s -1) 
+ (Iýj Tsý Y (7.29) 
which can also be obtained from the direct extension of the-1-D explicit QUICKEST 
scheme [241. 
The order of the accuracy for the case of pure advection for scheme (7.27) 
is O(At3', ý 
. XX3, 
Ay3) and for scheme (7.29) only 0 (At, AX3, Ay3). 
7.2 Derivation of ADI-TOASOD and 
ADI-QUICK Schemes 
Ax AY Ax AY 
Integrating Equation (5.40) in space only from (- -2, - -2 ) to ( -2t -2) 
for a uniform mesh (as shown in Figure 7.1) for two half time steps using the 
ADI technique, the ADI-TOASOD scheme can be obtained, giving for the first 
1 half time step (t=nAt to t=(n + ý)At): - 
'37t' _p 
n+12 
_, n+lýn+l n 
ýbn n ý, n 2 5,,, = ,, 
n+lý, 2 2r2. 
I, j r+ CYb cyt 
OS)n+12 
d9S)n+I 
OS 
n OS) n] 
YX 2 
2 Ax + yy 5y b 
Ay ýx 
r ex , 
+ iD. *Atb(x., Y. ) (7.30) 
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and for the second half time step (t=(n +1 )At to t=(n+l)At): - 2 
-n+l j. 1 -n+l +1 -n+l S. 
.22S; 
2n7 n+l f +1 n+lýtn+j 
Ij Xr 
S' cyt "+ eYb 
ýb 
as). +!. 19s). +!. as -+l as . +I 22 K -Y ox I lyýy)t `ý OX r 
IAX + [(^ (yyýy)b I 'lly 
, Atb (x 
(7.31) 
where the over bars represent spatial averaging and the tildes indicate cross- 
sectional averaging, with the subscripts r, 1, t and b representing the right, left, 0 
top and bottom CV faces respectively at point (i, j), as shown in Figure 7.1. 
Assuming again a local quadratic scalar distribution in space as in Equa- 
tion (7.2) and averaging over each cross-section, then St" and Sbn for the first half 
time step in Equation (7.30) can be expressed in exactly the same manner as for 
-n+l- Equations (7.6) and (7.7) respectively. Likewise, ý, n+! 2 and S; I for the second 
half time step in Equation (7.31) can be expressed as for Equations (71.4) and 
(7.5) by replacing n with n+1. For the same reasons as given in Section (6.3) 2 
where small curvature changes were assumed, the following implicit expressions 
can be obtained in an analogous manner to those obtained for Equations (7.4)- 
(7.7), giving for Equatio a (7.30): - 
n+-L +i n+l S". ' 2 (S", 
+ 12. 
+ S,, j 
2 V2. 
z 
Sin V 2,, Sn 
,j+ 13 8' 24 
(7.32) 
n+l I n+-L n+ I V2 V2 2= ý(S, _12 
"j 2nn (7.33) S; 
%7. 
+S, 
.. 
S, 
_Jj 
+ T4 xyS'-"j' 
and for Equation (7.31): - 
stn+l cptl 
1 1+1 12 n+l 
"J+l 
+ Sýtl ýV2. :, j yys iij 
2+ 
-V 
S 2, (7.34) 
24 " 
Sn+l 4zýtl 
1 1+1 
12n+ 12- 
b "J -1+ 
Sýtl) 
_ ýV2, 
S",. !l+ _V S. (7.35) 2 1,3 y 113- 24 Y' li-l' 
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S" 2 V2 Sp. V2 S! t. V2 n+I- n+I 
., j and 
V2ySj., 
j 
2 
can be obtained using Equa- where XX tj 9 Xy gj Xy 
tions for the corresponding explicit n or n+1 time level. 2 
Following the same spatial averaging process as described previously, the 
LHS of Equation (7.30) becomes: - 
-n+l n+l 
n 
Si, 
j 
2-S! t. S' 2- Sin 
f-TF 
V2 in 
8_1, j 
+ V2 S 
_Ij ,jj+xS!, 48 x xy i 
nn 
"r (V2 Sn 
,j+ 
V2ySis + 
fYb (V2. 
TSin 
n 
j) _1 
+ V2ySij_l 
48 xx x 48 Yjy 
yt -7 (V2. Sin n -'tj+ V2ySvj) (7.36) 
48 Yyi 
and the LHS of Equation (7.31) becomes: - 
-n+l n+ I EZI 
n+ 21 n+l n+l S' 2= Sptl 
_ 
S. 
.2+ 
(V2xSt. 
_12. 
+ V2 , 2. 
) 
ij 1,3 1,7 48 , -i 
Tys. -ij 
n+ n+l 2 (V2, Sn+l 2nv V2 qýtll + V2 
n+l 2 +17 2,2 
yy 
Sij 
48 x Ij XYSI"+'*) + 48 
( 
yzýllj-l -1) 
n+ '21 +T). cyt v2 S7t2 + V2 Sý 
48 
( 
yx W yy tJ 
(7.37) 
The final expression for the ADI-TOASOD scheme can therefore be written for 
the first half time step as: - 
n+I 
n+ 
n+I n+I ., 
n+ 
n+I n+ n+I 2+ 
err 
(S, 
+l2. 
+ S"j 2)( C7+12 
14 
(S&. 
j 
2+S, 
_j) j2 ii+ij 
sij 
n+ 12 
(S7+. 
L n+ I _, y tn -n 2_ S' 2. ) Sin (Sin nn 
i %7 
al (Sinj + sij-, ) 
24 j+l + 
S"j) + t4 
Ln n yn 
n 
.TIV2 Sin -TI V2 Sn tn yb n 
.- 
ýzr 
-Ij 
+ V2ySij _ 
ýYWV2ySij_j 
12 J 12 "Z i 12 yi 12 yi 
,, n n 
,j 
+tn Sin _ 
LY ; (Sin 
_ Sin - 1) + (D *6(x (7.38) 2 
(S'j+l 
2 'i ."Y. ) 
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and similarly for the second half time step as: - 
n+l , n+l ,, tn+l Sin+l __ (Si I 
Y, n+11 + sn+l) Yb (Sln+l + Sntll) n+11 ln+l) 
,j4 j+ j4 ij 2 
(S i%j+ -S i%j 
,, Yn+l 
n+ 
1. 
b (Sn+l Cýtl n+l Czr n. +l n+l +2S. j 4 
(Si+l'j + S. "j 
n+I , 
n+ 
12 
Z, n 
+I 
EXI n+ 
12(S7+1 
n+I n+I '2+2'2 2 +S -V2 
'. 
_v2 
4 12 xx 
S 
12 zz 
S 
n+ 21 n+l n+l c2 n+l n+l Yt V2 Sn+ 21 
cyb 22 "+ 21 2. 
_ 
S. 
. 
2) v S., 
j 
+ (S, 
+lli III 12 yy 12 yy 1 -1 
n+ .11 n+l )+ 
At 
(Sin+2 
- 
si 2. 
,j -D; 
6(x,, Y. O. (7.39) 22- 
The ADI-QUICK scheme can be obtained from Equations (7.30) and (7.31) 
by replacing the spatial averaged terms on the LHS of the equation considered 
with corresponding nodal values directly, and can be written for the first half 
time step as: - 
n+l czr 
n+ 21 
( n+l n+l- 
C, ln+12 n+l n+ .1 7zr 
n+ 21 ( n. +l n+I S'. 2 S" 2, + S,. '%, 2 (S,, j 
2 +S, 2) 2,2) 
+, 
S. S +4 
13 --4 2 
n+ 21 
(Sý+ 
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j) ++s 
^/Z n+l yt nbnn 2n (sl Ij 
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S. nI 
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Sid -4 j+l + si 4ii 
I 
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'Ir V2 v2 
LY; 
N72 
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Sin st V2, Sin b +i -li + 16 Y 16 llysij-1 16 " 16 "'j 
nnn, n C, r v2 Sý. + 
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V2ySin 
CYt 
V2 Sin 'Yb V2, Sin 
'Y -Ij *Y' j+ 'j-1 48 - 'j 48 z 48 48 y 
n l' 
t (sn n Yb (sn n 
At 
, j+, - 
s) - 
ly-i 
j- s_1) + 4ý*, 6 (x-, Y. ) (7.40) i. i. + 72 2 -i" 
, and similarly for the second half time step as: - 
n+l n n+l 
yt (Si 7 2_ 
_ Si , j+ j ,jj j+ j 
Sn+l + 
jY-t(Sn+ll 
+ Sin+l) _ 
ýyb+l 
(Sin+l + SnLll) n+11 n+l) 
ij 4i4i. 2 
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7+1 2 n+l n+ sntl Sý+f 60r 
,2+S,., 
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1) 
1,3-1 ij 4 
(S. +lj t 
I 
,, 
n+l, C, T I 
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V2 Sn+12 
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,j2+ 
-- 
S' 2. +- 
yy i, j - -V yy -1 
V. 
T YSI' 48 xy 16 16 
n+l n+l 
V2 n+l 
fYb 22 n+l 2 n+l n+l S.. 2+ (S'+12. _ S, j 2 -1 
+ 
48 YT "3 -T8-VY'TS'tj 
22 
n+j 
n+7' 
(Si 2 2 n+l, 
At 
-l . 
(7.41) 
2j2 
S, 
13 -D; 
6(x" Y')' 
When the cross-derivative terms (with a coefficient of 1/48) in Equations (7.40) 
and (7.41) are neglected, the ADI-QUICK scheme reduces to the quasi 2-D 
[1361 ADI-QUICK scheme which has been used in a previous study 
It can be seen that the ADI-TOASOD scheme (7.38), (7-39) and the ADI- 
QUICK scheme (7.40), (7.41) are of a semi-time-centred nature. These two 
schemes require the solution of an efficient tri-diagonal matrix and the order 
of accuracy for the case of pure advection for the ADI-TOASOD scheme is 
O(At, AX3, Ay3) and for the ADI- QUICK scheme O(At, AX2, Ay2). These two 
schemes can be fully time-centred to give second order accuracy in time by 
evaluating the curvature terms in Equations (7.38), (7.39), (7.40) and (7.41) in 
an implicit manner such as by iteration [1521. 
7.3 2-D Stability'Analysis 
The von Neumann stability analysis outlined in Section 3.3 can also be applied 
to a 2-D situation based upon Equations (3.13) and (3.14). It is first convenient 
to assume that there is no source and sink, and that all the coefficients are 
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constant in analysing the various 2-D schemes outlined in this Section, i. e., 
n+I = c, jn+I = n+I = ýýxb n+I => 
n+l =. n+l =. n+l =6 +1 =c> 6 V1. Yl Yt ybl y 
n+I n+I 
tn+I 
n+I (7.42) -/x r ^/x 1 'Yx b= -/' 2 0; 
n+I =ý n+I = -, n+I = n+I ^fy r yyl Yt = -ty ý: 
where I=0,1), 1. 
7.3.1 Stability Analysis for Modified 2-D and 
Quasi 2-D Explicit QUICKEST Schemes 
The amplification factor for the modified 2-D explicit QUICKEST scheme 
Le. Equation (7.27) (GQ2) and for the quasi 2-D explicit QUICKEST scheme 
i. e. Equation (7.29) (GQ, ) can be respectively shown to be: - 
GQ2 = 1-c_. c., sinO., sinOy-2(e., 2+ 2-1-, ) sin 2 
OX- 
_ 2(cy 
2+ 2-yy) Si, 12 
LY 
22 
- 4e, ý 
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(EY2 
+ 2-1. ) sin 
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ox 
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- 4e Vl( - 2-ly 
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2 
OY 
X2 + 2-1., ) sin 
20.1 1 
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2 
OY 
32322 
2 
Si, 12 
Ox 
+ cy sin2 
Ly ) sin 0., sin 0. T2 
Ic- 
1-6"2- 
2-t., ) sin 
2 
ox 
_ 2( 
2+ 
2-yy) sin 
2 
OY ] 
Sin O. T ., 
[l + 2( 322 
- Icy[1+2(l 
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OY 
-2 
ox 2 
-yy) sin -2 
( T2 + 27,, ) sin 32321 sin 
oy 
+I6, Ey(e-. sin 0,, + cy sin Oy) sin 0., sin Oy, (7.43) 3 
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and 
GQ1 =1- 2(c, 2+ 2-t.. ) Sin2 
0'- 
- 2(sy 2+ 2-yy) sin2 -0y 22 
- 4c,, 
[- 2-yý, ] Sin4 4ey [- 2-1y] sin 4 
OY 
33 -T 
- Ic,, 
[1+2( 1-6,2 
_ 2-y,, 
) sin 2 
OX ] sin 0., 32 
- Icy[1+2( - 2-1y) sin2 
Ly ] 
sin Oy. (7.44) 32 
For the case of pure advection with -y-, = ^jy = 0, the norm of the amplification 
factor for the quasi 2-D explicit QUICKEST scheme can be obtained when 
higher order terms are dropped, such that: - 
622 
OY 
+ Cx2 Sin2 0_ 2 oy JGQ, 12 =1- 4c ý, 
2 
sin 
2 
0ý 
-4y sin + CY2 sin 22 
40 4 
OY) 
2cýcYsinO,, sin0y+O(sin ', sin 2 
[4Eý 2 sin 
4 
O-T 
+ 4cY sin 
4 
OY 
- 
2c. 
Tcy sin O. Tsin 
Oy]. (7.45) 
22 
For stability of this scheme the terms inside the square bracket of the RHS of 
Equation (7.45) must be positive or zero, thereby giving: - 
4 sin 2 Sin2 > sin 0., sin 0. (7.46) 
It can clearly be seen that this inequality i. e. Equation (7.46) does not normally 
hold for all 0_, and 0. values and therefore the quasi 2-D explicit QUICKEST 
scheme is unstable for the case of pure advection. 
Again for the case of pure advection only with -t,, = -ty = 0, two extreme 
conditions can be applied to the modified 2-D explicit QUICKEST scheme, 
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with the first being the short wavelength requirement when 0, = Oy r and 
the second being the long wavelength requirement when 0,, = Oy =00. The 
first condition leads to: - 
32_33 
0 :5 a+ 2aa-3,3 + 
2aO :5 (7.47) 
where 
a=C, + cy; and c., cy a2 /4. (7.48) 
In order to satisfy both inequalities of Equation (7.47), the following condition 
can be obtained: - 
< 6-ý + cy < 1.5. (7.49) 
The norm of the amplification factor for the modified 2-D explicit QUICKEST 
scheme can be obtained for the second condition giving: - 
IGQ21 21_2a 
sin 
2 
0) 
Si, 12 0- 2(a 2- 20) sin2 
0 
322 
420 
+ a(a - 20 - 1) sin4 ý]2 
+a2 
11 
+2 (1 -a 
2) 
sin 
20+ 4)3 Sin4 
02 
sin 
2o 
325 
04 [a 4- 2a 3-a2+ 2a - 60] + 0(0') (7.50) T2 
which has been further expanded, with the sixth and higher. order terms being 
dropped using the following relations for 0<1: - 
02k+l 
sin 0=0- 
0' 05 
... + 
(_J)k -. (2k + l)! ' 
29 
= 02 
23 25 2 2k+l 
_7 ! 
04+T 
! 
06 + 
... 
+ (_j)ký__ sin 2k + 2)! 2k + 2)! 
02k+2, (7.52) 
where k=0,1,2,3,.... Since JGQ2 12 <1 requires that the terms inside the 
last square bracket of Equation (7.50) must be non-negtive, the approximate 
stability requirement can therefore be obtained as: - 
a<2 (2 - 2a2 +a 3). (7.53) 5 
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Combining Equations (7.49) and (7.53) gives the stability requirement for the 
case of pure advection as: - 
(6, +E V) Q2 
< 0.6 (7.54) 
It can be seen that the modified 2-D explicit QUICKEST scheme is stable for the 
case of pure advection with a stability constraint as given in the condition (7.54), 
which represents a slightly more severe stability constraint compared with the 
numerical results shown in Figure 7.2 for pure advection when -Y = 0, owing to 
the neglected higher order terms. 
For the case of advection and diffusion with c-, = ey =- and -y., = -yy = -y, 
the stable region can be obtained numerically using Equations (7.43) and (7.44) 
through parametric scanning with a step interval of 0.001 for both 6 and -f 
for the modified 2-D and quasi 2-D explicit QUICKEST schemes as shown in 
Figure 7.2. It can be seen that these graphical results are consistent with the 
previous analyses for pure advection, and that the stability region for both the 
modified and quasi 2-D explicit QUICKEST schemes is much smaller than that 
for the corresponding 1-D explicit QUICKEST scheme (241, with the quasi 2-D 
explicit QUICKEST scheme being unstable for the case of pure advection. 
7.3.2 Stability Analysis for ADI-TOASOD and 
ADI-QUICK Schemes 
The amplification factor for the ADI-TOASOD scheme can be shown to be: - 
[ 
L: t2 
(7.55) JGTJ "2 IT1511T ýn ýn+ 1, 
with the first square bracketted term being for the first half time step as: - 
, ýn+f ,1-2(, -.. b2+,, b 
2) 
- 2-lyb -I 
[ay +2 (a,, b, +ab 3yyy3 (7.56) ýn T1+2, 
y,, b, + Ia., 
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Figure 7.2 Comparison of von Neumann Stability Regions for 
the Various 2-D Schemes Derived herein 
1.0 
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and the second square bracketted term being for the second half time step as: - 
22 b2 2 (a.., b y Y)] 'n+ 3 Ey (7.57) 
ýn+-'L 
IT 
21+ 2-yyby + Ia. 
where 
' sin 0= Sin -T, b= sin2 
ly- 
-Z - sin 
Oý,; ay = 
Ly 
Y; bz yY. (7.58) 
For the case of pure advection, which represents the severest stability sit- 
uation for this implicit scheme, the norm of the amplification factor for the 
ADI-TOASOD scheme for the whole time step can be written as: - 
12 F, 
F2 FIF2 (7.59) JGT 
2 2)(1 +7ý 1+a + Y+ a2y Y)b xa 
where 
42 2) 
_8 b2b2 _4a F, =3 (c., b ,+ cyby 5 C'ey xy_, 
(a,, b., + ayb, ) 
423 20) 
_8ay Y9 5 
(c., bz + cy y5 ,ab., b (7.60) 
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2+ eyby b F (, -ýb C'6V6,, b ay (a.., b.. +a. 35. Y 
423+ 
CY2 3) 
8 
b, by 
9 
a,, ab,, by (7.61) 
Stability of this scheme requires that the terms inside the square bracket of 
Equation (7.59) must be positive or zero, giving: - 
2_FF ýýO, F, + F2 + Flaj + F2a 12 (7.62) yx 
which results in the stability requirement for pure advection as: - 
(C' 
60 
T :5 (7.63) 
The amplification factor for the ADI-QUICK. scheme can similarly be shown 
to be: - 
n+l 
JGQJ 
2 ]Q[ýn+l]Q 
ýn ýn+ '21 
(7.64) 
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where 
, ýn+f, (c. -b' +-b 
2) 
- 27yby + 
bý. b, (C', + CY) -I 
[ay + 
! (a,., b., + ay by)] 
ýn QYY63 1+ 2-yý. b-ý + Ia., 
(7.65) 
and 
, ýn+l (c., b 
2+ 
eyb 
2 2-j,, b., + 
L-by (Eý + -y) -Ia, + (a., b., +a b .rYY Y)] 6 
ýn+-21 Q1+ 2-yyby + Iay 
(7.66) 
A similar analysis can also be applied to the ADI-QUICK scheme for the case 
of pure advection, giving the stability constraint as: - 
(6, + ey) Q :52. 
(7.67) 
For the case of advection and diffusion with 6,, = cY= c and y., = -ty = -y, 
the stable region can be obtained numerically for the ADI-TOASOD and ADI- 
QUICK schemes using Equations (7.55)-(7.57) and (7.64)-(7.66) respectively, 
through parametric scanning with a step interval of 0.001 for both e and -y as 
shown in Figure 7.2, with the shaded area showing the stable region. It can be 
seen from Figure 7.2 that both the ADI-TOASOD and ADI-QUICK schemes 
are conditionally stable for the case of pure advection, or of advection and 
diffusion, with the severest situation occurring for pure advection. It can also 
be seen from Figure 7.2 that the stable regions for the ADI-TOASOD and ADI- 
QUICK schemes are much larger than those for both the explicit QUICKEST 
schemes considered. 
A similar stability analysis can also be performed on the 2-D C-N scheme, 
i. e. Equations (5-49) and (5.50), with the result showing that the amplification 
factor for the whole time step is always equal to unity and therefore the scheme 
is unconditionally (neutral) stable. This result is exactly the same as that for 
its 1-D representation. 
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7.4 2-D Numerical Tests 
In a recent study by Noye and Tan [1411, a number of 1-D explicit and im- 
plicit finite difference schemes have been successfully extended to a 2-D uniform 
flow test case. Their test case was very diffusive with the dimensionless diffu- 
sion number being 0.2, resulting from a very small grid size (Ax = Ay = 0.025 
length unit) with At = 0.0125 time unit. Numerical model studies in coastal 
and inland water engineering applications are usually advection dominated, as 
much larger grid sizes are often used to include the large model areas generally 
considered for relatively long time simulations. 
In this Section, the modified 2-D explicit QUICKEST, the ADI-TOASOD 
and the ADI-QUICK schemes were tested in a 2-D test domain consisting of 
100x100 grid cells (with Ax = Ay = 100m). The numerical predicted results 
were compared with the corresponding exact solutions and those obtained using 
other schemes, such as, the H-P, 'M-C and C-N schemes. Two flow conditions 
were considered with one being a uniform velocity field such that U=V= const 
= 0.3ms-1, and the other being a rotational velocity field similar to that for 
anticlockwise rigid-body rotation about the domain centre at an angular speed 
of 27r radians in 1256 time steps. The co-ordinate system was taken as being a 
right handed Cartesian system, with the bottom-left and top-right hand corners 
having co-ordinates of (0,0) and (100,100) respectively. The time step and the 
constant isotropic diffusion coefficient were At 50s and D_, = DY = 5m 2 S-1 
respectively, resulting in a diffusion number of = -11, = 0.025. The Courant 
number was constant for the uniform flow case with -., = ey = 0.15, whereas it 
varied from grid to grid for the rotational flow case with -0.25 < c.,, ey :50.25. 
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7.4.1 2-D Tests Without Continuous Discharge Source 
Several numerical test cases were considered for both flow conditions with- 
out the source term, including the pure advection of an instantaneous circular 
column source with a diameter of 9Ax (Tests I,, and I, ), and the pure advection 
(Tests I1,, and 11, ) and the advection with diffusion (Tests III,, and III,. ) of an 
instantaneous Gaussian distribution of o,., = cy = 3.25Ax, with the same peak 
concentration of 50mg/l for all these tests, where the subscripts u and r referred 
to the uniform and rotational flow conditions. These initial scalar distributions 
were relatively narrow, therefore the numerical tests performed herewith were 
relatively severe. It can be expected that a wider column would generally give 
better results in terms of the scheme behaviour. The initial non-zero con- 
centration distribution was located at the centre of the cell (11,11) and the 
cell (50,30) for the uniform and rotational flow fields respectively at t=O, with 
the upstream boundary concentration being set to zero and the downstream 
boundary concentration being obtained by assuming zero derivatives. 
The numerical results obtained for each scheme for Test I. at t= 160At, 
320At and 48OAt respectively and for Test 1,. at t= 1570At, 1884At, 2198At 
and 2512At respectively were shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 respectively with the 
minimum scalar value, the RMS error and the mass balance comparisons being 
shown in Table 7.1 for the uniform flow at t= 48OAt and the rotational flow at 
t= 2512At. The cross sectional views, along and across the local flow direction 
with respect to the corresponding centre location (as point 0), to which the ini- 
tial scalar distribution had been advected at the specified simulation time, were 
also shown in Figures 7.3(h), 7.3(i), 7.4(h) and 7.4(i) with comparisons being 
made with the corresponding exact solutions where p referred to the distance in 
terms of Ax from the local centre point 0 across the flow looking downstream. 
Figure 7.5 was obtained at t= 785At, 1727At and 1884At respectively for a 
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Table 7.1: COMDarison of Numerical Results for Test I 
Uniform Flow (t=480-At) I Rotation Flow (t=2512At) 
Scheme S,, i,, 
(mg/1) 
RMS 
(X 10-2) 
(mg/1) 
E S/S,, S,, i,, 
(mg/1) 
RMS 
(X 10-2) 
(mg/1) 
E S/s. 
H-P -2.82 1.40 100.0 1 -2.18 2.92 85.2 
ADI-TOASOD -3.31 1.76 100.0 -2.20 1.99 100.0 
M7 -QUICKEST -3.10 1.81 100.0 -2.07 1.99 100.0 
ADI-QUICK -6.35 1.90 100.0 -5.81 2.30 100.0 
M-C -4.97 1.90 100.0 -4.56 2.46 93.9 - C-N -19.3 3.55 92.9 1 1 -20.0 4.16 
1 99.6 
similar condition as that for Figure 7.4 with the angular velocity being doubled. 
In these Figures the maximum (S,,,,, ), minimum (S,, i,, ) scalar concentrations, 
the RMS errors calculated from Equation (3.18) and the scalar mass balance 
percentage (E SIS,, ), which is the percentage ratio of the total mass of the 
numerical prediction to that of the corresponding exact solution at the same 
specified time, were given for each scheme at the last specified time shown in 
each figure. 
It can be seen from Figures 7.3(b), 7.3(c), 7.5(a) and 7.5(b) for the com- 
parisons between the quasi 2-D and modified 2-D explicit QUICKEST schemes 
that numerical results also confirmed the previous von Neumann stability anal- 
ysis with the numerical predictions by the former being blown up at a longer 
simulation time whereas those by the latter being still stable., 
Some tolerable levels of over-shoot and under-shoot were observed for all 
these stable schemes considered with the C-N scheme producing very severe 
oscillations as can be seen from Figure 7.3(f) and 7.4(e) for Tests 1. and I, 
respectively. It can be seen from Figure 7.3 for Test I,, that the H-P scheme 
and the C-N scheme give the smallest and the largest RMS error respectively 
among the tested stable schemes, with the higher order scheme giving more 
accurate numerical result with less under shoot. Although the H-P and XI-C 
1411.! 4 
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Table 7.2: COMDarison of Numerical Results for Test 11 
Uniform Flow (t=480L\t) Rotatio n Flow (t=1884At) 
Scheme S, i 
(mg/, ) 
RMS 
(x'O-') 
(mg/, ) 
S S/& 
M 
S, i 
(mg/, ) 
RINIS 
(x 10-') 
(mg/, ) 
Z S/& 
M 
H-P -0.10 1.34 100.0 -0.05 11.9 88.8 
ADI-TOASOD -0.61 3.63 100.0 -0.66 5.26 100.0 
NI-QUICKEST -0.56 4.71 100.0 -0.58 5.25 100.0 
ADI-QUICK -1.84 5.28 100.0 -2.42 1.63 100.0 
M-c -1.62 5.37 100.0 -2.15 9.11 95.4 
C-N -9.53 12.0 100.0 -10.1 1 19.9 100.0 
schemes are mass conservative for Test 1. with a uniform flow field, these two 
schemes do not seem to conserve the scalar mass for Test I, with a rotational 
flow field, with these schemes losing about 14.8% and 6.1% of mass respectively 
after two complete revolutions, as can be seen from the mass balance parameter 
E SIS,, in Table 7.1 and Figures 7.4(c), 7.4(f) and 7.4(g) where Figure 7.4(g) 
was obtained for the same condition as that for Figure 7.4(c) with a clockwise 
rotational flow field instead. These two schemes lost about 22.3% and 9.0% 
of modelled mass respectively after three revolutions. As a result, these two 
schemes produced larger RMS errors than most other tested schemes, except for 
the C-N scheme as shown in Table 7.1. On the other hand, the ADI-TOASOD 
and ADI-QUICK schemes behaved in a similar manner and produced consistent 
and mass conservative results for both Tests I,, and I, 
Numerical results for the advection of a smooth Gaussian distribution, ob- 
tained for Test 11. at t= 80L\t and t= 480At and for Test II, after one 
and a half revolutions (i. e. t= 1884-At), were shown in Figures 7.6-7.7. The 
corresponding minimum scalar value, the RMS error and the mass balance com- 
parisons were shown in Table 7.2 for the uniform flow at t= 480At and for the 
rotational flow at t= 1884At. It can be seen from Figure 7.6(a) that there 
is little difference between the results obtained by the various schemes after 
a relatively short simulation time (i. e. t= 8OAt). However, it can be seen 
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from Figure 7.6(b) and 7.6(c) that differences between the different numeri- 
cal schemes become more obvious after a longer simulation time, with higher 
order schemes generally giving better results with weaker under-shoot. This 
phenomenon is similar to that reported previously for the 1-D numerical tests. 
It can be also seen from Figure 7.7(a) that the H-P scheme showed a shifting 
tendency towards the rotation centre resulting in a dominant phase error in the 
across flow direction for Test 11,. The numerical results also indicated that 
11.2% and 4.6% respectively mass losses had been observed for the H-P and 
M-C schemes respectively for Test I1,. after one and half revolutions, as can be 
seen from Table 7.2, although these two schemes did conserve the scalar mass 
for Test II,,. These two schemes lost about 22.5% and 9.0% of modelled mass 
respectively after three complete revolutions. The mass conservation property 
was well observed by the other schemes tested. It is also worth noting that Test I 
is more severe than Test II, which can be expected and confirmed by numerical 
results as the Gaussian distribution is smooth whereas the column source has 
an abrupt solute gradient, changing from the minimum to the maximum values 
within one grid cell. 
Numerical results obtained for Tests III,, and III, were shown in Figuers 7.8 
and 7.9 respectively, with the corresponding exact solutions also being shown. 
The minimum scalar value, the RMS error and the mass balance comparisons 
were shown in Table 7.3 for the uniform flow at t= 48OAt and the rotational 
flow at t= 1256At. It can be seen from the cross sectional views of the numerical 
results in Figures 7.8(b), 7.8(c), 7.9(b) and 7.9(c) that all the tested schemes 
performed much better than they did for the previous 2-D tests. For this case 
of advection and diffusion, the RMS error was of order 10-' to 10-5 mg/l, 
whereas for the case of advection only, the RMS error was of the order of only 
10-3 mg/l, as can be seen from Tables 7.2 and 7.3. The improvement in the 
numerical results for the advection and diffusion case was also indicated by the 
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Table 7.3: Comr)arison of Numerical Results for Tp-, t FrT 
Uniform Flow (t=48OAt) I Rotation Flow (t=1256-At) 
Scheme S,. i. 
0/1) mo, 
RNIS 
(X 10-4) 
(mg/1) 
S/ s" S. i. 
(Mg/1) 
RMS 
(X 10-4) 
(mg/1) 
S/S,, 
H-P 0.0 1.1-0 99.9 0.0 12.6 9 ý-. 2 
_ADI-TOASOD 
0.0 2.16 100.0 0.0 0.34 100.0 
M-QUICKEST 0.0- 4.61 100.0 0.0 0.82 100.0 
ADI-QUICK 0.0 5.02 100.0 0.0 1.24 100.0 
0.0 5.62 100.0 0.0 4.25 96.88- 
C-N -0.06 18.1 100.0 0.0 4.77-5ý :d 100.0 
minimum scalar values (or neglective) values. Numerical results showed that 
the H-P and M-C schemes lost about 7.8% and 3.2% of mass after one complete 
revolution for Test III, whereas the ADI-TOASOD and ADI-QUICK schemes 
still conserved mass with sufficient accuracy. The shifting tendency towards 
the rotation centre by the H-P scheme was still noticeable as can be seen in 
Figure 7.9(b). 
7.4.2 2-D Tests With Continuous Discharge Source 
Several Continuous discharge test cases with the discharge source element 
consisting of 1,4 and 9 grid points were considered for both the flow conditions 
mentioned above. These test cases included: - (i) a single point source, (ii) 
a 4-point source, and (iii) a 9-point source, with each discharging the same 
total amount of scalar mass (at a total discharge rate of 0.4 mg/I per second) 
into the model domain. The mass was discharged from the source element 
centre (. To, yo), located at point (11,11), and point (50,30) for the uniform and 
rotational flow cases respectively. The exact solutions for each of these test cases 
have been obtained in a similar manner to that for the 1-D case by representing 
diffusion occurring in a frame of reference moving at the advective speed and 
with the effect of the source term being treated by a variable transformation 
and superposition. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 7.10: Sketch of Continuous Source Discharging Elements 
The source element for Tests (i) and (iii) was considered to have the shape 
of a bi-isosceles- triangle (represented by subscript a in Equations (7.68) and 
(7.70)), with the base widths in the x and y directions being 2m-, Ax and 2m, Ay 
respectively. The constant values were m, = 1, m. =1 and m., = 2, m. =2 
for Tests (i) and (iii) respectively, as shown in Figure 7.10(a), with the source 
element being similar to a rectangular based pyramid. The source element 
for Test (ii) had a bi-isosceles-trapezium shape (represented by subscript b in 
Equations (7.69) and (7.71)), as shown in Figure 7.10(b), with the top and 
bottom widths in the x. direction being 1,, Ax and (1,, + 1)Ax respectively and 
similarly for the y direction by changing the subscript from x to y. Setting 
Iz = ly = 0.5 corresponds to the 4-point source discharge Test (ii) used in 
this study. The mathematical expressions for the source elements shown in 
Figures 7.10(a) and 7.10(b), with X and Y being the coordinate on the moving 
reference frame, can now be written respectively as: - 
S. -(, - 1XI )(1- ly, ) if 
IXI: 5 M"Ax; 
f. (X, Y) = M, 
Ax MAY 
1 
lyl: 5 m YAY; (7.68) 
0 otherwise, 
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and 
fb(x, y) =ý 
S* b 
+1- '-'Yl) Ax 
S; (ly +1- 
ly, 
Ay 
if 1XI < 1-. Ax; 
ý 
lyl: 5 ly/, \Y; 
if I., AX < IX 1 :5 (1., + 1)Ax; 
flyl 
:5 1YAY; 
if 
1 IXI: 5 1., Ax; 
IYAY :5 JYJ :5 (ly + 1)Ay; 
Lx-, ) (1, +1- ILI) if 
1"AX < IXI: 5 (1ý, + 1)-Ax; 
Ax Ay ý IYAX < IYI :5 (ly + ')AY; 
0 otherwise, 
(7.69) 
where S. * and S; are the peak values of the source elements for Tests (i), (iii) 
and Test (ii) respectively. 
Equations (7.68) and (7.69) can be integrated analytically, for an infinite 
domain, for the case of diffusion only according to Equation (5.44), thereby 
giving as: - 
and 
Sd (X, Y' t) 
S« 
(ex, + eX2)(ey, + ey2), (7.70) 4M., my 
tt) 
SZ [WX1 
+ WX2 (X7 Y=4 + erf ( 
lýAx + X) 
Pz 
+ erf (I'tAx - 
X)] 
Pz 
[WY1 + WY2 
+ erf( 
'YAY+Y) 
py 
+erf( 
lyAy -Y 
my 
(7.71) 
where 
ex, = 
(m, +X) [erf (M'AX 
+ X) 
- erf(X) ix- ßz ßX 
(M, AX + X)2 ry 
2 
+ (exp 
2 exp 
(7.72) 
PX 
eX2 ý-- 
(mx 
-X 
M'AX -X 
1-) 
[erf ( X- 
x) 
+erf( )] 
ßz ßz 
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Azz (M"Ax - X), 
X2 
+ exp exp (7.73) Ax Vir 
ýI-21- [- 
211; Px Px 
ey, my +Y) 
[erf (my'ýY + Y) 
- erf 
(Y 
AY py Py 
+ MY exp 
(MY Ay + y)2 
exp 
y2 
(7.74) 
y vl-r 2 
711; 
u yy 
y 
ey2 my-Z-)[erf(myý'Y-Y)+erf(y)] 
u y py fly 
+ 1-ty exp 
(MyAy - y)2 exp 
y2 (7.75) 2 711; 
y 
Ay rPy 
[erf«1' + 1)Ax + X) WXJ = (1, ++ erf 
ßz ßz 
(1, Pr AX + AX + X)2 (IrAX + X)21 
+Ax Vir 
(exp 
21- exp -2 
1(7.76) 
YX YX 
WX2 ý (1, +X) 
[erf (Y' + 1)ýa - X) 
- erf( 
1ý-Ax -X 
Ax P. - Px 
PC (1., Ax + AX _ X)2 
(I. 
TAX _ 
X)21 
1ý7.77) + exp 2 exp -2 A x, 17r 
I 
Ax YX 
y 
wyl --, ý 
(ly +I+) [erf (Yy 
+ l)AY + Y) 
- erf 
(IYAY + Y)] 
ly- my Ay 
Py (IyAy + Ay + y)2 (IyAy + y)2, ] +A 
Yýf- - 
exp [-1; (7.78) lexp 121p2 
yy 
WY2 ý-- (1, +1-y) [erf(("' 
+ ')ýy - Y) 
- erf('YAY 
- Y)] 
Ay fly Py 
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PY 
exp 
(IY_Ay + Ay - y)2 exp 
(IyAy - y)2 
-] 
1; (7.79) 
jZ2 2 y ily 
and 
2 V! -D-Tt =2 
VD-y t. (7.80) 
., 
t; py 
It can be seen that Equations (7.70) and (7.71) are identical when 1,, = ly = 0, 
m, = my =1 and S. * = S;, since the source elements in Figure 7.10(a) and 
7.10(b) are now the same. 
These diffusion results must then be advected to the appropriate location 
and superimposed with the results obtained at all previous time steps, such 
that: - 
n-I 
SGTý Y, 0 Sn-k (XI Y) t- tk) (7.81) 
k=O 
where tk= kAt, and 
tt X=X- X" - UAt; Y=Y- Y" - VAt. (7.82) 
Jtk Jtk 
The exact solutions for Tests (i)-(iii) can therefore be obtained by substituting 
the appropriate Equation (7.70) or (7.71), with the corresponding m, my, I., 
and ly values, into Equation (7.81) and then solved for numerically. The results 
are shown for Tests (i)-(iii) respectively with the uniform flow condition at 
t= 48OAt in Figures 7.11(a)-7.11(c) and with the rotational flow condition 
after one complete revolution at t= 1256At in Figures 7.11(d)-7.11(f). 
Comparisons between these three continuous discharge cases can be seen by 
the cross sectional views along the flow direction, at various simulation times 
in Figure 7.12(a) and 7.12(b) for the uniform and rotational flows respectively, 
and across the flow directions, at various locations for the last simulation time 
shown in Figures 7.12(c) and 7.12(d). In these figures the L axis represents the 
distance in terms of Ax increments from the nodal point (0,0) and (50,30) along 
the flow direction for the uniform and rotational flow cases respectively, and p 
represents the distance in terms of Ax increments across the plume looking 
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downstream, with the origin for p being placed at the plume centre. Bi-linear 
interpolation was used to obtain scalar values which were not located at the 
grid point for the rotational flow case. 
It can be seen from Figure 7.12 that the results obtained using the 4-point 
and 9-point discharge cases showed little difference except for only two points, 
including the discharging centre point. The 1-point discharge case had a much 
higher peak value near the discharge centre, with the difference between these 
three cases being reduced rapidly away from the discharging centre, and, for 
example, only about a 5% difference being observed at 5 grid points downstream 
of the discharge centre. 
The cross sectional views of the results obtained using different numer- 
ical schemes with the above mentioned three discharge source elements for 
Tests (i)-(iii) were shown along and across the flow directions as mentioned 
above, alongside the corresponding exact solutions in Figures 7.13 and 7.14, 
7.15 and 7.16,7.17 and 7.18 for both the uniform and rotational flow condi- 
tions. The RMS errors and mass balance comparisons were also shown in these 
Figures for the corresponding schemes. The numerical results were reasonably 
accurate in comparison with the corresponding exact solutions for most tested 
schemes, except for a very small region near the discharge centre. The H-P and 
M-C schemes produced smaller RMS errors for the uniform flow condition, but 
failed to conserve the scalar mass for the rotational flow case, whereas the C-N 
central scheme produced the largest RMS errors and the severest over- shoot 
and under- shoot. Among the mass conservative schemes compared, the third 
order ADI-TOASOD and modified 2-D explicit QUICKEST schemes had the 
same level of RMS error and gave more accurate results than the second or- 
der schemes considered including the ADI-QUICK and C-N schemes. Test (i) 
represents a very severe discharge test case for all the numerical schemes. The 
numerical results were much improved for Tests (ii) and (iii), where the scalar 
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mass was discharged through a number of neighbouring points. 
7.5 Summary 
The ADI-TOASOD and ADI-QUICK schemes have been formulated based 
upon the ADI technique, and the modified 2-D explicit QUICKEST scheme has 
also been derived based upon the spatial and temporal averaging method, with 
all of these schemes being tested for various time varying 2-D solute transport 
problems. The main findings of the analyses and numerical tests in this chapter 
can be summarised as follows: - 
(i) A previously derived quasi 2-D explicit QUICKEST scheme 11431 has 
been proved to be unstable for the case of pure advection, with this result also 
being confirmed by numerical simulation results. The modified 2-D explicit 
QUICKEST, ADI-TOASOD and ADI-QUICK schemes have been derived and 
proved to be numerically stable for the case of pure advection, with the cor- 
responding stability constraints being given in Equations (7.54), (7.63), and 
(7.67) respectively. The stability regions for these four schemes were shown in 
Figure 7.2 for the case with advection and diffusion, wherein -., = cy =c and 
7X = -/Y = ^/ - 
(ii) The exact solutions for the 2-D advection diffusion equation with three 
different continuous discharge source elements as shown in Figure 7.10 were 
derived assuming an infinite domain and constant diffusion coefficients. The 
difference of the resulting 2-D concentration distributions between these three 
discharge cases with the same total amount of discharging solute mass was 
limited to a relatively small area around the discharge centre. 
(iii) The modified 2-D QUICKEST, ADI-TOASOD and ADI-QUICK schemes 
have been tested for various instantaneously released initial distributions with- 
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out continuous source, for both the uniform and rotational flow conditions re- 
spectively, with the numerical predictions being compared with those obtained 
by the 2-D H-P, M-C, and C-N central schemes and with the corresponding ex- 
act solutions. Numerical results obtained for these tests showed that the higher 
order schemes generally gave better numerical predictions with smaller RINIS 
errors. Numerical tests also confirmed that physical diffusion improved the per- 
formance of each scheme, with the under shoot and over shoot oscillations being 
significantly reduced. 
(iv) Numerical results showed that a longer simulation time is needed to 
compare different schemes for an initially smooth Gaussian distribution, since 
the difference between the various schemes was not apparent for a short simu- 
lation time (i. e. less than about 100-It in this study). 
(v) The 2-D schemes derived herein have also been tested for three differ- 
ent continuous source discharge cases with advection and diffusion, for both 
the uniform and rotational flow conditions respectively, with the numerical pre- 
dictions being compared with those obtained by the 2-D H-P, M-C, and C-N 
central schemes and with the corresponding exact solutions. Numerical results 
showed that reasonably accurate results were obtained, except for a small region 
near the discharge centre. The results obtained for 4-point and 9-point continu- 
ous source discharge were more accurate than those obtained for a'single point 
source. 
(vi) The H-P and M-C schemes failed to conserve the scalar mass modelled 
for all the rotational flow tests, although they conserved mass for the uniform 
flow tests. In contrast, the 2-D schemes derived herein all conserved mass for 
both the uniform and rotational flow conditions. 
Chapter 8 
MODEL APPLICATIONS 
For practical applications, the general finite difference representation for 
the depth-integrated solute transport equation (2.58) can be written for the 
first half time step as: - 
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where p=UH and q=VH are the unit width discharges in the x and y directions 
respectively, D.,.,, D, yj Dy., and D, y are the dispersion-diffusion coefficients 
expressed in Equation (2.61). The value for 0 of 1/6,1/8, and 0 corresponds 
to the ADI-TOASOD, quasi 2-D ADI-QUICK and C-N schemes respectively. 
The modified 2-D explicit QUICKEST scheme was not used in this part of the 
study due to its more restrictive stability requirements. 
Poole Harbour and Holes Bay, located in Dorset along the south east coast of 
England, was simulated as the first application using the refined hydrodynamic 
and solute transport model developed in this study. The model area, as shown 
in Figure 8.1, is a large-tidally flushed natural coastal harbour, which floods and 
dries extensively during a tidal cycle, and is connected to the English Channel 
by means of a narrow entrance at the south end (i. e. North Haven) of the 
Sandbanks. The region of Poole harbour and Holes bay was represented in 
the finite difference model using a regular mesh of 65x58 grid cells, with a 
constant grid spacing Ax = Ay = 150 m. The complex bathymetry of the 
model area, as can be seen in Figure 8.2, was represented in the model by 
feeding a representative depth below Chart Datum at the centre of the four 
sides of each grid cell. These depths were obtained from the Admiralty Chart 
(No. 2611 of 1990), with data being interpolated linearly to estimate the values 
at the required locations when the available depth data were sparse. 
Field measured tidal elevations were obtained for the spring tide at North 
Haven during 10-12'. %Iarch 1990, provided by Poole Harbour Commissioners via 
Hydraulics Research Wallingford. These data were used at the seaward bound- 
ary to drive the model. Another set of tidal elevations, measured at Poole 
Bridge at the same time as that at North Haven, was used for comparisons 
between the model predicted and field measured water surface elevations. Ve- 
locity measurements at various sites (as shown in Figure 8.1) within the model 
area were taken between 05: 30 GMT and 18: 00 GIMT on 11 March 1990 for 
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sites 1-3 and on 12 March 1990 for sites 5,7 and 8. Discharges into Poole 0 
Harbour and Holes Bay from the rivers Frome and Piddle and from the sewage 
treatment works at Poole, Lytchett Minster and Keysworth were also included 
in the model. 
A time step of 36s was used so that Courant numbers (defined in Equa- 
tion (4.8)) of approximately 5.6 and 8.0 were resulted in the model, corre- 
sponding to the average and maximum water depths of 7.0 and 14.0 metres 
respectively. A uniform roughness height of 80 mm was assumed across the 
basin, based upon a number of initial test simulations in the absence of appro- 
priate field data. The 3-day tidal curve at North Haven was repeated to include 
15 tidal cycles, with the comparisons between the numerical predictions and 
the field measurements being made only for the first 3-day period. The model 
simulations were started from rest at near high water level, with the initial wa- 
ter levels across the modelling domain being equated everywhere to that at the 
seaward boundary at the start of the first tidal cycle. The results obtained for 
the first tidal cycle were not used in order to minimise the approximation of a 
initial horizontal water surface at the commencement of the simulation. The 
velocity fields for the mid-flood and mid-ebb tides were plotted in Figure 8.3(a) 
and 8.3(b) respectively, when the currents were relatively strong. It is clear 
that a large area underwent extensive flooding and drying and the currents 
were often reduced to a single narrow channel, with the boundaries between 
the wet and dry cells being marked by dotted lines in the figure. The compar- 
isons of predicted and measured depth-averaged velocities, including the speeds 
and directions, at the various sites mentioned above, were shown in Figure 8.4. 
It can be seen from these figures, as well as those comparisons in Chapter 4, 
that the numerical predictions of the water surfaces and currents are reasonably 
accurate. 
In general it is always preferable to verify numerical model predictions with 
I 
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field measured data for both hydrodynamic and solute transport processes. Al- 
though there were extensive hydrodynamic field data aN-ailable for this study, as 
has been shown above, no field measured data for the water quality parameters 
were available during the same simulation period. Therefore, the numerically 
predicted nitrate (including total oxidised nitrogen, TON, and ammoniacal ni- 
trogen, NH3) distributions across the model area were only used to demon- 
strate the difference between the various schemes. The discharges and nitrate 
levels from the rivers and sewage treatment works were taken from a previous 
study [821. A 1-point source element was used for the sewage discharges into the 
harbour. The nitrate distribution was treated as conservative by neglecting the 
decay process since this study was aimed at comparing the difference between 
numerical predictions by different schemes rather than to compare with field 
data. 
The numerical simulation results for the nitrate distributions near the high 
water level, using the ADI-TOASOD, ADI-QUICK and C-N schemes, are shown 
in Figure 8.5 as two-dimensional concentration contour lines. It can be seen 
from Figure 8.5 that in the region just north to north east of Brownsea Is- 
land and within the Holes bay, the nitrate levels using the ADI-TOASOD and 
ADI-QUICK schemes varied smoothly without any negative concentration being 
observed, whereas those using the C-N scheme appeared to be spatially oscil- 
lating, with negative concentration levels being observed and typically drop- 
ping to -0.7mg/l. The nitrate distributions near the low water level, using 
the above mentioned three schemes, are shown in Figure 8.6, where the con- 
centration values at the dry grid cells were set to zero for convenience when 
plotting the results. The maximum and minimum concentration values were 
also shown in the figure for comparative purposes, with the land cells being 
also clearly marked. No negative value was observed for the ADI-TOASOD 
and ADI-QUICK schemes, whereas the peak negative value produced by the 
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Figure 8.5 Nitrate Predictions at near High Water Level 
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(b) Using the ADI-QUICK Scheme at t-86 hr 
Figure 8.5 Nitrate Predictions at near High Water Level 
in Poole Harbour (in mg/1) (Cont'd) 
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Figure 8.5 Nitrate Predictions at near High Water Level 
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C-N central scheme was -5. Omg/l. Therefore, these results further indicate that 
higher order finite difference schemes predict more realistic solute concentration 
distributions. 
The numerical schemes (8.1) and (8.2) were also applied to Bridlington Bay 
where a sea outfall was located about 1500m from the shore, with a further 
diffuser section of 200m being attached at the end of the outfall pipe. The 
region around Bridlington Bay was represented in the model using a nested 
coarse and fine grid, as shown in Figure 8.7. The coarse grid model of grid 
size Ax = Ay = 1080m was run for average tidal conditions using a time 
step of 360s, with time varying water elevations and velocity components being 
prescribed along the boundaries from the HR Wallingford North Sea IModel. 
The resulting Courant numbers for the coarse grid model were about 9.3 and 
15.3 respectively corresponding to the average and maximum depths of 10m 
and 26m. Two fine grid models were considered herein in order to compare 
numerical predictions using different discharge source elements, with the fine 
grid model I (Ax = Ay = 180m) having been initially set up by Liu 11531 1 
with only a 1-point source element being used 191). The fine grid model II 
(Ax = Ay = 90m) has been set up specifically for this study, with both 1-point 
and 4-point discharge source elements being used for the ADI-TOASOD scheme. 
These two fine grid models I and II, consisting of 6Ox58 and 118x114 grid cells 
respectively, were then run using time steps of 40s and 20s respectively using 
the same bed roughness height of 80mm. The resulting Courant numbers for 
both these fine grid models were about 6.2 and 10.2 respectively corresponding 
to the average and maximum depths of 10m and 26m. The boundary conditions 
for these two fine grid models were provided by the coarse grid model described 
above. The depths around Bridlington Bay were taken from the Admiralty 
Chart (No. 1882 and 121 of 1990), with the bed topography for the finq grid 
model area being shown in Figure 8.8. There is a relatively shallow submerged 
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sandbank of about 5km long and 2km wide, located in the middle of the Bay 
about 5km off the shore. The outfall discharge was set to a daily mean value 
of 0.26M3S-1, with a daily mean value of the faecal coliform. level at the outlet 
and the decay rate, for faecal coliform, being respectively set to 92.7x 107 counts 
per 100ml and 4 day-1. The T90 value for this decay rate is about 6 hr. 
The computation started near the low water level with the faecal coliform, 
concentrations across the domain being set to zero for the initial 5 hours. The 
velocity distributions within the model bay near the mean water level at flood 
and ebb tides respectively were shown in Figures 8.9 and 8.10 for both fine 
grid models, with the boundaries between the wet and dry cells and the out- 
fall location being marked by dotted lines and a black sqaure box respectively. 
The corresponding velocity distributions and flow patterns obtained by both 
the fine grid models were consistent, with the velocities only being plotted at 
every other grid cell for fine grid model IL The tidal flow was confined mainly 
in the alongshore direction, with a strong tidal eddy occurring near Flambor- 
ough Head during flood tide and with high velocities generally occurring in 
the area between the shallow submerged sandbank and just beyond the out- 
fall. The outfall discharge was commenced at high water level when t=5 hr, 
with the numerical predictions for faecal coliform distributions being obtained 
at low (t=11.0 hr) and high (t=17.0 hr) water levels respectively, as shown 
in Figures 8.11 and 8.12, where the land cells have also been marked. The 
maximum and minimum concentration values were shown in these figures for 
comparative purposes. The results obtained by the ADI-QUICK scheme was 
not shown here, since the comparisons for fine grid model I have shown that the 
ADI-QUICK and ADI-TOASOD schemes produced similar results and that the 
ADI-TOASOD scheme is slightly superior than the ADI-QUICK scheme 1911. 
It is worth pointing out that the predicted outfall plume with detectable 
faecal coliform. levels were several hundred metres beyond the Bridlington swim- 
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Figure 8.10 Predicted Fine Grid Velocity Distribution in 
Bridlington Bay near Mean Water Level at Ebb 
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ming beaches, with this result also being qualitatively confirmed by field ob- 
servations and sampling results, undertaken by Yorkshire Water p1c. The nu- 
merical predictions of the peak faecal coliform concentrations along the outfall 
plume centre line were plotted at low and high water levels respectively in Fig- 
ures 8.13 (a) and 8.13 (b), with the predictions also being compared with the 
field sampling data [1541 six hours after the outfall discharge was commenced 
(i. e., model time=11.0 hr in Figure 8.13 (a)). The resulting comparisons in Fig- 
ure 8.13 show close agreement between the different numerical schemes and the 
different discharge source elements, with the numerical predictions also being 
reasonably close to the field measured results. 
The lateral faecal coliform distributions across the outfall plume at two 
transects at low and high water levels were shown in Figures 8.14 and 8.15 
respectively. It can be seen that the C-N central scheme produced very severe 
oscillations across the plume and those under shoot values by the ADI-TOASOD 
scheme were considerably less for fine grid model I, and almost disappeared for 
fine grid model II when a 4-point discharge source element was used. The 
results shown here further indicate that introducing a 4-point discharge source 
element gives considerable improvement in reducing the grid scale oscillations 
of numerical predictions for Bridlington sea outfall study. 
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Chapter 9 
CONCLUSIONS 
Numerical simulation of the solute transport processes provides a useful 
tool for practical engineering applications. There is an increasing use of numer- 
ical models to simulate existing and new sea outfalls. The discharge of sewage 
effluent from such outfalls can lead to spatially varying high concentration gra- 
dients, which are not generally modelled satisfactorily using conventional second 
order accurate central or first order accurate upwind difference schemes. This 
study has focused on the numerical modelling of solute transport processes us- 
in, higher order accurate finite difference schemes. The main findings of the 
study can be summarised as follows: - 
(i) The QUICK scheme has been shown to be third order accurate in space 
when used only in finite volume models and is generally only second order 
accurate in space when used in finite difference models. 
(ii) Combining third order upwinding for the advection process and second 
order central differencing for the diffusion process gives the TOASOD scheme. 
The QUICK and TOASOD schemes, which are similar in formulation, can be 
written in various finite difference forms for transient solute transport processes, 
with different scheme representations having different numerical properties and 
computational efficiencies. 
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(iii) The explicit forward difference TOASOD and QUICK schemes have 
been shown to have a severe stability constraint for the case of advection and dif- 
fusion, and are numerically unstable for the case of pure advection, despite these 
schemes have stable advective (or convective) sensitivities. The backward and 
fully time-centred implicit TOASOD and QUICK schemes were unconditionally 
stable, although they were also computationally inefficient compared with other 
formulations. The semi-backward and semi- time-centred implicit TOASOD and 
QUICK schemes had a stability constraint as given in Equations (6.48) (6.49) 
and (6.57) respectively, and as illustrated graphically in Figure 5.2. The back- 
ward and semi-backward implicit TOASOD and QUICK schemes were compar- 
atively more diffusive than the fully time-centred and semi- time- centred versions 
and were therefore considered to be inadequate for practical use. 
(iv) The fully time-centred and semi- time- centred implicit TOASOD and 
QUICK schemes exhibited some degree of grid scale oscillations in advection 
dominant transport problems. However, these grid-scale oscillations are con- 
siderably weaker in comparison with those obtained using the conventional 
second order difference schemes, with the oscillations produced by both the 
fully time-centred and semi- tim e- centred TOASOD schemes being comparable 
in magnitude to those obtained using the other third order schemes considered 
for the test cases undertaken. The differences in predicted results between the 
fully time centred and the semi- time- centred implicit TOASOD scheme were 
shown to be small, with the differences between the fully time-centred and the 
semi- time- centred implicit QUICK schemes being negligible when the Courant 
number was relatively small or there was a minimal amount of physical dif- 
fusion. Both version of these time-centred schemes gave reasonably accurate 
predictions for the test cases considered. On balance the semi- time- centred im- 
plicit TOASOD scheme was therefore preferred, since this scheme was third 
order accurate in space and involved only solving a tri-diagonal matrix so that 0 
, r) 0 11 
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computational efficiency could be maintained. These semi- time- centred TOA- 
SOD and QUICK schemes were also readily extended to 2-D cases using the 
ADI technique. 
(v) Numerical tests in both 1-D and 2-D cases showed that a longer simu- 
lation time was needed to compare different schemes with an initially smooth 
Gaussian distribution. The results also confirmed that physical diffusion im- 
proved the stability properties of all the finite difference schemes tested and also 
reduced the amplitude of grid scale oscillations. 
(vi) Continuous source discharge tests for the cases of both 1-D, with both 
constant and time-varying velocities, and 2-D with both the uniform and ro- 0 
tational. velocity fields, showed that grid scale oscillations were considerably 
reduced by replacing a single point discharge source element with a multi-point 00 
dischar,,, e source element. The corresponding exact solution for each continu- 00 
ous source discharge case was also derived. The difference in the resulting 2-D 0 
concentration distributions between the three discharge source elements con- 
sidered, for the same total amount of discharge solute mass, were limited to a 
relatively small area around the discharging centre. 0 
(vii) A previously derived quasi 2-D explicit QUICKEST scheme [1431 has 
been shown to be unstable for the case of pure advection, with this result 
also being confirmed by numerical simulation results. Modified 2-D explicit 
QUICKEST, ADI-TOASOD and ADI-QUICK schemes have been derived and 
proved to be numerically stable for the cases of pure advection and advection 
with diffusion, with the corresponding stability constraints being given in Equa- 
tions (7.54), (7.63), and (7.67) respectively, and with the stable region for each 
of these schemes being illustrated in Figure 7.2. 0 
(viii) All of the numerical schemes derived in this study have been tested 
for both I-D and 2-D velocity fields, with the predicted results being compared 
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with various other schemes and with the corresponding exact solutions for the 
various test conditions, using a RMS error indicator to represent* the overall 
scheme performance. Numerical results obtained for these tests showed that 
higher order accurate schemes generally gave better numerical predictions with 
smaller RNIS errors, except for the characteristic based Holly-Preissmann and 
Minimax- Characteristics schemes which failed to conserve mass for the 2-D 
rotational flow tests. However, they did conserve mass for the 2-D uniform flow 
tests and all of the 1-D tests. The 2-D schemes derived in this study were shown 
to conserve mass for all of the flow conditions considered. 
(ix) A new flooding and drying algorithm for hydrodynamic simulations has 
also been developed which has proved to be more accurate and robust than a 
number of previously proposed algorithms. This new scheme has since been 
successfully applied to various hydrodynamic studies, including Poole Harbour 
and Holes Bay in Dorset and Bridlington Bay in Yorkshire. The model predicted 
water surface elevations and velocities in Poole Harbour were in good agreement 
with the field measured data. 
(x) The ADI-TOASOD scheme was successfully applied to Poole Harbour 
for a nitrate distribution study and to Bridlington Bay for a sea outfall study. 0 
The 1-point and 4-point discharge source elements were also compared for the 
Bridlington sea outfall study, with a 4-point source being superior to a 1-point 
source element. 
9)orl 
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Further research work is needed in eliminatina all the grid scale oscilla- 
tions, caused by higher order schemes whilst maintaining higher order accuracy. 
A possible way to achieve this goal is to construct a higher order flux filter 
to remove those over- and under- shoot, so that the results can be bounded. 
However, one must be aware that such filters may cut off the peak value when 
the solute distributions are relatively narrow. Such peak value cut off effect is 
pronounced when the simulaiton time is relatively long. For near field plume 
simulations, 3-D model is required as relatively strong vertical mixing will occur 
locally near sea outfall outlet. Such a 3-D near field plume model can then be 
patched into a far field plume model, with the latter being a 2-D model. The 
problem of the characteristic based schemes in mass conservation also needs to 
be overcome. More sophisticated turbulence model must also be included in 
hydrodynamic modelling process to establish more accurate velocity fields. 0 
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